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Preface

Can This Book

Help You Get Hired?

You will not land the job unless you excel in the interview. And
you are not likely to secure the best possible salary unless you
are skilled in salary negotiations. My clients have tried every
technique and have successfully used the answers in this book
to land terrific jobs. If you find marketing yourself difficult,
be comforted to know that it does not come easily to anyone.
Yet thousands of job hunters have read this book and quickly
learned what to say, what not to say, and how to answer the
tough questions. They learned the best ways to sell themselves
in interviews. And the results speak for themselves—they got
the job! That’s the reason I think this will be a valuable re-
source to help you land the position you want.

I spend most of my workdays advising clients or talking
to hiring managers. I’ve given hundreds of speeches and ap-
peared on many TV and radio shows to share the insights in
this book, even discussing it on Oprah. I care about giving
you the best possible advice, which is why I have updated
this book to make sure you will be ready to wow any em-
ployer you talk to. This updated edition contains a new
chapter, new facts and research as well as additional hiring
strategies and client-proven techniques. It is also concise, so
that you can read it in its entirety the night before your in-
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terview. This new edition contains 125 answers that have
been used in real interviews where my clients faced employ-
ers who asked the same difficult questions.

Preparation is the key to your success. Everything you
need to know to excel in your next interview is covered in
the pages that follow. Read on, and you can be assured you’ll
do the best job possible when you’re in the hot seat.

I continually hear success story after success story about
how this book has helped job hunters land great jobs. I’m
convinced it will be as effective for you as it has been for
so many others—so do let me know when you get your
new job.

To your success—

Robin Ryan 
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Chapter 1

Why 60 Seconds?

“We would like you to come in for an interview.” Those
wonderful words are what every job hunter wants to hear.
Once they are said, a vision of landing the job starts to form in
the job hunter’s mind. When you get that call you hang up the
phone, excited and pleased that your resumé has gotten you
this far.

On the other end of the phone sits the employer who de-
cided to call you in for an interview. Three thoughts are run-
ning through his mind: Can you do the job? Will you do the job?
Will you work out in their organization so they can manage you?
The employer is worried. It’s hard to find a person who’ll be
a good fit. The workload is piling up; the pressure is on to
make a good hiring decision. The employer hopes that you’ll
be “the one.” He reiterates the important job duties he needs
done. He’s feeling anxious, hopeful, and skeptical all at once.
He’s praying that you have the skills to do the work.

For the employer, hiring is a difficult task. Mistakes can
be very costly. Employee turnover often costs three times the
person’s salary, when adding in the loss of work, expense of
errors, and training a new person. The employer wants to
find the right person—quickly. He looks for someone who
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can and will perform the job well. He looks for an answer to
the problem of whom to hire.

There are several compelling reasons why the 60-seconds
approach is the ideal way to get your points across and con-
vince an employer to hire you.

Attention Span

In today’s fast-paced world, we often focus on things for less
than 60 seconds. Verbose, lengthy answers, where job hunters
babble on and on when answering interview questions, bore
the interviewer into not hiring them. Nervousness and lack of
preparation often result in long, rambling, erroneous, or
never-ending answers.

The most effective way to capture attention is to use your
enthusiasm to answer each question succinctly in a concise,
brief manner. Never use more than 60 seconds on any answer.

Are They Listening?

Job hunters are amazed to learn that interviewers can ask
them an hour’s worth of questions and never hear any of the
answers. Why? Because they aren’t listening. They are tired,
distracted, and bored and feel the candidate is the wrong
choice—that he or she can’t do the job. When you get your
point across in 60 seconds or less, you increase the odds that
the person will listen. When you add specifics of how you’ve
accomplished the needed tasks before, show support materi-
als and work examples, and add vocal variety and enthusiasm
to your answers, the employer starts to wake up and take
notice. And when you put into practice two proven tech-
niques you’ll learn in this book—the 5 Point Agenda and the
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60 Second Sell—the whole process takes on a new shape. The
employer begins to get excited that she may have found the
right person for the job—YOU!

The World Is Full of Sound Bites

Television and radio have filled our world with 30- and 60-
second commercials—short, concise commercials that quickly
get their points across. News reports use the same principles,
limiting stories to one- to three-minute segments. We are all
conditioned to these speedy communication tools. During a
job interview, utilizing the right words that effectively get
your message across concisely will build the employer’s
confidence that you can do the job.

Your Verbal Business Card

The 60 Second Sell is your basic tool to spark an employer’s
interest. This 60-second calling card will summarize your
skills, abilities, and previous experience in a well-thought-out
fashion that will immediately make the employer want to lis-
ten. The 60 Second Sell is a proven shortcut to your success.
Client upon client has reported it was the best job-search
technique they’d ever used. It’s easy to create and easy to im-
plement. Once you’ve learned this technique, your interviews
will be greatly improved because you will be able to do the
most important thing necessary to land a job—get the em-
ployer to listen to you while you’re telling him exactly how
you can perform his job.
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Chapter 2

5 Point Agenda

The 5 Point Agenda is a method by which you can focus
your interview on your strengths, break through the monot-
ony and disinterest, and get the employer to listen. It is a
hiring strategy created to focus on the needs of the em-
ployer and the job to be done. The 5 Point Agenda is a
predetermined analysis in which you select your five most
marketable points and and repeatedly illustrate these points
throughout the interview process. It is this repetition and
reiteration of exactly how you’ll meet her needs that al-
lows the employer to remember something about you. My
clients have tested this interview approach with the following
results:

• It made interview preparation easier.
• They were highly rated by everyone who

interviewed them.
• The five points seemed to be all that was

remembered.
• They credited the 5 Point Agenda and the 60

Second Sell as being the two techniques that
secured the job offer.
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Job hunters are often amazed to learn that an interviewer
can ask you questions for an entire hour and not hear one word
you’ve said. He may be bored, frustrated, or unimpressed with
your image within the first few answers. After interviewing sev-
eral people, all the candidates begin to blend together. I experi-
ence this when I hire people, and countless other employers
continuously confirm this fact. The 5 Point Agenda quickly
captures an employer’s interest because you are continually em-
phasizing exactly how you can do the job right from the start.

The Formula: Creating Your Strategy

Examine your previous experience. Write out the major re-
sponsibilities for each job you’ve held. Note any special ac-
complishments. Zero in on your important work strengths—
those abilities where you excel and are most productive.

Then, check with your contacts and use your network to
get as much background as possible about the employer, the
company, and the position’s needs. Many times, your contacts
will point out the very aspects that must make up your 5 Point
Agenda. Other times, there will be little information available
and you will need to guess based on your general knowledge
about performing the job.

After reviewing the employer’s and position’s needs, de-
termine which of your abilities and which aspects of your ex-
perience will be most important to the employer. Then create
your 5 Point Agenda, selecting each point to build a solid pic-
ture emphasizing how you can do the best job.

Three Examples

Let’s examine three 5 Point Agendas that clients used during
the interview process to land their new jobs. The jobs they
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applied for were chief financial officer, events planner, and
engineer.

Chief Financial Officer

This position was with a rapidly growing international
company needing strong financial and operations manage-
ment. Here are the points the candidate came up with:

• Point 1: 15 years in senior financial management,
directing international business start-ups,
expansions, and turnarounds.

• Point 2: Took start-up manufacturer from zero to
$38 million in 18 months.

• Point 3: Achieved corporate profitability goals at
last five positions, and exceeded goals at four.

• Point 4: Hired more than 3,500 employees,
uniting diverse workforce into cohesive
productive teams.

• Point 5: Information Technology Systems expertise
in hardware, software, network conversions, and
transportation, accounting, and distribution
systems.

It’s important to note that the last point was simply a guess
at the company’s perceived need. During the interview process,
this client realized that computer systems were a crucial need
for this employer and was able to offer specific examples of his
experience using management information systems to posi-
tively affect the bottomline at companies he had worked for
previously.

Events Planner

The association needed a person with strong computer
skills and previous event-planning experience. As a new col-
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lege graduate, this candidate created her 5 Point Agenda from
her internship and part-time jobs:

• Point 1: Proficient PC and Macintosh computer
skills with expert Internet capabilities.

• Point 2: Desktop publishing using PageMaker;
creating brochures, programs, invitations, fliers,
press releases, training materials, and website
updates.

• Point 3: Assisted with numerous special events,
conferences, lunches, receptions.

• Point 4: Responsible for catering, food prepara-
tion, audiovisual setup, transportation, budget,
expense reimbursements.

• Point 5: Acquired service bids from several
contractors, caterers, hotels.

Engineer

This major automotive manufacturer required experi-
ence in both quality assurance and new product design. The
candidate’s 5 Point Agenda was:

• Point 1: Implemented new four-year quality-
assurance program that received a national
Quality 1 Award.

• Point 2: Effectively dealt with employee resistance
to quality improvements.

• Point 3: Conducted on-site inspections of 37
suppliers to improve the quality of parts received.

• Point 4: Five years’ design engineering
experience.

• Point 5: Excellent communication skills when
working with both technical and nontechnical
staff.

5  Po i n t  Ag e n d a 9



Summary

Before every job interview, you will customize your 5 Point
Agenda to reflect the responsibilities of the job as well as the
company’s goals and objectives. These five points are your
basic building blocks to answer the interviewer’s questions.
You’ll want to restress each of these points whenever the op-
portunity presents itself. The message the employer will hear
is that you have the ability to perform and do well in the job—
and it will give your prospective boss confidence in hiring you.
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Chapter 3

60 Second Sell

The 60 Second Sell is a tool that helps you target your skills
to meet the employer’s needs. It allows you to summarize
your most marketable strengths in a brief and concise man-
ner. Successful job hunters have found that the 60 Second Sell
is the most influential tool they used during the interview
process. They praised the tool for several reasons:

• It was effective in capturing the employer’s
attention.

• It provided excellent, concise answers to tricky
questions.

• It was very easy to use.
• It was a great way to end an interview.

The 60 Second Sell is a 60-second statement that you
customize for each interview and that summarizes and links
together your 5 Point Agenda. You will want to put the points
of your 5 Point Agenda into an order that allows you to pre-
sent them in the most logical and effective manner. When
you link the ideas into sentences, they should be spoken in 60
seconds or less. Once memorized, this statement will be easy
for you to recall and use during the interview.
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When to Use It

Most interviews are over before they ever really get started.
What should you do to avoid this trap? Immediately capture
the employer’s attention and get him tuned in to you as a true
top-notch candidate. You need to open the interview by using
your 60 Second Sell. Typically the first question you are asked
in an interview is Tell me about yourself. In an interview I re-
cently conducted, I got a 20-minute answer. After the first
minute or two, the prospect totally lost my attention. Had the
person answered with a 60 Second Sell, he might have started
the interview by grabbing my attention and keeping it. Ques-
tions such as Tell me about yourself require a brief summary
noting your most marketable skills, not a life story.

Another question to which your 60 Second Sell is the
perfect answer: Why should I hire you? This question is asking
you to convince the employer to hire you. Other applicable
inquiries include: What are your strengths? What makes you
think you are qualified for this job? What makes you think you will
succeed in this position? Why do you want this job? These ques-
tions offer you an excellent way to stress your 5 Point Agenda
(your most marketable skills) using your 60 Second Sell.

The 60 Second Sell is effective because it demonstrates
your strengths and illustrates how you will fill the employer’s
needs. That is the key to its success, and yours.

Three Examples

To clearly understand how your 5 Point Agenda is linked and
becomes your 60 Second Sell, let’s continue with our three
earlier examples; here is how the candidates took their 5
Point Agenda and linked the points together to summarize
them and create their 60 Second Sell.
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Chief Financial Officer

This international company was in a rapid expansion
phase that required expertise in financial as well as opera-
tional management. This candidate’s 60 Second Sell stressed
how he’d done it before:

“I have 15 years in senior financial management directing
business expansions, start-ups, and turnarounds in the inter-
national arena. In my last three positions, I achieved corpo-
rate profitability goals and exceeded goals in four of those
situations. For example, I took a start-up manufacturer from
zero to $38 million in 18 months.

“I base my success on two abilities. The first is my ability
to hire excellent people and build a cohesive productive team.
The second is my Information Technology Systems expertise,
which enables me to create a network system to keep us quick
and efficient. In terms of personnel, I’ve hired more than
3,500 employees and, using job accountability and training,
achieved highly productive bottomline results. I’ve utilized my
computer expertise to select hardware, software, and trans-
portation, distribution, and accounting systems to analyze and
streamline costs, and put in place the most effective safeguards
and systems that will maximize profits. I’ve always produced
measurable bottomline results and feel that I would produce
the same for you.”

Events Planner

When interviewing for an events coordinator position re-
quiring heavy computer and desktop publishing skills, our
new grad said:

“I have assisted with numerous special events during the
last two years, planning conferences, receptions, lunches, and
dinners. I’ve been responsible for all the details, the facilities,
catering and lodging arrangements, equipment and food setups,
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and taking care of the transportation needs, plus handling ex-
penses and vouchers. I have learned to make any budget work,
being resourceful so as not to exceed the budget’s limits. I have
had a great deal of experience comparing and selecting service
contractors such as caterers and facilities.

“My computer strengths have been most beneficial to my
previous employer. I have extensive IBM and Macintosh ex-
perience and easily use PageMaker to create brochures, fliers,
program schedules, invitations, and training materials. I am
very quick on the Internet when needing to search or research
information, or download items to enhance our materials. It
is both my experience in event planning and my computer
skills that would help me succeed in your position.”

Engineer

When interviewing with the major automotive manufac-
turer for a quality-assurance engineer position, this appli-
cant’s 60 Second Sell went something like this:

“For my last employer I implemented a new quality-
assurance program for seven plants over a four-year period.
We received the Q 1 Award for our efforts. Along the way,
I’ve learned to effectively deal with employee resistance to
quality improvements through training, selling teamwork
concepts, and utilizing a personal empowerment approach.
I have evaluated 37 suppliers during on-site inspections to
improve the quality of their product—parts that will ulti-
mately become pieces of my company’s final product. My five
years in design engineering and my strong communication
skills have aided me in my ability to work with a diverse
population and solve technical problems. These are the
reasons I feel I would make a valuable contribution to your
company.”
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Summary

Both the 60 Second Sell and the 5 Point Agenda must be cus-
tomized and created for each interview. They may vary
slightly or greatly based on what you determine to be that
employer’s most important needs and your most marketable
abilities to meet those needs. These tools allow you to take
control of the interview and get the employer to recognize
the kind of abilities and contributions you will bring to the
job and the organization.
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Chapter 4

Hiring Trends

Millions of dollars are lost from bad hires every year. One
out of every five hires will be regretted and/or terminated. In
fact, a small company with 200 employees will likely experi-
ence a $1 million loss per year due to poor hires and expenses
caused by turnover errors, productivity loss, and recruiting
costs.

Hiring is of paramount concern to everyone from the
CEO down to the manager who makes the choice of whether
you have a job. In the past, an employer would seek out an
employee to “fill the job description,” but in response to the
rapidly changing marketplace and accessibility to potential
customers and research via the Internet, companies big and
small now compete globally for their business. To better meet
the needs of tomorrow’s workplace, employers hire nimble
employees today who can maximize productivity, advance
their own personal development, and still be of value to an
employer tomorrow.

A few notable hiring trends that you must recognize:

• An emphasis on finding more autonomous and
accountable workers.
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• Companies continue to experience increasing
difficulty in finding qualified candidates to hire
and are willing to wait to find the right person.

• Strengths-based hiring is moving into the
forefront. Employers recognize that people who
excel in their jobs rely on their innate talents and
strengths, so during the interview they look for
evidence of having utilized such talents. (For
more information on this, check out my book
Soaring on Your Strengths, also from Penguin.)

• Strong ethics and integrity are now sought-after
traits by employers (in wake of too many
corporate scandals).

• The number one complaint from hiring managers
is that candidates display poor communication
skills, such as inarticulate answers and vague
accounts of past experience.

• The crackdown on lying is commonplace, with
increased reference checks and post-hire firings if
false information is uncovered.

• Interview etiquette is now on center stage in
corporate America. Dress, image, and personal
presentation are undergoing greater scrutiny than
ever before.

• The interview process is seeing a rise in testing
and more situational questions are now being
asked. This may include competency,
management-style, personality, and software-
usage testing, as well as on-the-job assessment, or
drug testing.

• In addition to experience, employers look for
future potential and a “success attitude.”
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Salary Trends

Among recent salary trends:

• Employers are showing more latitude and
willingness to negotiate salary and benefits, most
often improving initial offers when asked.

• The biggest raises come when changing jobs and
moving from one employer to another.

Where People Want to Work

Individuals now seek out satisfying and personally rewarding
work and relish contributing personal accomplishments to their
organization. They want to be recognized and appreciated. In
the future, workers will put even more emphasis on having pas-
sion for and finding satisfaction in their jobs. The top reason
that people change positions today is dissatisfaction—it’s a pow-
erful trend that employers are responding to.

A larger group of workers is now searching for employers
with a mission they can believe in. Whether it is to fight for a
political cause, to safeguard the environment, or to help other
people overcome life’s problems, they select jobs and employ-
ers because they feel they can make an important difference
by working there. Meaningful work and helping others—not
salary or stock options—is their daily incentive. They want to
make the world, or at least the part they live in, a better place.
Competition for these jobs has been, and will continue to be,
strong.

Fast-paced companies like Google and Starbucks have
become the organizations new workers flock to. There they
have found a sense of accomplishment, many opportunities to
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shine, and salary packages offering top dollar for their skills.
Additionally, they offer many people the opportunity to move
up along the way. Many popular employers look at the skill set
and, more important, the “future potential” of would-be em-
ployees, assessing their past performances as well as their flexi-
bility, adaptability, and job attitudes. Mergers and massive layoffs
left many people racing from blue chip companies such as Boe-
ing, GM, and Ford. The competition to land one of these highly
sought-after jobs is staggering. Microsoft claims to receive more
than 500,000 resumés a year—that’s competition!

Competition for the most desirable and lucrative posi-
tions is, and will remain, stiff. To land one, superior interview
skills are indispensable.

Employers’ Changing Needs

Global competitiveness, mergers, acquisitions, outsourcing,
technology, and the Internet are reshaping the way employers
do business. Restructuring and layoffs are commonplace, and,
ironically, at the same time these companies are firing, they
are actively recruiting new key people to help them move
forward.

Today, many employers report a mismatch between the
skills their company needs and those its current workers offer.
The movement is toward looking for people with broader
based skills and documented strengths—adaptable learners
who have demonstrated the ability to grow into future jobs.
Hiring now takes on a more futurist attitude. Companies seek
not only experience but now hire people for their aptitude
(what they could do) and their attitude (what they are willing
to do). Most need productive workers that can fit into a team-
based organization, since most large companies use teams to
drive the work and meet corporate goals. Hiring adaptable
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people is critical whether a company employs 20 people or
200,000. Organizations now hire managers who show leader-
ship strength as people who can achieve results. Nationally,
emerging companies, nonprofits, Fortune 500, small busi-
nesses, and governmental agencies are all responding to a need
for an adaptable workforce. Therefore the desire to find and
hire the “ideal worker persona” is the most significant of all
hiring changes.

Cultivating the Ideal Worker Persona

Employers often stereotype people. An older worker is typi-
cally viewed as less driven, no longer having as much innova-
tion, energy, or enthusiasm and possessing weaker computer
skills. The younger Gen-Y workers are known for their fasci-
nation with gadgets and the Net, and having expert computer
skills, but are viewed as entitled and, loyal only to themselves,
with questionable reliability. Working parents can get pegged
as being preoccupied and/or unreliable because of kids and
their personal problems. Laid-off workers may be viewed as
somewhat tainted and/or of less value because they are not
employed. To set yourself apart from any stereotyped group,
learn to project what all employers desire: the “ideal worker
persona.” These are quick learners, adaptable, flexible, and
willing to try to succeed at new tasks. They take their own
professional development to the highest level possible and
excel at core strengths.

Attitude and some effort are all that is needed to develop
this highly desired persona. In fact, taking this new, proactive
approach to performing your job is not difficult. Workers of
any age can develop these traits that will increase their career
potential by making them more appealing to employers. Job
security and work longevity now depends on the worker—her
talents, skills, and measurable achievements. It is your perceived
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potential and career identity that insures you’ll always be able
to find a new job. No company offers a permanent guarantee of
work anymore. Today, savvy workers always keep the door open
for an opportunity to move to a better position.

Here are the keys to developing the “ideal worker per-
sona” skill set:

• Choose a field and type of work you love. It’ll
be a great deal easier. Passion gives purpose and
ignites interest in continuing to learn and grow.

• Develop your strengths into a top-notch skill
set. Innate talents give rise to increased success
and better performance on the job. These
strengths are easier for you to use and will
develop quicker, so applying them in your job is
the best way to stand out.

• Advance key communication and computer
skills. These are essential in most jobs. Writing is
critical in each e-mail or report you send.
Coaching, leading, teaching—all require solid
oral-communications ability. Computer software
must be learned, and the better you know it the
more productive you will be. These are skills you
can strive to improve daily.

• Be a lifelong learner. Read and stay ahead in
your field. Improving your skills and diversifying
them is critical to lifetime success and
employment. It also makes you more enthusiastic,
a better problem solver, and thus more appealing
during the job interview.

• Go to work with a “success attitude.” Focus
your attitude on productivity and constantly look
for ways to save money, save time, and improve
the company as well as your own individual
performance. Wasting less time socializing,
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gossiping, or doing personal things while at work
makes you efficient. It also helps contribute to a
team effort and congenial workplace where
employees are able to get more done during
hours on the job.

• Be flexible and adaptable. This means finding
solutions, making suggestions, solving problems,
and being willing to show initiative and to take on
new projects, tasks, or responsibilities. Show that
you are willing to become the worker the
employer needs today and to grow into the one
he’ll need tomorrow.

Once you’ve cultivated these traits, success at job interviews
and promotions will result because you will be seen as the
ideal worker the employer wants to hire and keep.
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Chapter 5

Interview Etiquette

Webster’s New World College Dictionary defines the word
etiquette as, “The manners established by convention as ac-
ceptable or required in society and business.”

If you are uncertain of the proper image, manners, and
behavior to display to potential employers, and want a
competitive edge over other candidates, here are some use-
ful guidelines for what’s essential to excel in your next job
interview.

Dress Up!

Sloppy, sexy, sluttish, wrinkled, or filthy clothes have no
place at work, explains HR director Tracy Brown. Today, too
many people—young and old alike—have lost touch with the
essentials of appropriate business dress. Even if everyday
dress at the company is casual, remember that your interview
is a test to review your professionalism and seriousness about
the job.

In the first ten seconds of meeting you, the interviewer
makes a decision about whether you look right for the job. If
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your personal presentation is inappropriate, you’ve lost the
position without saying a word. Therefore, dress well and be
conservative. Business suits, shirts, ties, and blazers for men.
Suits—jacket and skirt or matching pantsuit—for women.
Carry only a briefcase or leather notebook or purse so you al-
ways have one free hand.

Neatness is as important as appropriate attire. Shine your
shoes. Clothes should be clean, pressed, and fit well. No tears
or missing buttons. Shower. Men’s hair should be combed
and their nails clean and trimmed. Women need a profes-
sional hairstyle, and manicured nails should be freshly done.
Use a light hand applying makeup. Skip cologne. Men,
watches and one ring work best. Women, simple jewelry that
isn’t distracting is appropriate.

Display Good Manners During Meals

Meals often relax and encourage candidates to chat and say
things that hurt their candidacy. Keep in mind that this is still
an interview—you are not speaking off the record.

In the restaurant, select an entrée that is easy to eat
(not barbecued ribs, drippy or messy finger foods). Don’t lick
your fingers. Do not order the most expensive items on the
menu. And avoid alcohol. You need to remain sharp.

Never monopolize the conversation and don’t curse or tell
crude or sexual jokes. Employers are evaluating your commu-
nication skills and how you would interact at company func-
tions or client meetings. Ask a lot of questions about the
company, the duties of the job, and immediate challenges. A
good, conversational question is to ask the interviewer how he
or she likes the company and why it’s a good place to work.
Throughout the meal, continually sell yourself and your abil-
ity to do the job. Be brief with personal information, and do
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not mention family obligations such as coaching your child’s
team or other time-consuming things that may cut into your
work time.

Employers will notice how you treat others, especially
the server. Be polite. Remember to say “please” and “thank
you.” In an upscale restaurant with extensive silverware, start
at the outside and work your way in. Your salad fork will
be on the far left; your entrée fork will be next to it. Your
dessert spoon and fork will be above your plate. Your water
glass will be on the right and your bread plate will be on
the left. Put your napkin on your lap once everyone is
seated. Throughout the meal, keep your elbows off the table,
sit up straight, and do not talk with your mouth full. It’s
customary for the employer to pay the tab, so do not offer
to do so.

Practice Your Handshake, Eye Contact, and 
Nonverbal Communication

Greet the interviewer with a smile, and offer a firm hand-
shake. Nothing creates a poorer impression than a weak hand-
shake with a couple of fingers. Eye contact is crucial—it conveys
confidence and says that you and your message are believable.
During the meeting, be sure to not sit there stoically with a
blank face. You will fail to appear “real” or even interested
and will come across as robotic, boring, and dull. Be yourself,
smile, and maintain eye contact with the person who has
asked the question. Use vocal intonations to make your point
so you’ll seem personable. Movements, gestures, posture, and
facial expressions are an important part of your overall per-
formance. A sincere smile sends a warm, confident message—
so smile frequently.
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Arrive on Time

There is no exception to this rule. Many employers feel that
if you’re late for the interview, you may never show up on
time for your job. Need I say more? Get directions, know
how to get there, and give yourself more than enough time so
that you will arrive early. Wait, collect your thoughts, and
then open the employer’s door about five minutes early.

Use People’s Names

Introduce yourself as soon as you arrive, stating who your
appointment is with and at what time. If the receptionist
is wearing a name tag, greet her by name. When you are
introduced to the interviewer, or multiple interviewers, use
their name in your greeting and also as you depart. People
love hearing their names so remember to use them—
sparingly. Too much seems phony. Be sure to ask who your
prospective boss would be so you know who the main deci-
sion maker is.

Don’t Brag, Lie, or Speak Badly About Anyone

Selling yourself effectively means giving examples that substan-
tiate your claims. Exaggeration or lying often comes from weak
candidates who think they can fool the interviewer. Most em-
ployers WILL check out your claims, and many a candidate
who deceives to get hired is surprised when they are later caught
and fired! Just don’t do it. Bragging is often a major turnoff—
avoid it—and most people don’t like name-dropping either.
It’s disrespectful to run down former bosses or employers,
and doing so will reflect badly on you, not them. Therefore, do
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not say anything negative. It would be better to simply say noth-
ing at all.

Impress Them: Handwrite Your Thank-you Note

Employers can be influenced once you have left the door. A
thank-you note can tip the hand in your favor, if the decision
is between you and someone else. The employer believes a
person who really wants the job is likely to perform better on
the job. Your note should be written on a card with the words
“Thank You” gracing its front with a professional, busi-
nesslike design. These can be found at a local drugstore or
card shop. Jot down a few lines, thanking the interviewer for
the opportunity and reiterating one or two of the strengths
you would bring as a “valuable contributor to their team.”

Typed notes or letters feel like office mail and are dis-
carded. E-mails are too ordinary and are immediately forgot-
ten. Handwritten notes (print if your writing is not legible)
are a personal communication, and their rareness nowadays
will make yours stand out. This is an opportunity to demon-
strate the extra effort you put into your work and to set your-
self apart. So handwrite your notes and mail them within 24
hours of the meeting.
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Chapter 6

60-Second Answers to Tough,

Tricky Questions

There are four key components to successfully answering
interview questions:

• Advance preparation
• Giving short, concise, specific answers that never

exceed 60 seconds
• Demonstrating ability to perform the job
• Exhibiting traits of the ideal worker persona

The key to answering even the toughest questions is to
think about them and prepare answers before the interview.

In order to help you prepare, I’ve answered 120 tough,
tricky questions here (plus 5 others in chapter 7), including
the typical ones you’ll most likely be asked. Knowing how to
answer the employer’s questions is vital to your success.
Your self-confidence is dependent on knowing you can effec-
tively answer questions that demonstrate to the employer
that you can do the job. I’ll show where to use examples that
reiterate your 5 Point Agenda and where to use your 60
Second Sell.

Employers know that nervousness can cause job hunters
to babble endlessly. Demonstrate your self-confidence and
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retain their interest with short, effective answers. Too often
job hunters answer a question, pause, get nervous, and add
more information, which takes away from the initial an-
swer. Monosyllabic answers are not effective either. Strive to
be concise but also complete. Short, concise answers that
encourage a conversation and exchange of information are
ideal.

Whenever possible, give a specific example of how you’ve
operated in the past. Employers want assurance that you’ll be
able to do the job. Offering explanations that include examples
of how you solved a problem, saved money, or added to the
bottomline can be very influential. While not all skills or ac-
complishments can be quantified, many can, so practice shar-
ing them. It’s wise to have specific examples to point out any
positive results you’ve achieved, whether it’s reorganizing the
filing system or trimming production costs through some
process change. Examples can also include the results of vol-
unteer jobs and outside activities. These are skills you have ac-
quired and will use on the job.

Whenever possible, use descriptive words that paint a
picture of how well you’ve performed the task in the past.
Also include how willing you are to take on new tasks as
needed. Your willingness to learn and be a value-added asset
to the company, keeping its needs in mind, will make you a
very appealing candidate.

Behavioral Interviewing and Situational Questions

Behavioral interviewing techniques are becoming very com-
mon. This style of interviewing asks you to give specific ex-
amples of positive and negative work situations. Job hunters
frequently find these questions very difficult. The interviewer
uses this probing style to determine how you have performed
in the past. These questions often start out with “Give
me an example,” or “Tell me about a time,” or “Describe a



situation.” They seek details of your past abilities and perfor-
mance. Then the interviewer rates each response to deter-
mine and predict your future performance with her company.
These situational questions are thought-provoking ones. The
interviewer will likely take notes on each answer and continue
the line of questioning looking for specifics: specific details,
specific illustrations. Practice answering these types of ques-
tions by giving concise, detailed examples. Be sure you select
examples that clearly sell those skills in the 5 Point Agenda
that you have shaped to meet this employer’s needs. Be con-
cise; tell the whole story in 60 seconds or less. You’re unlikely
to know in advance who will use this format, so be prepared.
Typically, human resources personnel and recruiters are the
ones to use this style. More and more college students are
being asked these questions, but so are managers, senior ex-
ecutives, professionals, staff, and everyone else in between. A
human resources manager at a Fortune 500 company ex-
plained it this way: “We are so worried about lawsuits, we
now instruct our managers and HR people to ask only work-
related questions that ask for specific examples. Every inter-
viewee gets the same questions, designed to evaluate their
skills to perform that specific job based on the examples they
give us.”

Some of the following questions are tagged with the word
situational to tip you off that you need to offer concrete exam-
ples. I’ve included several questions you might encounter,
with appropriate responses. I advise you to prepare several ex-
amples in advance to help you sail through these challenging
interviews.

Answering the Questions

Review the explanations and answers below, then choose your
own words and formulate your answers to potential ques-
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tions. The result: you’ll be prepared to handle any question
concisely, getting your point across in 60 seconds or less.

Personal: About You

1. “Tell me about yourself.”
Too many candidates give their autobiography and waste

this chance to capture and focus the interviewer’s attention on
their ability to do the job. The best answer, which is also the
most effective, is the 60 Second Sell.

2. “Why did you leave your last job?”
I guarantee that you’ll get asked this question, so having an

appropriate, acceptable answer is a must. Good reasons to de-
part include wanting more challenge or growth opportunities,
relocation, layoffs, or reorganization or downsizing that af-
fected your duties. A typical answer might be, “The company
went through a downsizing; that’s why I’m available.” Another
answer might be, “My current employer is small and I’ve gone
as far as I can with their organization. I’m looking for a chal-
lenge that will really use my abilities and strengths to continue
to grow and make a contribution.” A different response could
be, “We’ve just relocated to this area to be near our family, and
that’s why I’m available.”

3. “What is your greatest weakness?”
No one believes you if you say you can’t think of any, so

being ready with an effective response is essential. I always
tell managers attending my seminar on hiring to ask this
question because many times the job candidate gives them ev-
idence of how they cannot do the job. Recently at a seminar
with senior executives, a CFO related this story: “I was hiring
for a staff accountant position. When I asked the guy to tell
me his weaknesses he said, ‘Well, sometimes I get the 3 and
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the 8 mixed up, but it all seems to come out okay in the end.’
The 3 and the 8—we are in finance!” he exclaimed, empha-
sizing his exasperation with this confession. I repeat this ex-
ample because this question causes many people to make a
serious error and bare their souls or “come clean,” as this ap-
plicant did.

If you think about this in advance and you have a written-
out answer, it’s really not that tough a question. I recommend
that you pick something that has nothing to do with your
ability to accomplish the job. An answer that I always used
was, “Well, I’m not very mechanical, so when the copy ma-
chine breaks down, you better not call me.” Ha, ha, ha, joke,
joke, joke. A little humor in the interview is definitely okay.
And often we would move on to the next question. But if the
interviewer came back and said, “No, now really, what is your
greatest weakness?” I might say, “Well you know, sometimes
when I’m working on a project I just get so absorbed, I forget
to look at the time. Before I know it, the time to leave has
long gone by and I’m still there. I guess that’s a weakness. I
guess I should realize that you should be able to leave right at
five. But when I’m working on a project and I’m being cre-
ative, and things are rolling, I just stay on until I can get it
done.” Here a weakness or fault has been turned into a posi-
tive, appealing trait. Try to choose something that’s not going
to hurt your chances of getting hired. A better answer for our
accountant might have been to say, “I have excellent com-
puter user skills. I know Excel inside and out, but I am pretty
weak at actual programming and would need more training if
I were to write code for your software programs.” No one’s
asking him to create enhanced software, and his answer actu-
ally reinforces his major selling point—his computer skills.
With advance thought you can choose something similar that
will have no negative impact on the hiring decision. Other
acceptable responses include admitting you are a workaholic,



that you are a perfectionist, or that you get impatient with
your own performance and sometimes are too hard on your-
self if you make a mistake.

4. “What are your strengths?”
Respond with your 60 Second Sell. Tailor it to the partic-

ular needs of this job.

5. “Tell me about your proudest accomplishments.”
Review your 60 Second Sell and 5 Point Agenda. Think

about what you’re trying to stress, and then write down three
big work-related accomplishments that demonstrate your
ability to do the employer’s job. Employment, community, or
association work can often be examined to find just the right
example to make your point. Avoid noting personal achieve-
ments such as “I lost 75 pounds” or “I won the 5 km race.”
Better to illustrate with work accomplishments, citing spe-
cific examples such as, “I am proud of the newsletter I started
as a part of our fund-raising efforts. It has helped increase do-
nations by 20%, and we’ve had a great deal of positive feed-
back on it.”

6. “You have a lot of experience. Why would you want
this lower level job?”

The employer fears you are overqualified and will get
bored and want to leave the job quickly if he hires you. Or he
may suspect that you are simply burned-out and looking for
an easy job now and won’t be productive. You have antici-
pated this question. Do not oversell your abilities. Do not
show that you are desperate, that you’ll take any job. Stress
why this job fits for you now. Talk about life changes, need for
more structure, desire to make a long-term contribution. You
can say that you wish to spend more time with your family
and therefore want a job with less travel or overtime demands.
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Be careful not to say you want an easy, no-stress job, causing
the employer to doubt whether you would do all the work that
needs to be done. One other mistake to avoid is saying, “I’m
willing to start anywhere.” You may mean it at that moment,
but the employer worries that you’ll be looking to get her job
tomorrow, or at least expect a large salary raise quickly once
you “prove yourself.” It’s sometimes wiser to search for a job
that is a better fit.

7. “Describe how you work under pressure, deadlines,
etc.” (Situational)

The interviewer is interested in your time-management
skills, workload organization, and how you effectively deal
with stress. Try: “In my current job, I try to plan out all major
projects in a reverse timeline. I start with the deadline and
work backward to set divisional deadlines for each part of the
project. I work well under pressure. I have always made dead-
lines in the past. I use time-management and planning grids,
to-do lists, project scheduling, and spreadsheets. I even plan
for the inevitable snag or two that may come up. These tools
help me to best utilize my time and to avoid becoming frantic
and overloaded as the last hours of a deadline draw near.
Additionally, I use e-mail to be sure everyone on the team
works together and is well aware of when and what is needed.
By collaborating, everyone’s stress level goes down.”

8. “What two or three things are most important to
you in your job?”

Select two or three points from your 5 Point Agenda
and frame your answer to say, “It’s important that I use my skills
to be a productive contributor to my company. I believe when
I’m using organizational and planning skills, I’m working at my
best. That’s important to me.” Be sure to select two or three
items essential to doing the employer’s job successfully.
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9. “This is a very high-pressure job. Do you think
you’re up to it?”

The only way to prove you can handle pressure is to give an
example. Applicants for sales, customer service, operations, and
top management positions often get this question. Create an ex-
ample like this: “Cabinet sales is a high-pressure business. Our
margins are tight and we constantly need new business. Last year
we opened a new territory, and the heat was on for us to produce.
I met with my sales team and we established new goals. I let
them pick the reward structure that motivated them. Most chose
a paid vacation, not higher commissions. So every week I sent a
note with a picture of their goal—Hawaiian scenes, a freshly
painted house, dollar bills—to keep up the momentum. It
worked, and the entire department was rewarded for surpassing
corporate’s goals.”

10. “Why do you want to leave your present job?”
Companies want to hear that you seek more challenge,

more advancement, a promotion, more financial reward. You
can also leave to shorten your commute, reduce the travel re-
quirement in your job, or because your company is unstable.
Try: “I have learned so much working for my current com-
pany, but there are no promotional opportunities. I enjoy
challenges and learning new skills as well as improving my old
ones. Therefore, I am seeking a new position at this time.”
Or: “I noticed that your company had an opening. I’ve been
very happy at my present position, but the option to move to
a good company, such as yours, and only have a 10-minute
commute is very appealing. Right now I commute 45 minutes
to an hour each way.” Or, for a small company, try, “I’ve
gained a lot of experience at my other positions. But now I
want an opportunity for more responsibility, to have greater
impact on the end results. Your company will really allow me
to see the fruits of my labor, and that is important to me.”
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11. “Do you mind routine work?”
The key here is to recognize that routine work is the job.

Your answer should be, “I enjoy structure; it allows me to be
efficient in doing the tasks correctly.”

12. “What motivates you?”
“Using my strengths and abilities to be a highly produc-

tive employee. I take pride in my work and thrive when I use
my skills.” Fill in the blank, naming the skills in your
5 Point Agenda.

13. “How creative a problem solver are you?”
This question is very tricky in that you aren’t sure what

the employer is getting at. You also want to know if there are
big problems and not enough funds and resources available to
fix them. Therefore, I recommend you answer with a ques-
tion, to clarify what’s being asked. Try: “In the past, I’ve been
a resourceful problem solver. Could you be more specific
about the types of problems I’ll need to solve here? Then I
can give you examples of what I’ve done in the past.” Be sure
to get a good answer at some point in the hiring process about
the company’s stability and the depth of the problems the
company and your department face.

14. “How would you describe your ideal job?”
Explain that the perfect job is one that uses your talents

and allows you to be most productive. Mention several of the
strengths from your 5 Point Agenda. The tendency for most
job hunters is to get into elaborate discussions here about
what they want—salary, benefits, work environment—and
not focus on doing the employer’s job. Save the salary and
benefits discussions until after he makes the offer. For now,
you still need to convince him you’re the right one for the
job. This is a great opportunity to stress that you enjoy learn-
ing new things, are adaptable, and are willing to take on new
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tasks as needed. Reiterating that you possess the traits of the
ideal worker persona is always a plus.

15. “What’s the most difficult challenge you’ve faced in
your life?” (Situational)

You will need to discuss a specific example that demon-
strates how tough the situation was and how you handled
it. I often recommend sticking to work-related situations.
Personal tragedies, broken relationships, and sick family
members are usually our most difficult challenges in life,
but discussing them in an interview can cause extreme emo-
tional reactions within you. This could create a problem
for you in handling the rest of the interview or raise doubts
with the employer about your emotional stability and de-
pendability on the job. It’s best to stay away from these per-
sonal subjects. Avoid discussing coworker problems unless
you can show how you changed your approach or attitude
to improve the working relationship. If you have ever had to
fire someone, then use that experience. Everyone finds it dif-
ficult to take away a person’s livelihood. State how you tried
to improve the worker’s performance, carefully considered
the decision, and then, with professionalism, terminated the
employee.

16. “What are you doing now to improve yourself ?”
Employers value employees who believe in lifelong learn-

ing. It is best to note that you are taking a course, using a
tutorial on software or a certain subject, or reading a book to
gain or improve a skill. You could say, “I joined Toastmasters
three months ago to work on perfecting my public-speaking
skills,” or, “I am currently going to college at night to
pursue a degree in business.” Another option is to say, “I
enjoy doing research on the Internet and spend free time
downloading business articles we can use here to improve
our work.”
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17. “What was the last book you read?”
Often this is a question to see what you read off the job. A

common mistake is to select a current hot business book and
drop that title to look smart. More often than not, the next
question will lead to an extensive discussion of that book’s
principles and theories and a defense of your opinions. So
don’t try to fake it to impress the interviewer—state a book
you know well enough that you can talk about the plot or
content. This isn’t a critical question, so don’t get too con-
cerned if you answer with a novel and not a job or business
book. One caution: be careful not to say that your life is so
frenzied with kids at home that you never read. Instead say, “I
typically have time to read magazines. I like People, for fun,
and Cooking Light (or Time, or Sports Illustrated) too.”

18. “Tell us about a personal goal that you still want to
achieve.”

Share a goal that would increase your value as a worker.
Cite a new skill—supervisor training, hiring experience, mas-
tering a new computer program—that, once learned, increases
your value to the employer. Specialized degrees or training
courses you want to complete can also be good choices.

19. “Do you consider yourself successful?”
Of course you do. So answer, “Yes, I do, and I bring a suc-

cess attitude to work daily. I focus on being productive and
contributing value to my organization.” If you have had
strong, positive performance reviews you could offer a copy
of one and/or say: “I always give 110% to my job, doing the
very best I can each day. In fact, in my last performance re-
view I received top marks.” This is likely to be verified, so
don’t exaggerate. A good performance review holds a great
deal of weight—if you have one, use it. It’s most persuasive to
leave a copy with the interviewer.
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20. “What makes you qualified?”
Using your 60 Second Sell will serve you best in respond-

ing to this one. It clearly reiterates the top reasons why you
can perform in the job.

21. “How do you handle stress?”
Most jobs have some stress or pressure involved, and this

question asks how you would respond to that stress. Be fore-
warned that if you bring up a specific stressful situation at
work you will be asked all the details of why it happened, who
contributed, and what you did and didn’t do; also, you might
possibly raise doubts about your effectiveness in handling the
work without creating stressful environments for yourself and
others. Be sure to prepare for this question in advance to pre-
vent getting into hot water with a poor example. A good re-
sponse could be: “Often stress results from inadequate time
management and then feeling panicked at the end to get the
job done and meet a deadline. I try to plan ahead and work ef-
ficiently to avoid last-minute pressure-cooker situations.
There are times, though, when unforeseen circumstances
create a stressful situation. Whenever that happens to me, I
draw on my previous experience to help me decide how to ef-
fectively handle the present situation. I pride myself on being
a very resourceful problem solver. The fact that I exercise
three or four times a week also helps. I find it reduces my
stress and increases my energy and ability to think clearly and
to perform better at my job.”

22. “What do you do to support your professional
development?”

One Fortune 500 company asks every single interviewed
applicant this question. Why? They want forward thinkers
and good problem solvers, and they know that by hiring peo-
ple who are continuously learning they’ll get those traits.
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Explain that you read trade journals, get industry e-newsletters,
take classes, read books, or maintain membership in profes-
sional associations to remain current and advance your skills.
If you are enrolled in college, specialty training, or in a grad-
uate program, then that is the answer for you.

Work/Job Experience

23. “I’m not sure you are the right person for the job.”
Don’t be put off by this question. Many employers have

doubts about a candidate, though some never express them.
See this for what it is—a terrific opportunity to sell yourself.
Use the 60 Second Sell to respond. Sometimes it becomes ap-
parent during the interview that you may not be a good fit for
that particular job. My clients have had this happen, but nev-
ertheless they did their best to sell their skillset. In several in-
stances they were called back in a few weeks to interview for
a higher level (and better paying) job, so market yourself ap-
propriately.

24. “Describe the worst supervisor you’ve ever had.”
(Situational)

As much as you want to criticize an old boss and point out
that person’s faults, I suggest you reconsider. Many employ-
ers have told me this will reflect negatively on you if you do.
Instead try this: “One boss didn’t give me very much feed-
back. In fact, I only heard from him when there was a prob-
lem. Months might go by without any kind of feedback or
idea of what he was thinking. Although I don’t like to have
someone standing over my shoulder, I do like feeling like part
of a team, to have input, to exchange ideas and get a feel that
my work is in line with my boss’s and the company’s goals.
Open communication, I guess, is what was lacking. I think
that’s really important to have between me and a supervisor.”
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This answer demonstrates a positive response concerning the
importance of teamwork in achieving the employer’s goals.

In some positions, though, workers need to take on a great
deal of autonomy. This is a growing trend. In such a case, you
might frame your answer this way: “I’m good at my job and for
two years I had a boss who gave me a great deal of autonomy. I
flourished, meeting all the goals and at times exceeding them.
My boss moved on, and the current supervisor is a microman-
ager. This is harder for me and most of the other employees to
adjust to. I think having clear goals and then allowing me to
proceed on my own is how I’m most productive.”

25. “What features of your previous job did you like?”
(Situational)

When you talk about things that you like, relate them to
the job you’re going to do for this potential employer. Talk
specifically about things that she’s going to have you do in this
job, such as facilitate training sessions, create Excel spread-
sheets, handle the budget, or organize a project from start to
finish. Don’t talk about perks such as “I loved the free pizza
on Fridays.”

26. “What parts of your last job did you dislike?”
(Situational)

This is a tricky one. Be sure you point out something that
won’t affect your ability to do this employer’s job. When you
select an example, use information you know about the new
job, such as the fact that all this company’s publications are
outsourced. At your old job, everything was done in-house.
So you might answer with, “One of the things I really disliked
was the length of time needed to complete printing projects.
We did things in-house; many times everything was backed
up several weeks. I found it frustrating to need seven weeks to
complete a project that we could have turned around at a
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commercial printer within five days. I felt the process was not
very productive or efficient.”

27. “Describe your ideal supervisor.”
This is really saying, “Can you work with me?” Frame

your answer accordingly. Point out the type of management
style that allows you to be the most productive on the job.
Give an example of what the boss did such as, “she gave au-
tonomy,” or “we all felt we were an important part of the
team, offering ideas and suggestions for improvements.”

28. “Describe a time when you were criticized for poor
performance.” (Situational)

This question is a minefield. You must use a specific inci-
dent, yet carefully choose an example that demonstrates what
you did to correct the situation. Select an example such as
poor public-speaking skills, which allows you to continue on
to say that you enrolled in a class and after several months you
are now quite proficient. This demonstrates your ability to
take constructive criticism and to improve. Avoid answers
that deal with late arrivals, absenteeism, or interpersonal con-
flicts since these read as red flags, warning employers about
your dependability and ability to fit into an organization.

29. “I have several good people to choose from. Why
should I hire you?”

Here’s your chance to land the job. To convince the in-
terviewer, say, “Listening to what you had to say about this
job, I know you want someone like me who has the right skill
set and a positive, ‘get it done’ attitude. I have . . .,” and then
continue on with your 60 Second Sell.

30. “I’m a little worried about your lack of . . .”
First, be sure you truly lack the skill or work experience.

One client had loads of managerial experience working for a
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charity, but since it was unpaid, she said she had no supervi-
sory experience. Likewise, another career-counseling client
had been teaching at the community college level for only
one year. The faculty job required three years minimum.
While we rehearsed questions for the interview, I interjected
to inquire, “Don’t you teach workshops in the job you have
now?” Her answer was yes, she had done it for several years.
Unfortunately for her, she interpreted teaching experience to
mean only college teaching. Once she adjusted her answer to
include her adult workshop training, she had many years of
experience. Therefore, fully investigate your past work—paid
and unpaid—and see if you don’t have some additional expe-
rience for the job you want. Here’s how our educator an-
swered the question: “You are correct that I have only one
year of college-level teaching, but I have conducted hundreds
of workshops and seminars for adult learners for over seven
years, and I’ve also given public lectures on this subject.”
Then go on and give more details showing that you do indeed
have the necessary skill. In her case, she handed around some
brochures that listed her as the teacher.

If you do indeed lack the stated experience, as is often the
case with some specialized software, offer proof that you will
learn quickly. You could say: “I download data from the main-
frame using our proprietary software and produce the man-
agers’ reports. This involves extensive integration using both
Word and Excel. I have a natural aptitude for using software,
and I learn new applications very quickly. I mastered ours in a
few weeks with no prior experience. Additionally, I would be
willing to spend lunch hours and some evenings on my own
time learning your software so I can come up to speed
quickly.”

The interviewer is concerned about a skill you lack, but
when you show that you are eager to learn, it is impressive
and influential. Another answer to try is: “I appreciate your
honesty. I have excellent customer-service skills, but you are
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right, I have not been a salesperson. I know the keys to suc-
cess are building good client relationships, persistence, using
good time-management skills, being good at follow-up, and
learning the trade. I have read numerous books on selling and
understand the process. I intend to take seminars at my own
expense to learn everything I can about selling. I am a hard
worker who lets rejection roll off my back, and I know a lot
about your products already. My goals include landing a sales
job and then becoming one of the top salespeople in my com-
pany, based on my relationship-building skills and world-
class customer service. I am determined to succeed.”

31. “Describe a difficult coworker you had to work
with.” (Situational)

This one can be a minefield, so it’s definitely not time for
true confessions or to mention the screaming match you had
with a jerk. Instead, think through your reply thoroughly be-
fore the interview. Craft an answer that shows the person was
a poor performer. Commenting on attendance issues is a safe
area, and your answer might sound like this: “In the finance
department I compile all the general ledgers for our monthly
accounting statements. I had a coworker who was supposed to
do a major part of this job—getting all the financial records
transferred and putting the data in a special order from all the
business units. The problem was, this coworker overused the
company’s flex policy. She was often either out sick, having an
outside meeting, or tending to her kids. I had to do 10 hours
of extra work, in order to get the reports to our senior man-
agement by deadline. I complained to her to no avail, and
eventually brought it to my boss’s attention. Nothing hap-
pened. Later, when, I was at a conference for three days, the
coworker had to do all the general ledgers herself and didn’t
know I would be gone on the due date. The deadline came
and went, and she never realized I hadn’t bailed her out.
Upon my return, my boss was in hot water with his boss. We
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had a meeting, and the coworker got reassigned. I got a pro-
motion and small raise, and it turned out okay since getting
the work done on time was priority one.”

32. “Why have you changed jobs so frequently?”
Job-hopping has become more common as we have be-

come a more mobile society, particularly with all the downsiz-
ing and failed businesses. Dual-career families often relocate,
with one spouse’s job history showing numerous changes. Job-
hopping is also a red-flag issue, something that really concerns
an employer, especially when it takes months to learn the
job. She worries that you’ll just be trained, and then take off.
Often the truth works best. If you have moved a lot, try, “My
husband’s position required us to move quite often. His last
promotion guaranteed that we would remain in the area per-
manently so our son can attend all four years of high school
here. I’m eager to get my career on track and bring long-term
contributions to my employer. In my various jobs, I have
developed excellent program-management skills; I know nu-
merous software programs and quickly become a productive
worker.”

Or if the job changes came from obtaining better positions:
“Each position allowed me to learn new skills, and every job was
on a promotional path. Most have been with very small compa-
nies, where leaving was the only option for advancement. I’m
now looking for a larger or growing organization where I can
stay and make a long-term contribution.”

33. “Tell me about one of your failures at work.”
(Situational)

This is a very tricky question. I suggest you answer by giv-
ing an example of a setback or a learning experience and show
what you did to improve. “I decided that our company would
benefit by having a lunchtime brown-bag training program. I
lined up some speakers, scheduled the room, and sent out a
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notice. Four people showed out of over 800. The next event
drew three people. I had failed, but I couldn’t understand why.
I asked numerous employees, and kept hearing that the topics
were of interest. Most wanted to know what they’d learn and
wanted a relaxed, fun setting. I asked a friend in marketing,
who suggested using a snappy title for the program and each
seminar. Changing the copy and using graphics did the trick.
During a recent company survey, the luncheon program was
rated as an important benefit and drew 75 to 80 employees per
meeting. You see, looking at the failure to find a better solution
was all that was needed.” This answer shows you believe there
aren’t failures, only learning experiences, which is what is
demonstrated here.

34. “You have too much experience for this job. I have
some concerns about that.”

Employers are reluctant to hire a person who is over-
qualified because they think he is unlikely to be happy or stay
long or be seriously interested in doing the job. They do not
want someone who is burned-out and sees their job as an easy
paycheck. Often, you can be threatening to the interviewer, es-
pecially if you are truly suited for the interviewer’s job. Exam-
ine why you want the position. “I need a job” is not a response
that will endear you to an interviewer. You must have a logical,
believable reason why a demotion is a good option. Try some-
thing like this: “My current position as controller requires 10
nights of travel per month. This has become an increasingly
difficult sacrifice for my family. I have decided to seek an ac-
counting position that allows me to focus on my strengths—
taxes and audits—but that allows me to go home each evening.
The holding company I work for is typical of similar compa-
nies in our industry—the controller position requires a lot of
out-of-town travel, which I no longer want to do. I believe
the extensive financial skills I would bring would benefit your
organization in a positive way. I see this as a win-win situation
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for both of us.” Create a reasonable explanation. Showing des-
peration or willingness to take any job often makes the inter-
viewer disqualify you. The company needs that job done and
you must show not only that you can do it but also that you
want to do it.

35. “What was it about your last job that bothered you
the most?” (Situational)

Here the interviewer is looking for incompatibles: things
you dislike that are aspects of his company’s job. The best way
to answer this is to select something that is either neutral or
that would be a benefit. For example: “At my old company we
had high-speed connection, slow computers, and the MS
Office program was two versions old. It took a lot of extra
time and had fewer capabilities than the new program. I
found it bothersome, but my old company didn’t have the
funds to update their equipment. As the editor of my associa-
tion’s newsletter, I used top-of-the-line equipment like you
have here, and it made for a higher-quality, faster-produced
product. I’d look forward to using yours and being more pro-
ductive because of it.”

36. “Describe a significant mistake you made at your
last job.” (Situational)

Select an example that demonstrates a learning experi-
ence and shows how you corrected the mistake. You might try
something like: “I was under a very tight deadline, and we
had a large volume of work to get done. Before signing them,
I only glanced at some important letters my assistant had pre-
pared. Unfortunately, the meeting time and location were
incorrect. It was embarrassing and required time I didn’t have
to call the 20 individuals and correct the error, but that’s what
I did. I smoothed it over, but my boss noticed and spoke to
me about it. I sat down with my assistant and calmly discussed
how we could prevent these errors in the future. Together we
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decided that we would read the information to each other
and triple-check to verify dates, times, and locations. We
decided to try to replan our work time so there would be
less of a push at the last minute to catch the day’s mail. I vol-
unteered to bring the mail to the post office so we wouldn’t
have to rush to get everything done before our one o’clock
pickup.” Here you’ve stressed teamwork, gaining staff coop-
eration, and problem solving. To err is human, but it is the so-
lutions that you employ to fix or eliminate errors that matter
to an employer.

37. “You’ve worked for yourself now for a while, so why
do you want to work for our company?”

The truth is that self-employment is hard work. It takes
endless hours, excellent business operation knowledge, capi-
tal, marketing skills, and perseverance to survive. Four out of
five small businesses fail. The employer doesn’t want an em-
ployee who is burned-out and wants an easy paycheck. And
life changes—a divorce, an ill spouse—often create the need
for a steady income and company benefits. These are usually
the real reasons. Think through the answer and then respond
appropriately. “I really am at my best training employees. I
get outstanding evaluations and work hard to create an effec-
tive learning environment. I found that as a consultant at least
40% of my time was spent on marketing and business devel-
opment. I failed to make follow-up calls because I would
rather rework and improve my curriculum. I found I disliked
‘selling,’ so I made a decision to join a company. The job I
really want is to spend all my time training others. I enjoy
working with clients to determine their needs and then offer
them a good seminar or training session to help employees
improve on the job. Your company’s position allows me to use
my strengths as a trainer and focus on just that—training.” It’s
important to calm any fears the employer may have about



how difficult you might be to manage. Showing you work
well with others is also a key point to stress.

38. “Give me an example of a time you had to deal
with criticism from your boss.” (Situational)

No one likes to be criticized. The truth is, most of us get
a little hurt, maybe angry, definitely defensive. To answer this
question, it is best to point out an idea that was criticized, or
work that you went on to correct and improve. Be careful—
your answer can cause the interviewer to question your abil-
ity to do their job. You could give an example such as: “I re-
member a time in a previous job when I was a new, younger
staffer in a meeting of all the store department managers. We
discussed increasing the company’s sales among our younger
customers. My idea was to advertise in a certain magazine.
I was heavily criticized by two other department heads. I kept
cool and restated my reasons, which were clear to me but not
to them. After the meeting, I wrote out the idea, investigated,
and noted some of our own market research that supported
my suggestion. I sent it along to the sales manager. Months
passed, and a competitor used my idea as part of their adver-
tising campaign, with good success. My boss and the sales
manager both reevaluated my input then, and I believe I
gained more respect from the department heads for my cre-
ative ideas after that.”

If you select an example about your work’s needing
improvement, demonstrate the steps you took to correct the
situation. “I gave a presentation to our executive group. I was
nervous and not prepared for all the questions they asked, nor
was I very good at ad-libbing when my PowerPoint program
crashed. My boss outlined these points to me later. His feed-
back was hard to take at the time, but I followed up on his
suggestions. I worked on my presentation style—I took a
class and even had myself videotaped. I also learned more
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about PowerPoint. My boss’s feedback was important in
helping me improve my job performance, and recently he
commented on how polished and professional I am as a public
speaker.”

39. “Tell me about something your boss did that you
disliked.” (Situational)

It’s best not to criticize your boss, though noting some-
thing like, “He smoked in our office,” if you are certain the
interviewer does not, is okay. If not, say, “I never really view
a work relationship in those terms. We have a job to do and
we all work together to do it well.” Another option is to
make light of it, saying, “He brought in doughnuts a few
times a month, and I disliked it since I was blowing my diet,
but boy were those glazed ones good,” while smiling at the
same time.

40. “How do you organize and plan for major
projects?” (Situational)

Stress in-depth planning and tracking, plus your efficient
time management. “Currently, I use timelines, to-do lists,
responsibility charts, staff progress meetings, problem-solving
sessions, goal setting, and a sophisticated project-manager
software system.” If you are in charge of communicating
with all parties involved in the project be sure to elaborate on
that too.

41. “Describe your typical workday.” (Situational)
Here the interviewer wants to know specifics to confirm

that you have handled most of the job’s responsibilities be-
fore. Be sure to cover the most important duties in your an-
swer, emphasizing the points in your 5 Point Agenda. Offer
to give more specific details if he’d like, but try not to over-
whelm him with a verbose and lengthy reply.
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42. “Have you ever had any problems with poor
attendance?” (Situational)

If the answer is no, say, “No, I haven’t.” This can and will be
easily verified by your references. Lately, people have been un-
reliable and asking for extra time off, so, for many small em-
ployers, attendance is a major hiring issue. If you have had a
problem, try to analyze what the problem was and offer a
solution. Typical daycare issues could be covered by saying,
“When I was at ABC, my salary was lower than average, which
created difficulties in finding appropriate daycare. I often
missed work when my child was sick because I could not afford
a private sitter. I discussed this problem with my boss and my
friends. I then decided that the situation wasn’t fair to anyone. I
asked my boss for a raise based on the quality of my work, which
was high and well regarded. He explained that the company had
no budget for raises. I then decided to look for a new job. Since
I’ve been at X Company, I’ve never missed a day. I have a good
daycare situation that will take a sick child. I learned a lot about
resourcefulness and my value as a worker. I put 110% into my
job, and I know my current boss will attest to my productivity
levels and good attendance.”

If illness was the reason, you might say, “Once I was deal-
ing with a personal illness and was absent often over several
weeks. It was completely resolved within three months, and
I’m quite healthy now and my most recent attendance has
been excellent.” From this question, the employer just wants
assurances that your reliability won’t be a problem.

43. “Have you ever been responsible for managing
financial budgets or department expenses?”
(Situational)

If the answer is yes, be specific. “Yes, I oversee my depart-
ment’s budget and approve all purchase orders and expenses.
My budget is $xxx annually (fill in the blank) and requires me to
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be resourceful and cautious in spending my department’s
funds.” It is always good to add that you are cautious about
spending someone else’s money.

44. “What are the three most important
responsibilities in your present job?” (Situational)

Simply discuss the three areas that will be the most im-
portant to that employer in doing her job. Select them from
your 5 Point Agenda.

45. “Give me an example of when it was necessary to
reach a goal within a very short period of time and
what you did to achieve it.” (Situational)

Select an example that demonstrates resourcefulness,
adaptability, and pitching in wherever necessary. For example:
“The marketing department needed some new promotional
material, and we had three weeks to research it, design it, and
write the new copy. Two days after we got the assignment, the
sales department secured a huge presentation to our most
sought-after client. They needed the brochure created and
printed in seven days. Top priority. As the director of the
communications department, I had to secure both of these
customers. I reorganized my schedule and the graphic de-
signer’s. We forwarded calls to voice mail and stayed late, and
within two days produced the copy and design needed to get the
job done. The sales department made the pitch and we landed
a very big account as a result. I can’t say it was the brochure
that did it. I think it was the desire to win, to reach the goal, that
inner motivation of being part of the team. We all collaborated
and worked very hard to get the results we wanted.”

46. “What would you do with an individual who is
very angry and complaining to you?” (Situational)

Think about what you do when faced with an angry per-
son. Most angry people want someone to listen to their rage



and solve their complaint. Often, just listening helps. Appro-
priate referrals or action steps to solve the problem might
work also. Screaming or foul language might require you to
ask the person to calm down and to suggest that when he can
more calmly explain the problem, you’ll work on the solution.
Your response to this question might be: “In the call center I
manage, escalated complaints come to me. Very angry,
screaming people require a time-out, a cooling-off period. I
express this by telling them I can only listen if they are calm
and want my help in finding a solution. I have found that lis-
tening often dissipates the anger. They want their problem
fixed or solved. I know that dissatisfied customers often do a
lot of damage, repeating their troubles to countless others. I
do my best to find a workable solution that our organization
can deal with and that will satisfy the customer.”

47. “Tell me about a time when your work perfor-
mance was low.” (Situational)

Every job is affected by serious problems or tragedies that
happen out of the office. Equally so, morale is low when a
work environment threatens layoffs and reeks of job insecu-
rity. Avoid an answer such as, “I was going through a divorce
and my work really suffered,” since employers are not as
sympathetic to long-term poor performance. Select instead
an example that deals with a short-lived personal or work cri-
sis, and show your efforts to deal with the issue. For example,
“Everyone was surprised when we came to work one morning
and found out the company was being acquired. At first we
were assured that no jobs would be terminated, but within
three months layoffs began to happen. As the HR manager,
people were coming to me looking for answers, but I was in
the dark as much as they were. I got pretty depressed, and my
new boss wouldn’t answer any questions I asked on this issue.
I began to feel so anxious at work that I didn’t want to go. Fi-
nally, I went to see the new boss, insisting that we needed to
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talk, even as he tried to weasel out of it. I told him my con-
cerns about how layoffs were being handled, and said I
wanted to improve communication channels. Together, we
set up a meeting with the new corporate HR VP and stated
our need to improve morale and share information on termi-
nation plans. They knew we wanted to make the merger tran-
sition smoother, and that meeting built new paths toward
collaboration. My own work improved once I could handle
employees honestly and with some knowledge.” Here you
showed initiative—the desire to make a bad situation better.
You took appropriate action and your low performance was
brief. For a personal crisis, show good judgment addressing
both the company’s needs and your own, but be careful not to
bring up a painful, tearful situation. “One Monday I got a call
that my son had been taken to the hospital. He’d had a heart
attack. My workload was enormous and I had a major meet-
ing to lead on Friday. Rescheduling was not an option since so
many other managers were coming in for this tactical event. I
couldn’t concentrate nor could I abandon my department. I
called my boss and explained what happened. He couldn’t do
it himself so I suggested my assistant run the meeting in my
place. She was the one who had created the PowerPoint pre-
sentation. I coached her by phone as best I could over the
next two days. My performance was below par those few days
since I was preoccupied with my son’s condition, and my as-
sistant had to handle a lot. At the meeting I had her make an
announcement telling everyone what had happened and ex-
plaining that she was filling in for me for the rest of the day.
Any questions could be e-mailed and I’d respond as soon as I
was able. Upon my return, I found several nice e-mails offer-
ing prayers and support for my son. I took the time to send
each person a handwritten note of thanks. I sent a glowing
letter to my boss about my assistant’s initiative, even though
her meeting management wasn’t flawless. She also got a nice
big bouquet of flowers from me, and I began to work closer
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with her, to groom her for a potential promotion.” This is a
good example because you took responsibility to delegate
your work, communicated the problem to those affected, and
found an acceptable solution. You also showed appreciation
of staff, which is impressive too.

48. “Describe a time that you dealt with a stressful
work situation.” (Situational)

“I remember a time when we were short staffed over sev-
eral weeks. I had been working a lot of overtime and so had my
staff. One employee called in sick, and that same day we had to
make a 5:00 p.m. deadline that it would not be possible to ex-
tend. I called in the three remaining staff and told them the sit-
uation. I asked everyone how we could finish on time. They
offered good ideas, and I had lunch delivered and told everyone
that if we finished today they could come in at noon tomorrow.
It was high pressure when everyone was running on low en-
ergy, but we did it. I also went to my boss the next day to dis-
cuss how we might readjust the workload while we were minus
two people.” This answer demonstrates teamwork, extra effort,
and good problem-solving skills.

49. “Describe a time when you felt you made a poor
decision.” (Situational)

This is a very tricky question. Try to select an example
where your boss admitted to you that she made a mistake too.
You might say: “A few years ago, I remember my boss asked
me to do a presentation to our board of directors. I worked on
the material and asked my boss to let me run through the
whole thing before the meeting. The day before I was to do
that, my boss got tied up, so I never got her input on my re-
search and data. I was embarrassed at the meeting when my
figures and marketing data were heavily questioned. I got
intimidated and nervous and stumbled through the questions.
I made a poor choice in not getting others’ input when my
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boss was unable to assist me. She did apologize to me later
and took some responsibility for not making time to help me
before the meeting. I learned a valuable lesson about team-
work that day, one that has helped me become a better
supervisor.”

50. “Describe the environment that motivates your
productivity.” (Situational)

This question often has you reveal some important clues
to your true work style. Try: “I find that I am most productive
in an organization that expects me to do a good job, that uses
my strengths, and has the necessary resources to accomplish
the goals. If you check with my references at my last job, you’ll
find that I am results oriented, a self-starter. I’m happy when
there are substantial volumes of work to complete, and that
I can be counted on to get it done right and on time.” You
might then ask, “How much autonomy will I have in this
job?” Then you can learn how the job might suit your needs.
Be sure to comment on any specifics in the interviewers’
replies.

51. “From what you understand about this job, what
would you find difficult to do?”

The interviewer is looking for you to expound upon some
area of personal weakness. Perhaps you’ve heard something
that makes you wonder about your performance ability. In that
case, ask a question such as, “I need to know more about how
you use your process assessments in the job.” Or, “First could
you tell me more about how large your budget is and the re-
sources and staff assigned to the project?” Quantify the em-
ployer’s needs and situation, and then answer. When citing a
potential problem, attribute it to needing a brief time to learn
their systems or software, etc., then explain that you learn
quickly and that whatever appears to be a problem will easily be
solved.
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If this job seems to be in line with your abilities, just start
with, “I don’t see any difficulties and feel I’ll quickly adjust to
your systems,” and then continue with your 60 Second Sell.

52. “What is the most frustrating thing in your
current (or last) position?” (Situational)

Again, the interviewer is looking for incompatibility with
the company’s job. Be sure to cite something that will not be
a negative influence and hurt your chances of getting hired.
For example, “I hate dealing with angry patients” is a poor an-
swer for a nurse seeking a position in a doctor’s office. A better
response would be: “At my current office, our front-desk staff
makes numerous errors in regard to scheduling patients and
not delivering messages. I then get calls from frantic patients
who are upset that I never returned their calls. I’ve suggested
I get a voice mail extension to have calls transferred to me, and
my doctor has agreed, but it’s been three months and it hasn’t
happened. I believe in providing the highest quality of care pos-
sible and am glad to hear you have a good system in place here.
I become frustrated if we don’t try to offer patients the best pos-
sible quality of care, care that is sensitive to their needs, espe-
cially when they are very sick and in pain.”

53. “What do you find most challenging in working
with customers or clients?” (Situational)

Interpersonal skills and adaptability are the key points the
interviewer is questioning. You might say, “I enjoy working
with others. I excel at satisfying customers and solving prob-
lems. For example, . . .” Then go on to discuss a specific aspect
of a past job where you dealt with customers’ issues. A retail
store department manager once said, “I remember an incident
a few weeks back, when a customer came in complaining that
her new red satin pajamas had bled into her expensive sheets,
which she had also brought in. I asked her about the cost of
the sheets, and they were $250. I refunded her money for the
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pajamas and apologized about the sheets, giving her the name
of our risk-management specialist. I told her we’d call her in
24 hours about the sheets and gave her my card. I called four
hours later, after I tested other pajamas we were selling and
found that they did rub off just as the customer had said. I
pulled the items, and we immediately sent the customer a
check for $250 with our apologies. This solved the problem,
and pulling the product and notifying other stores eliminated
a potential catastrophe for them also.” This answer outlines
the problem and the solution and results. Always strive to tell
your stories this way.

54. “Describe the kinds of people you enjoy working
with.”

This is easy since you can describe the types you enjoy. Try
to correlate your response to what you know about the com-
pany culture. High-tech and emerging companies tend to be
full of driven, type A personalities. Mention how you love being
part of a driving team pushing to do its best to innovate and im-
prove. For smaller companies and nonprofits, you might men-
tion how you value being affiliated with their business or
mission and how you get along well with others. In larger com-
panies, mention how you enjoy collaborating with a team, since
most work there involves groups. A safe answer is always that
you enjoy working with other people who take pride in their
work, who are honest and act with integrity.

55. “Describe the kinds of people you find it difficult to
work with.”

This one isn’t hard at all. Try saying, “People who are
slackers and constant complainers. I don’t understand how
they take no pride in their work and don’t focus on doing a
good job.” Or you could try, “I don’t want to work with peo-
ple who are liars, cheaters, or who have serious integrity
issues.” Ethics and honesty have become important values
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employers look for, so this answer works especially well for
managers and executives.

56. “How would you adapt to a team member going on
extensive leave and you having to step up into a
more senior role?”

Give an example of leadership whether it’s supervising
roles you have had on a previous job, heading a group project,
or directing a committee. You may have volunteer managerial
or leadership experience you can bring into play here. Mention
that you have ambition, initiative, and are a self-starter but of
course would work hard to learn as much from the departing
employee as possible. You’d also talk to team members so
everyone was clear on your new role and would ask each person
for input on working together while the boss was out on leave.

57. “Tell me about a time when you observed a
coworker doing something inappropriate and how
you handled it.”

Ethics questions can be very tricky, since your answer needs
to demonstrate your integrity. Typically, people are using com-
pany resources or property for personal use, or abusing expense
accounts. Sexual harassment or discrimination activities should
be brought to HR’s attention, so it’s best to stay with personal
examples that demonstrate your loyalty to the company. Here’s
a great example: “My job was to authorize all the sales account
reps’ expenses and send them on to be paid. The company was
looking for cost-cutting measures and asked us to more fully ad-
here to rules on entertainment and travel. Many of our reps
complained that the new per diem rates to cover food and hotel
were too low for the major cities. Since they had to pay the dif-
ference, many started to pad everything else to avoid out-of-
pocket costs. I decided we needed to review and alter the policy
instead of ‘enforcing’ something that didn’t work. I made an ap-
pointment with the CFO, whom I had never met. I explained
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the problem and proposed three alternative solutions. He
agreed to review the matter, and I was to poll the team and let
him know what the majority wanted. Within two weeks we had
adjusted our policy and offered significantly higher per diems in
large, expensive metropolitan areas. I made it clear to all reps
that this change would only stay in place if accounts padding
stopped. They were involved in finding the solution and were
vested in it, so they stopped the unethical practice.”

58. “How do you self-evaluate your work?”
Of course you work to the highest standards and are as

productive as possible. Stress two or three of your top selling
points, such as your coaching ability and the successful teams
you have built that exceeded goals, or how you organized a
new tracking system to save time or money. Likewise, you
could point out an accomplishment or a result you achieved,
such as higher attendance at an event you planned or more
traffic came to your organization’s website due to your tech-
nical expertise.

59. “Give me an example of how your communications
skills are used on the job.” (Situational)

“I work as the executive assistant to the VP of sales, so
I speak to customers and sales reps continuously. I’ve developed
excellent customer-service skills and always use them for prob-
lem solving, which is frequently needed when talking to people
on the phone or through e-mail. Additionally, I generate dozens
of reports for my boss. He hands me a brief outline and I write
out the complete sentences and paragraphs. I use Word, Excel,
and PowerPoint on his behalf almost daily and do most of the
writing myself. If you ask my former boss, he’ll substantiate
this.” It’s sometimes good to add this extra piece at the end to le-
gitimize your answer. Never do this unless you are certain the
boss WILL reiterate the facts you have stated.
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60. “Give us an example of where and how you took
initiative and what the results were.” (Situational)

One HR director at a Fortune 100 company told me she
has put forth an initiative to hire people who have potential and
show that they will be able to take the lead and take on more
responsibility. Too often they have an employee who is good at
her job but never takes it to the next level without being told to
do so. If you are looking to excel in management and/or be
promoted, you must show that you are a self-starter. Give a
solid example of when you came up with an idea and took it
upon yourself to do something that delivered a specific result
and helped the company. Specifically, note where you saved
money or time, or added to the bottomline.

About the Employer

61. “What do you know about our company?”
The temptation here is to spend an hour regurgitating all

the market research you’ve done on the company. Better to
sum it all up in what they need, like this: “That I could be a
strong contributor. I know you need someone who can . . . ”
Then go into your 60 Second Sell.

62. “May we check with your current employer?”
This question often makes job hunters very nervous be-

cause their employer doesn’t know they are looking for a job.
To say no, try this: “My current employer is not aware I am
looking for a new position, and contacting him could jeopar-
dize the job I have. I have the names of three references you
can call who are very familiar with my work.” If you can show
copies of excellent past-performance appraisals, do so, but
only if they are very good.

In large companies, you may have someone who can be a
reference besides your immediate boss, so try this approach:
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“My immediate boss is unaware that I am looking for a more
challenging position, and I’d prefer he not be called. I do
work with the controller daily as part of my duties, and you
could contact her. I’ve put her name and number first on my
reference list. The other two people have worked with me in
the past in supervisory roles. I am sure they can answer any
questions you have.”

63. “What do you think of your current or previous
boss?”

If you love your boss, this is an easy one. If you find your
boss difficult to work with, be careful when phrasing your an-
swer. Negative comments send up a red flag signaling a prob-
lem employee. Resist the urge to bad-mouth your boss. Try,
“My boss has extensive experience in the field and I’ve
learned a lot working under her,” or, “My boss had an open-
door policy and was very approachable. I found this to be an
asset in our working relationship.”

64. “We work a lot of late nights here. Is that going to
cause any trouble at home?”

“I am able and willing to work whatever hours you need
me. I expected that evenings would be necessary in this posi-
tion, as they were in my previous position.” Your reliability
and dependability are what he is trying to determine. If you
have no children, or they are grown, you can mention that as
a way to stress your reliability.

65. “You’ve been with the same company for so many
years, how will you cope with a new one?”

The interviewer is concerned that you’ll be slow to adapt
and change. Dispel that notion. “I have always been flexible
and adaptable in taking on new tasks. I have shown initiative
and I pride myself on being a constant learner. You’d benefit
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from my . . .” Use your 60 Second Sell to point out the expe-
rience you’d bring.

66. “How do you think your present/last boss would
describe you?” (Situational)

Whether you and your boss like each other is not the
issue. Simply fall back on your 5 Point Agenda to illustrate
your skills and describe your work. Mention three or four
points that your boss would note and that are also important
to doing this employer’s job. Give an example of some task or
project you’ve been praised for. If you plan to use your boss as
a reference, it makes a very strong statement if you end by say-
ing, “My boss will be happy to verify this; feel free to call her.”

Firings/Layoffs/Resignations/Work Gaps

67. “Have you ever been asked to resign?”
The answer to this question is no. You were either fired or

laid off, or you chose to quit. You may have been presented with
the option of leaving, but you still chose to leave. Too many law-
suits have been initiated over this issue. Your former employer
would not likely admit to forcing you out. Therefore, say no.

68. “Were you fired from your last job?”
People who have been fired are very fearful that no one is

going to hire them again. Actually, your fear and concern are
much stronger than the employer’s. I’ve helped hundreds of
clients who lost their jobs, and many went on to find better
positions than the job that got away. In most instances, one is
fired due to personality clashes rather than incompetence, so
a firing is not going to stop you from being hired again. That
stated, if you believe it might be held against you, be pre-
parded because the way you answer this question can create
a lot of doubt in the interviewer’s mind.
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To prepare an answer, first analyze what happened. Many
situations are really layoffs—whether it was 100 people or just
you. Companies change direction and drop employees fre-
quently. If you can explain the termination as a layoff, do so.

If you were fired because of a personality conflict, recog-
nize that almost 80% of firings are the result of interpersonal
conflict on the job. Incompetent workers keep their jobs, but
people in power struggles or with personality conflicts can lose
theirs. So if this is the reason you were fired, then take pen
and paper and write out some sample answers. Analyze what
took place and why you were let go. Let’s say you couldn’t
get along with your supervisor. You had differences of opin-
ion, and because of that, the supervisor eventually made the
decision to fire you. Here’s how to answer this very difficult
question: “About a year ago I got a new supervisor and the
company started heading in a new direction. My duties changed
and the company decided it needed different skills from those
I had to offer or could learn quickly, and that’s why I am avail-
able.” Another approach might be: “One of the most im-
portant things that I’ve learned since I left my last job is the
importance of having open communication. My boss was not
a person who talked about goals, expectations, or even defining
the workload’s priority. Instead, he reacted when something
went wrong. I’m the type of person who likes to get feedback
so that I know if I’m doing a good job, if I’m meeting expecta-
tions, or, if something’s going haywire, so I can work on cor-
recting it.” Sometimes the circumstances are okay to admit to:
“There was a problem with the budget process at my last job.
I thought we had more time to retrieve the information than
we did. The information from other business areas needed to
be analyzed, and we had no power to get other departments to
respond faster. I created a conflict with my boss by asking him
to contact those departments to get the information sent to us
faster and in a different form. My boss did not like to make
waves, so I guess we felt differently about solving this problem.
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Unfortunately, the reports were continually late without this
process change, which caused problems and he decided to let
me go. I’ve learned a lot since then, and I know that it’s going
to be very important in my new job to make sure I find a
supervisor that has open communication, is responsive, and
that I work well with. If you call my former employer, he will
tell you I was a good worker, that I brought strong financial
and accounting skills to the workplace, and that I worked well in
a supervisory capacity with my other staff. These strengths
were never in question.” As you can see, this is an answer that
is well thought out. The candidate planned how to answer the
question. Point out where there was a problem and where
there wasn’t, so the potential employer gets a feeling that, yes,
maybe you just got a bad break with that supervisor because
of poor communication and weak leadership.

69. “Why did you leave your last job?”
In this day and age, with downsizing and corporate lay-

offs happening all over the place, you’re likely to find yourself
laid off once or twice. To respond you might say: “My com-
pany, like so many others, has restructured, and my position
was eliminated during the reorganization,” or, “My company
decided to close its regional office and my entire department
was let go.” In either answer end with, “That’s why I am
presently available.” Be careful in this answer that your voice
and tone don’t express anger or desperation. It is important
that you don’t appear to want just any job, but to be seeking
the right opportunity. You may feel desperate, but practice not
letting that feeling sneak into your tone. You need to make
the employer believe you really want this job, not just any job.

70. “I’ve noticed there was a period of time when you
weren’t employed. Tell me about it.”

Examine your reason for the work gap. The most frequent
reasons are time between employment, a personal illness, a
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family illness, failed self-employment, maternity leave, or rais-
ing young children. What’s important here is to construct
your answer to show that whatever the situation was, it has
been resolved, and that your performance, attendance, and
motivation will all be top-notch now.

To explain an illness say, “I needed surgery and my recov-
ery was lengthy, but now I’m fine and more than able to go
back to work.” To explain children or maternity and just re-
turning, try, “I took time off to have a child (children). I have
been able to secure excellent daycare that will ensure that
I’ll be able to work every day and be a productive employee.”
Be willing to answer any follow-up questions that the em-
ployer might ask, such as: What will you do when the child is
sick? Occasionally we need this person to work overtime—will that
be a problem? What are the hours that the daycare is open? How
have you prepared to handle the pressures of this position and the
demands of a new family member? The employer’s concerns
center around (1) How productive will you be? (2) Will your
mind be on your work? (3) Will you be reliable? (4) What
ways will your situation impact your ability to do the job—no
overtime, changing hours, absenteeism, etc. Your most impor-
tant goal is to learn whether or not this employer’s situation
will work for you. The employer expects you to show up on
time and to complete your assigned workload. I hired an as-
sistant who insisted that she’d never missed a day of work
while she was pregnant or when she returned after her first
child. Her reference verified this. Once hired, she immedi-
ately began to experience problems—child care for two chil-
dren was very expensive, and she wanted to change hours to
fit her daycare schedule and reduce her costs. Unfortunately,
this was at the expense of closing the office early so she could
go home. She only lasted two months, and once she was let
go, my boss vowed never to hire a mother with young kids
again. Many employers have had a bad experience like this.
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Therefore, when you are returning to work after an absence,
arrange daycare that will look after mildly sick children (flus,
colds) and establish a secondary system (family, friend, neigh-
bor, spouse) that will care for the child if the care center doesn’t.
Be sure that you have plenty of leeway to drop off and pick
up your children. That way, if you need to work a little over-
time, you will be able to. Don’t expect or ask employers
to change the position’s hours to fit your daycare schedule.
If you can’t work the hours—e.g., 9:00 to 6:00—then drop
out of consideration for that job. It is best to be honest. Pre-
determine your necessary take-home salary by subtracting
taxes and child-care costs. This allows you to judge potential
jobs more realistically.

When answering these tricky questions, demonstrate that
you have thought through the situation and found good solu-
tions, and reassure the interviewer about your reliability and
on-the-job productivity. Also, an interviewer may not ask
these child-care questions, but she is thinking about them. It’s
best to offer a good offense by explaining the specifics of how
you’ll be dependable and productive at their job.

71. “You’ve been unemployed for quite a while; why
haven’t you obtained a job before this?”

Most job hunters underestimate the length of time the
job-search process requires, so they take extended vacations
or regroup because they are too drained by the layoff or fir-
ing. It’s important to note that the average job search can take
up to six months. If you’ve been unemployed for more than
one year, you need a very good reason. An appropriate re-
sponse might be: “I did take some time to evaluate my career
and focus the direction of my search. I’ve been actively job
hunting for several months and am meeting with employers
to find a position that will utilize my skills and allow me to be
a contributing part of the company’s team.”
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If the unemployment was due to a personal problem or
illness, you could explain with: “A personal crisis arose in my
family that required my time and energy. It was difficult emo-
tionally and so I left my position because my focus could not
be on my job. Now the situation is completely resolved. I
am ready and eager to work. I feel that my previous strengths
(mention two or three of your most marketable abilities)
will assist me in again being an asset to my employer.” Some-
times you can mention the incident—illness, divorce, death,
accident—but use your judgment. No employer will believe
you’ve completely recovered from the death of your spouse in
four weeks. I believe it is best not to give many details; in-
stead, try to move on quickly and avoid a lengthy discussion
of any difficult personal issue.

Illegal Questions

It is against the law to discriminate against an individual be-
cause of age, religion, race, nationality, gender, or skin color.
But that doesn’t stop employers from asking illegal questions.
I believe some employers, not really skilled or trained in the
art of interviewing, don’t recognize that these are illegal ques-
tions. Some are ignorant; some just have gotten away with it
in the past. And then there are those who ask them anyway. In
fact, a female attorney was recently asked numerous illegal
questions inquiring about her age and how many children she
had—both very illegal areas, but partners in the firms asked
her anyway. She wrote to say, “Being a working mother means
you get dumped on, but senior partners will not hire you if
you do not answer these questions.”

Job hunters often wonder, how do you answer those illegal
questions? Illegal or not, these questions still get asked and
handling them in an interview is often quite challenging. Be-
fore you answer, think about this important consideration—
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do you want this job? The response you make is really based
on whether or not you want the position. You may make a
principled stand and say, “That’s an illegal question and I
choose not to answer it,” but in this lawyer’s case she’d never
be hired. You don’t want to offend the interviewer. Con-
frontation might make him feel ignorant and embarrassed, if
he indeed didn’t know that it was an illegal question, and dis-
qualify you as a candidate. Job hunters often claim to feel that
the employer is testing them, but most employers aren’t in-
tentionally trying to break the law. Employers who attend my
seminars on the hiring interview state that they don’t want to
ask any illegal questions. Yet they admit that they are frus-
trated because there is some personal stuff that they really
want to know about. My advice is, if you are asked something
illegal and you really want the job, simply answer it. Let me
give you a couple of examples on handling these tricky situa-
tions, in the next few questions.

72. “Are you pregnant, or do you have any plans to
have children in the near future?”

Many of my clients say they’ve been asked this question.
Most confess they were astounded. An appropriate answer
would be, “I have no plans to have children in the near future.”
Or try, “Oh no, I’m not pregnant!” Say it with a smile and
drop the topic.

73. “How old are you?”
The employer thinks you are too young, thus inexperi-

enced, not reliable, and require too much training, or too old,
wondering if you have lost the drive and are only looking for
a paycheck. One client in his early 50s said almost every inter-
viewer asked him if he still had the “fire in his belly,” as they
were put off by his white, thinning hair. You haven’t got much
choice but to answer this question. In the older worker’s case,
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he mentioned his strong track record, his ability to motivate
his team members, and how well he handled clients. He
commented that he had recently implemented a new process
at his job that saved the company a significant amount of
money. In other words, he showed that he’s innovative, has
creative ideas, and still has some drive left. Another client, age
24, said, “I’m in my mid-20s. I have solid planning and orga-
nizational skills, and I am a very quick learner and willing to
do whatever is needed. My computer experience in Word
and Excel is at the expert level, which allows me to be highly
productive and complete complex reports quickly. I have no
obligations at home, so I can work late if you need me to.
Additionally, I have had very good attendance at my current
job, which my employer will verify.”

74. “What does your husband think about your
traveling so much?”

Just answer the question with: “Travel has always been a
requirement in the previous positions I’ve held. I expect it to
be a part of this job.” If you are not married, say, “I am not
married and am free to travel as needed.”

75. “How many kids do you have, and what are their
ages?”

Most moms returning to work will get asked this question,
but any working parent should expect it. Employers want reas-
surance that your top priority at work is work. Briefly state
how you intend to be reliable. Expect that the employer will
grill your references and even try to reach your current boss
to verify this claim. If you have a perfect solution like this
mother, keep it short: “I have three boys, ages 11, 9, and 6.
We have hired a nanny for child care.” Another option is,
“I checked and there’s daycare across the street. They have
openings, so it’s perfect to ensure that I’ll be here when needed.
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They also have a late pickup, and my mother can help out if
my daughter, who’s 3, is ill.”

76. “What does your wife think about having to move
all the way to Nebraska?”

Careful, this employer really wants to see if you will truly
move to Nebraska and what obstacles your family might
impose. A recent survey in USA Today revealed that many
employees are reluctant to relocate. Seventy-five percent cited
the impact on their children as the top reason not to move.
Additional concerns included disinterest in the new location,
concern over a spouse/partner’s job, and quality-of-life issues.
Relocation costs are very expensive for a company to undertake.
Thus, it is imperative that your answer dispel the aforemen-
tioned concerns. A good reply would be: “Relocating to ad-
vance my career is a part of our family goals. Both my wife and
I like the Midwest and welcome the chance to move there.”

77. “Who’s going to care for your kids while you’re
at work?”

Employers worry usually because another employee caused
problems due to family demands. Most employers want reas-
surance that you will be dependable and productive and will
pitch in when needed. Be sure to have solid daycare arrange-
ments in place so you can squelch any concerns. I’ve rarely
found a case where an employer isn’t understanding when
something tragic happens to one of your family members, once
you’ve been with the company for a while. But when he’s hiring
you, he simply wants to be sure that you’re going to show
up. So reassure him that you are a loyal and dedicated em-
ployee, and remove any reservations he may have by answering:
“I have a dependable person who cares for my children even if
they are ill. She takes them to appointments and activities, and
is flexible so I can work overtime when I am needed.”
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78. “What have you been doing while you have been
unemployed so long?”

One man with a work gap felt he was discriminated
against when he explained that he spent the time home with
his kids. His son had gotten ill and required extensive home
care and doctor visits, which was the primary reason he’d left
his job. We thus worked on an honest but less-revealing re-
sponse: “After we had our second child, my wife got a great
promotion so we elected to not use daycare, and I remained
home for three years. Our two kids are in second grade and
kindergarten. I have remained active in the professional
association, which has kept me current in the field.” This
worked and he was hired. This client did not disclose all the
truth. We both felt that details hurt him in the interview, and
so we used the abridged version above and got better results.

79. “We have a flextime policy, but I wondered
about what activities you are involved in with
your children and family, such as coaching.
Can you tell me about those?”

The employer is concerned about outside obligations, so
carefully but truthfully answer this question. In fact, executives,
managers, and staff employees often are committed to coaching
their son’s or daughter’s team. Employers see these as time-
consuming commitments, particularly if you are leaving early a
lot of afternoons or are spending too much work time organiz-
ing team stuff. Equally so, employers recognize that they keep
talented people by allowing them to balance work and family.
Demonstrate that you are careful to finish your work and that
you are productive and won’t cause a conflict or other issues
with the job and your boss. For example, a VP at a Fortune 500
company had a very demanding job and handled the question
like this: “Last year I coached my son’s basketball team and we
had two assistant coaches—anytime I was needed at work, they
took over. I arranged to have practice on Monday evenings
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since we have our senior leadership meeting that day and I am
unlikely to be traveling. I had one of the moms be our commu-
nication leader, which dramatically helps my time management.
Neither my boss nor anyone else has ever complained that
coaching had interfered with my duties.” His answer showed he
had made careful arrangements to ensure his coaching didn’t
interfere with work. His employer was fine with the commit-
ment, and so was the new one who hired him.

80. “What country are you from?”
You’ll need to answer this question by reassuring the em-

ployer that she can legally employ you. Your answer might
sound like this: “China. I have been in the United States for
several years and have a valid green card and the proper work-
ing papers to be employed in this country. My experience
includes . . .” Then reiterate your 60 Second Sell.

81. “How well do you speak English?”
This question needn’t be discriminating. It could be used

to determine placement. Many jobs require someone to be
bilingual—fluent in two languages, like Spanish and English.
The employer may also be asking to see what level your
language skills are if you are an ESL worker. The employer
may ask you to read something out loud in English—don’t be
embarrassed. They need to see if you can understand what
you read and give directions from it.

Of course there are employers who hear an accent and
may have some prejudice toward immigrants or anyone who
speaks a bit differently. Try not to take offense. Instead, think
before you respond, speak slowly, clearly, and explain how
many years you have spoken the language. If you have a thick
accent or are not yet proficient speaking English, comment that
you are taking classes in both diction (speaking clearly) as well
as English and grammar (speaking correctly) because you are
always trying to improve yourself and your work performance.
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82. “The job requires you to work on Sunday. Will
your religion cause a problem with that?”

“Not at all.” Nothing further need be said.

83. “How will you adapt to this new job?”
Just because the interviewer doesn’t verbalize a discrimi-

natory question doesn’t mean he isn’t thinking it. Here’s an
example that shows how a job hunter addressed the unspoken
concern about his age and dispelled any preconceived ideas
the interviewer might have held about older workers being
inflexible or slow to pick up a new skill.

The candidate offered some reasonable proof that his age
was an asset: “At my last job, I always proved to be very flexi-
ble and adaptable, frequently taking on new tasks and picking
up new skills. I enjoy learning and teaching others. I have
found that when I deal with difficult customers or solve com-
plex problems I can draw upon my extensive experience, and
this has repeatedly proved to be an asset in my former posi-
tions.” You could then go on to describe a specific situation
where your experience led you to make the right choice
where a less experienced person might have made a mistake.
Conclude that with age comes experience, and often the wis-
dom to make better decisions.

To summarize: If you are lucky, you may never be asked
to answer an illegal question. If you get one, I suggest you
answer the question quickly, and let the interview proceed.

Supervising Others

84. “Describe how you coach or mentor an employee,
and give me a specific example.”

When asked about your work style, accuracy is your best
option. Some delegate everything; some retain ownership and
manage more tightly. There isn’t a right or wrong answer, but



in larger organizations there’s an emphasis on team building.
Collaboration—whether it’s across groups or departments or
in smaller teams—is the growing trend. Therefore, you are al-
ways safe retelling a story where you empowered an employee
with additional training, or imparted some new insight for
solving a problem, or worked together and pulled in other de-
partments to get needed results. Employers like leaders who
get results, and you need to show that this is something you
have done and will continue to do.

85. “How would you influence someone to accept
your ideas?”

The interviewer is interested in evaluating the depth of
your communication skills and your ability to persuade oth-
ers. Try: “I’ve learned that it is important to offer an idea
using the right framework. It is important to look at the per-
son or persons evaluating the idea and then determine the
best approach that will appeal to them—maybe it’s a chart
with documented research, or a brief written report, or even
a photo or illustration. Of course, I always have a rationale for
why and how the idea will work. I try to think through the de-
tails beforehand. I’m open-minded, and I seek feedback to
improve the idea, or implement it so it will work well.” An-
other approach might be: “In sales the key is always to stress
the benefits to the person I’m talking to. That’s exactly the
approach I use.”

86. “Tell me about an unpopular decision you had to
make.” (Situational)

Positions of responsibility often require making hard
choices. Select a time when you chose the lesser of two evils
or when you provided solid explanations for a cost-cutting
measure. You could say: “Our company was downsizing and
we had to trim our labor costs. As the department manager,
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I selected dropping benefits and not terminating our em-
ployees. I sat down with the department’s staff, stated the
problem, and asked for their input. As a group, they all
wanted to fire the most recently hired. Unfortunately, those
new jobs were critical to the company’s future. I decided to
eliminate all insurance benefits (life, dental, disability, and
retirement) but retain the medical coverage with a small co-
payment. Many of our longer term staff complained. I lis-
tened to them, but did what I felt served the company and
department best.”

If you ever had to fire a well-liked person, you might say:
“I had a very popular employee work for me who was ineffec-
tive and had low performance in her job. She was very
friendly but not able to learn the computer skills we needed.
I elected to fire her. One person complained all the way up to
the CEO. They admitted her work was inferior but said she
was such a nice person that I should not have fired her. Al-
though my boss agreed with my choice, I took the heat. Then
I carefully hired a new person who had the necessary skills. I
purposely hired someone who would blend in well with our
other staff. In the end, it was the best thing for the depart-
ment though rather difficult for me.”

87. “Describe a time when you reprimanded an
employee for poor performance.” (Situational)

Show how you have given clear direction, coaching, and/or
training to enable others to improve at their job. “I was as-
signed a new administrative assistant, and she repeatedly made
mistakes typing correspondence for me. If she had carefully
proofread the letters, she would surely have corrected the
errors. I sat down with her and brought one letter noting all
my corrections. I nicely told her that I was finding too many
errors in the letters and asked if she proofed each letter before
she gave it to me. She said no because she felt I wanted them
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quickly and I always seemed to make changes anyway. I told
her that I expected her to proof each letter and make all cor-
rections before she gave them to me. It was very important
that our correspondence be perfect before we mailed it out.
Since most of the work was highly technical, I suggested she
take a class on proofreading and editing, which she did. As a
result, her performance improved.”

88. “Describe your management style in dealing with
staff and coworkers.” (Situational)

When you researched the company you may have gotten
some insight into its managerial style. During the interview
process they may offer information that gives clues into their
culture. The more you know about the employer, the easier
it will be to frame your answer to demonstrate your compe-
tent leadership capabilities. There are many management
styles, but the most important aspect in evaluating leadership
is results. Some managers use firm decision making, others
micromanage to see that things get done. Some prefer an
open, approachable style; some lack backbone; some don’t
even deserve their job. Dictatorial styles are very outdated,
but some supervisors still act that way. Lately, bigger compa-
nies use teams, and coaching the team with solid goals and
objectives while giving people autonomy and holding them
accountable is becoming more popular.

Analyze your style and what you know about the com-
pany, then create your answer. An example might sound like
this: “At my current job, it’s important to be a firm credit
manager who enforces the company’s rules. I expect me and
my staff to do that. I hold each person accountable for doing
their job and following company policies. I am also a reason-
able person when negotiation is required to aid clients in the
process of paying their bills. I listen to concerns or ideas from
coworkers and staff. I’ll review client’s needs and, based on
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the company’s goals, will change policies that become out-
dated or ineffective. I work closely with sales to enable the
company to grow without extensive or undue risk. In credit,
we hear a lot of stories and I teach my staff that people lie
and they must keep in mind that their job is to collect the
money owed the company. Using professionalism and legal
guidelines, we all work together and do just that.” Another
way to answer this is to offer some evidence, like past perfor-
mance reviews or commendations for your management
style. You might say: “Good question. In fact my current
company has our staffers rate the managers. My current boss
has rated me in his performance evaluation as a superior and
effective leader. Here is a copy of the review. The report says
I bring intelligent leadership to my position. I’m defined as
energetic and enthusiastic and positive. They say I am articu-
late in defining the company’s vision and goals. I recognize
and reward my people as they strive to obtain results.” A
more humble person might let the report do the talking, say-
ing, “Here’s a performance review I received a few months
back. As you can see, my boss rated my leadership skills as
being quite strong.” Then hand the interviewer the report
and point to: “Karla is dynamic, brimming with enthusiasm,
and extremely perceptive. Even more important, she gets re-
sults with people. She has a vision, sets clear goals, and brings
out the best in people with her great sense of humor and ex-
cellent communication skills. She is one of the most capable
and dedicated managers in this company.” Leave a copy of
that review with the interviewer.

89. “How would you rate yourself as a leader? A
supervisor? An employee?”

Analytical individuals often rate themselves low because
they look to improve everything, including themselves, but
that is not a good approach here. Start with the employee part
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first. You could say, “I’m a highly regarded employee because
I’m productive and good at what I do.” As a supervisor and
manager, continue on to say: “I treat everyone fairly, and that
allows me to have a good working relationship with my staff.
I’m approachable and have an open-door policy, but I also
hold each person accountable for doing his job well and
achieving the department’s goals. In the past, my department
has always been recognized for its productivity under my
leadership.” You can say this even if you’ve won no awards.
All departments have goals, and if you achieve yours then it
signifies that you are in sync with the company’s demands.

90. “Give us an example of an unethical action you
witnessed and what you did about it.” (Situational)

Several people have said this question stumped them.
An appropriate answer would be: “One of the men in my
department had a pretty strong sense of humor and he often
e-mailed jokes to a bunch of the guys. They were funny and
harmless, at least in the first month or so. Then he sent a joke
that had some racial slurs. Next day, he sent another. He must
have been being encouraged, because on the third day he
started hitting on sexual themes. I don’t supervise this guy,
but I got concerned since my assistant often reads my e-mail
for me when I travel. So I went to him and said I thought it
best if he only sent clean jokes, as an unintended recipient
could see it. Apparently he took me off the list, but ragged
on me in e-mails to the others. He used some ethnic slurs to
describe me. I was told by my assistant, whose friend had seen
them on her boss’s e-mail. This was bothering me and was
just downright wrong, plus now it was distracting and tak-
ing time from the job. It was getting out of hand, so I told
my boss and our VP of HR.” Reporting this was appropri-
ate and the interviewer would assume this person had used
good judgment since no company wants sexual harassment or
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discrimination suits, and this kind of “fun” at work often leads
to those problems.

Technical Expertise and Specialty Questions

It is reasonable to assume that you will be asked very  specific
questions related to your field. Once you’ve gained experi-
ence in an industry and job area, you’ll need to be able to give
examples and answer related questions. A computer program-
mer should expect numerous questions concerning coding,
the languages she knows, and the types of software and appli-
cations she has worked on. Likewise, a teacher might be asked
questions about his subject, teaching style, curriculum devel-
opment, and learning patterns. An event planner would likely
get logistic and planning questions, and so on.

To prepare, create five to ten questions you think you
might get asked concerning your field or particular specialty
area. Then practice answering them. Again, remember the
guidelines—short, concise answers of less than 60 seconds,
using real work examples to demonstrate how you’ve success-
fully done this work before.

91. “Tell me about your experience using Photoshop (or
Access, Dreamweaver, or any specific software).”
(Situational)

The question becomes much more difficult if the inter-
viewer asks about a program you haven’t used or have just barely
tried. If you know the company is using different software, you
might continue to say, for example: “At my current job, we use
customized proprietary design software. I have had some expe-
rience with Photoshop but not PageMaker. The software I
currently use has many of the same design tools as PageMaker.
I know all the concepts since I’m creating graphics almost daily
and have mastered general design tools thoroughly. It would
take only a short time to become proficient in it, and I could do
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it—it’s even on my list of new software I planned to learn this
year.” Another approach might be to say: “I’ve not used that
Web-design software. The one I do know has many similar ele-
ments so it’s a great foundation to build upon. I’d certainly be
willing to use some of my own time for a class or tutorial to
speed up the learning process.” This may not be enough to get
the job if the employer refuses to train someone. Showing your
design work can make an impression and may be enough to
snag the job, especially if no one else comes along with years of
experience with that software, or he or she lacks the creative tal-
ent you have in other areas.

92. “Explain in detail your daily computer experience
and what software programs you use.” (Situational)

Begin by asking what they are using. Computer skills are
essential in most people’s jobs, and even executives now handle
their own reports, e-mail, and electronic calendars. The em-
ployer wants a clear picture of your true ability and too many
people have bluffed their way through the interview sounding
like their computer skills were much more advanced than they
are in real life. Since affirming your skill level is critical, you
might say, “Do you use Microsoft Office?” If so, continue with:
“I work mostly with three programs, Word, Outlook, and
Excel. I’m a very advanced user of Word and I create reports
daily. I also compose spreadsheets to track my department’s
budget expenses and monitor project timelines. In Outlook, I
handle all my e-mail and organize it for easy retrieval so I can
find important files. I sync it to my PDA, so I have my calendar
with me at all times.” This example shows a clear overview of
your skills and confirms that you are an advanced user.

93. “Describe your experience using a database in
detail.”

First, ask what database they use. Maybe it’s Access, or
a less popular one like FileMaker Pro, or even a proprietary
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program you would only know if you were an employee. If you
do have experience and skill in this particular database, great—
give specific details about your level of ability. If you don’t have
knowledge of this database, explain that since most databases
operate on the same principles, and you’ve worked on them for
years and had to learn a new one at your current job, you know
you’d learn theirs equally fast. This question gives you a good
opportunity to show what you can do. Hopefully, you remem-
bered to bring a sample of some database reports you created
or even brought your laptop to demonstrate how you use a
database in your job.

94. “Do you know how to use HTML?”
If you are in e-commerce or Internet work, the answer

almost always will be yes. For journalists or those in the cre-
ative world, it’s a nice plus but not always needed, and cer-
tainly a skill you could learn quickly if it is. Never just say no.
Show-and-tell works best here. Bring some printouts of Web
pages you have created, or a portfolio with these work samples
burned to disc. If you save them in a PDF format you can just
leave the disc with the interviewer who will be able to open
and view the files on any computer. 

95. “Name the one skill that you’ll bring to this job
that will make you successful.”

The answer is to select the most important skill in your
5 Point Agenda and state that. Be sure you answer the ques-
tion—the interviewer asked for one skill, so select and state
just one. It shows you are a careful listener.

96. “How do you communicate with different types
of people, for example analytical IT people versus
sales people?”

The real concern is if you can talk to anybody. If you can,
be sure to offer a clear example of working effectively with
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both types. Sometimes the honest answer is no. Don’t snow-
ball or bluff. Better to say: “I’m a terrific communicator and I
have great customer-service skills, but sometimes I just am
not sure what the IT people are discussing with their lingo. I
would certainly need to ask questions to be clear.”

Questions for College Students and New Grads

It used to be that most new graduates had little or no related
work experience when they interviewed for their first profes-
sional job. Today, a new grad can be anywhere from 22 to
50 years old, some having notable experience behind them.
The average student earning an advanced college degree is
now in his 30s, and quite a few are over 40. Sometimes, you
may have a high GPA but are ineffective in marketing your-
self and thus find landing the right job more difficult than you
anticipated.

Preparation can help relieve some of the anxiety and allow
you to effectively communicate the skills you do have. When
you prepare for the interview, make sure your answers draw
from both academic and work experience. Many new graduates
have had only service jobs—working in a fast-food restaurant
or retail store. Don’t underestimate this experience! You
still needed to show up and use teamwork and communication
skills to keep the job. You also learned customer-service skills
and how to work under pressure. For employers hiring new
grads, dependability is a big concern, so use your previous
jobs—whatever they were—to illustrate your reliability. Be
sure to examine all work experience and activities for evidence
of leadership or business skills, organizational abilities, time-
management skills, research, analysis, teamwork, planning, and
computer and writing abilities.

To prepare for the interview, talk to people who hold the
job you want. Ask them about the skills most important to
their job. Then develop your 5 Point Agenda and 60 Second
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Sell after you have researched and understood the necessary
job duties and skills.

Practice answering questions with full and complete
responses that get your point across in 60 seconds or less.
Here are some questions you need to be able to effectively
answer.

97. “What led you to choose your field of study
or major?”

“Liberal arts has taught me to think out problems and
research and analyze data. I’ve found sociology to be interest-
ing with its broad-based analysis of society’s behavior pat-
terns. My classes required eight to nine books per course
so I’ve developed excellent time-management skills for tack-
ling a heavy workload. I am a great researcher as well as a
good communicator with strong writing skills. I did term
papers on numerous subjects all four years, which fine-tuned
my ability to communicate effectively and clearly, and I
learned to address the message to the appropriate audience.”
Another approach is to show how your major is reflective
of your natural abilities and passion. If you were a business
major, your answer might be very specific, such as: “I started
out on the business track and took Fundamentals of Account-
ing my freshman year. I loved it. I loved the analytical chal-
lenge, and I’ve always had a strong ability when working
with numbers. I decided to be an accountant after that class
and am a student member of the state CPA society. It’s a field
I know I will succeed in, as I’ve done very well in my college
program.”

98. “What are your long-range and short-range goals
and objectives? How are you preparing yourself to
achieve them?”

The interviewer wants to see how focused you are, how
realistic, or even if you have a clue about what you want to do.
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The interviewer wonders about the training time that you’ll
need to become productive and how long you’ll stay once
they have invested time training you. A good response might
be a very honest one. “My short-term goal is to get a job that
will provide me with the training and environment to use the
skills I’ve developed in college. I’m a very hard worker and a
quick learner, so I want an environment where I can con-
tribute. I believe that once I’m working, I’ll be exposed to
many areas of business that I haven’t seen yet, so I plan to
keep my long-term options open while I explore numerous
possibilities.” This response doesn’t jeopardize your chances
for a position by mapping out a career agenda, such as “next
year I’m off to law school,” that doesn’t fit into the employer’s
agenda. Showing flexibility, adaptability, and a realistic atti-
tude about your future opportunities is the appropriate re-
sponse.

99. “Your grades seem mediocre at best. Why is that?”
Do not get defensive. Organizations are full of people who

did not graduate at the top of their class. Instead, discuss what
areas you struggled in and what you learned. Mention an
appealing strength too. You might say: “I think I learned the
hard way and paid a price for spending too much time having
fun and being popular. You’ll notice my grades improved sig-
nificantly after mid-junior year. My adviser and my father were
both upset with my performance up to that point, and my dad
withdrew his financial support. So I got a job and took out a
loan to finish. Once I was paying for school, I put my entire ef-
fort into it. My grades improved. I now know the value of
working hard, and I am proud I finished and didn’t drop out. I
do have some good skills I’d bring to the job. I excel in plan-
ning, and I have good time-management skills, having bal-
anced a job and college.” Accepting responsibility and showing
you have learned from your mistakes makes a solid case to sup-
port your candidacy.
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100. “Describe your ideal job and its location.”
Tricky question, since you often don’t know what your

ideal job is and say you’ll move anywhere. Most students do
move to get a job. Analyze where you will and won’t move. Then
respond with: “I am willing to move wherever the company
needs me, though I’m concentrating my search on the East
Coast. My ideal job is an environment that allows me to learn,
gain new skills, and be a productive worker. It is also very im-
portant for me to know that I’m helping people through my
efforts.” Or end with, “It’s important that I make a contribu-
tion to the company.” You may add something that shows
you’re a little knowledgeable about the job. “Last summer I
took an unpaid internship at the Lung Foundation. I worked on
two fund-raising projects and their direct-mail campaign. This
position gave me some insight into a career in fund-raising—
a job I feel is important, meaningful, and one I want to do and
do well.”

101. “If I were to ask your previous manager about
what you need to improve, what would he or she
say?” (Situational)

This is a tough one because they want to know an area
you’re weak in, and what you’re doing about the weakness.
The key is to show you are improving. Stay away from
anything related to attendance or reliability unless you have
corrected it. One grad said: “I worked at the mall in Macy’s
two summers ago. A bunch of friends were going to the beach
one day, so I called in sick and went with them. The boss
found out and was really mad—he fired me. My dad was furi-
ous and took the car away. I learned my lesson. Since then I’ve
worked at a pizza place on campus part time, and I am always
there. My boss will tell you I’m the one they call in to cover
for others now. Here’s his number on my reference sheet if
you wish to call him.”
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102. “You learned a lot of theory in school—how will
you apply that knowledge on the job?”

It’s best to admit you’ll need to learn as you go and hope
to find a mentor to help. A short but effective answer could
be: “You’re right and I know that in real life business practices
aren’t always what they’re supposed to be. I expect to learn a
great deal on the job and to expand my abilities. I also hope to
find a mentor to help me adjust more quickly and show me
what will and won’t work.” You might try giving an example
of how what you’ve witnessed of theory and business prac-
tices differ. For example, “I did an internship last year at
an accounting firm. A new grad had recently started and he
offered his own advice on a client’s payroll issue, which
caused a big problem with that client’s own employees. In
theory the guy was right, but this client got very angry, yelled
at one of the partners, and they even moved their account to
another firm. I saw up front that poorly handled client rela-
tions have serious consequences and business-practice skills
come from experience, not theory. I hope that working here
I’d learn a lot from you.”

103. “Tell me specifically at what level you are
comfortable using Word (or Excel or PowerPoint,
etc.). We expect you to demonstrate this ability.”

It seems that every grad says they have advanced or expert
user skills, so many companies will ask you to quantify them.
Be accurate, specific, and clear. Don’t undersell or exagger-
ate. Define your skill level by painting a picture, such as: “I
use Word daily. I write term papers, reports, and often insert
images, graphics, or Excel charts. Some reports were 25 to 30
pages. I worked in a secretarial pool last summer and that’s all
I did, along with correspondence, direct-mail merges, and
producing outlines.” Another choice: “In several of my classes
we had to make sophisticated PowerPoint presentations. I’ve
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gotten really good at developing my own creative templates
and design styles. I can create slides, of course, and outlines
and do a top notch PowerPoint presentation from conception
to completion. I worked on many with more than 100 slides.
Some had to be concise but stress the message quickly—I’ve
become good at communicating the message in the needed
format and length.”

104. “How will you adapt to working Monday to
Friday from eight to five?”

This is an adjustment after the freedom of college. If you’ve
held a part-time job then you can stress time-management
skills developed balancing your hours working and being in
school. You might say: “I never was one to be up late since I
always had a 9:00 a.m. class. I needed to support myself in
college, so I had classes followed by a part-time job, averaging
at least nine-hour days during most weeks. I am anxious now to
be out of the classroom and working full time to get my ca-
reer going and to apply what I have learned. I think I’ll adjust
very easily.”

105. “What college subjects did you like best?
Least? Why?”

This tells the interviewer your strengths and weaknesses—
therein lies the tricky part. Your answer must illustrate in-
terest in areas necessary to do the job and point only to
unrelated subjects as ones you disliked. You could create an
answer like this, substituting your favorite subject: “Psychol-
ogy classes were my favorites as well as my major. I loved
learning about human behavior and interactions, helping
others to deal with behavior difficulties and to understand
themselves better. I least liked the modern art class. I found
it too abstract for me. I enjoyed the Renaissance period much
better.”
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106. “Do you have plans for continued study and an
advanced degree?”

Tricky question here. The interviewer is trying another
avenue to assess your goals and how they will fit into his orga-
nization’s needs. If you don’t have plans simply say, “At this
time, I plan to land a position and work hard to be productive
and learn as much as I can to excel in the field. I don’t have any
current plans to go on with my studies.” If you are planning to
do so, you could say: “I plan to get two or three years of expe-
rience doing engineering work first, and then I think I’d like to
enroll in an evening MBA program. I know that it’s very de-
manding to handle both, but I think I can because I worked all
through college. Right now, I feel it is important to move from
the classroom to a manufacturing setting because there’s a lot
to learn on the job before I pursue more education.”

107. “In what part-time or summer jobs have you been
most interested? Be specific.” (Situational)

Most part-time jobs are not interesting and are often taken
just for the money. Try to answer the question by noting some-
thing you did like: “I worked as a receptionist for a real estate
office. I enjoyed talking to people who called, especially when I
could answer their questions or solve their problems. The best
part of my job was a small, two-week project I worked on. The
secretary got sick so I stepped in and did a large spreadsheet
project. My boss was thrilled that I knew Excel. I spent extra
hours on my own time, learning the program so I could make
the tables easy for everyone to use. I really enjoyed that project
and want a position that requires a lot of computer work.”

108. “What bothered you most in your last part-time
or summer job?” (Situational)

This is a way to learn how well you work with others and
how flexible and dependable you are. It’s very unwise to talk
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negatively about the company or the former boss. So answer
carefully, possibly saying, “Last summer I was working at a retail
store, and we often had nothing to do when there were slow
times without customers. I hated standing around being bored.
I asked for something to do, but the place wasn’t well organized
so just covering ‘the sales floor’ was the job, I guess. I hope to
find a place where I can be busy and productive. Tell me more
about how your office works.” Here the answer shows a positive
trait and then asks about the job at hand. You need to know what
kind of environment you will face once hired, which makes it
perfectly fine to ask questions throughout the interview.

109. “What have you learned from the jobs you’ve had?”
“I’ve learned how important it is to be on time, to be at

work every day, and to work hard while I’m there. When I was
a waitress, it really made it hard on everyone if another waitress
called in sick. One night I had all the tables because both wait-
resses didn’t show up. It was a very high-pressure, intense night.
I worked hard and fast but was tremendously overloaded. Any-
one else would have quit. But I knew that the employer was
counting on me so I worked that night alone. I also learned
that it’s crucial to make every effort to be at the job every day.”

110. “I see you’ve never had an internship. Why not?”
“I only wish I had had that opportunity, but I live in a small

town and go home each summer since I can live for free with
my parents and earn money for college. There really aren’t any
internship opportunities there. I have worked hard at the jobs
I have had. I’ve learned teamwork, customer-service skills, and
I am very reliable.”

111. “How do you think a former boss or professor who
knows you well would describe you?” (Situational)

Sell yourself through your boss’s or professor’s eyes by
saying, “I had Professor MacDonald for two classes, and she
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would tell you . . .” Then go into your 60 Second Sell. Adding
that you’re a conscientious, hard worker is always a plus.

112. “Give me an example of when you’ve
demonstrated your customer-service skills on the
job.” (Situational)

“At McDonald’s I worked the drive-through window. You
need to be polite, accurate, fast, and efficient or the customers
can really pile up. I always double-checked the order on the
screen, out loud, to confirm it was what the customer wanted.
This almost always eliminated mistakes that would make
customers angry.”

113. “Give me an example of a time you’ve worked on
a team or in a group.” (Situational)

“As a communications major, I needed to take Advertising
101. An important part of our class grade was a project. We were
put into five groups, six per group. I was the team leader and we
divided up the workload. One person fell behind and didn’t do
the work. Everyone got angry at this person and told me to
‘force him’ to do it. Instead, I went to my professor and asked for
ideas on ways I could motivate my teammate. I thought about
my teacher’s suggestions and talked it over with the person. It
seems he didn’t understand how to do the research, so some of
us helped him clarify the steps and soon his work was on par
with everyone else’s. We all ended up with an A, and I’m proud
of how we worked together to complete the project and make
the grade.”

114. “Give me an example of a problem you had at
college and how you solved it.” (Situational)

“I changed my major at the start of my sophomore year to
prelaw and needed an economics course, or I’d be a year
behind in the core curriculum. The class that fit my schedule
was full, so I went to the first three sessions, talked to the
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professor, and convinced him to let me in so I wouldn’t get
behind in my prerequisites. Incidentally, I got an A– in that
class.”

115. “Name two or three accomplishments that have
given you the most satisfaction. Why?”

Here is a great opportunity to stress two or three points
in your 5 Point Agenda. Let’s say organizational skills are one
point and time management is another. You could respond:
“Graduating from college is a big accomplishment for me and
so was getting that A in Statistics. I held a part-time job while
attending school, so I often needed to prioritize and plan out
my schedule, setting aside time to study and do papers. Sta-
tistics was a challenging course for me and required a lot of
extra effort. I organized a study group, and I worked on prob-
lems every day. I felt pressured by the job, but needed to work
to cover tuition costs, so I cut out extra socializing for a few
weeks and pulled an A. I felt like my hard work paid off in
both cases, and that’s been really satisfying.”

Questions for Those with Advanced Degrees: MBAs, MAs, 
JDs, PhDs, or Doctorates

116. “What motivated you to go to law school (or enter
the master’s, or PhD program)?”

Address where your interest came from and what profes-
sional career you hope to have. For example: “I have always
loved negotiating and think it’s a natural talent. I researched
jobs where I could make a career in handling business negoti-
ations and determined that I would be able to do so as an at-
torney.” Another response might be: “After I got out into the
business world, I found that my career path at a large com-
pany would be difficult without advancing my education. I
could not afford to go full time, so I went into an executive
MBA program part time. I entered, made sacrifices, worked
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hard at school, and even got promoted while I was attending.
I was able to apply some of the class material immediately in
my marketing job. Now that I’m finished, I am looking to
contribute more than ever before and feel my education will
help me to achieve more professionally.”

117. “How would you demonstrate an entrepreneurial
mind-set here?”

This level of performance, initiative, and drive is impor-
tant to many employers, especially in emerging companies
and high tech. Try to give specific examples that show you as
a self-starter, an innovator, or a team leader with creative
ideas. Mention how you improved a process, added a new ser-
vice, organized something, or recognized a trend and con-
tributed solutions to capitalize on it. Demonstrating that you
think and act like the business owner is essential.

118. “Tell me about some of the strategies and actions
you have used to build relationships with team
members.” (Situational)

They want specific evidence of your leadership ability.
Give an example of a project or event or job where you devel-
oped good relations with everyone you needed to work with.
Mention that you take time to get to know each person and to
cultivate an atmosphere of cordial exchange with everyone
you work with. Stress your strong communication skills in
writing, e-mail, and giving verbal directions.

119. “Tell me about a time you had to ask for
assistance from someone whom you didn’t think
wanted to help.” (Situational)

You can’t expect to be friends with everyone, but you can
work hard to build trust and be likable. You could respond:
“During my clerkship in the prosecutor’s office, the paralegal
who was assigned to work with me really resented it. She felt
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she knew a lot more than I did and was bristly at first. Once I
figured it out, I casually went to her and asked if she’d share
her knowledge and teach me how to retrieve a report or elec-
tronic file. I complimented her on her ability and said I was
learning so much from her. I genuinely thanked her. I think
most people want to be recognized—my actions thawed this
paralegal and we spent the rest of the time working pretty
compatibly together.”

120. “What trends do you think are most impacting
this field?”

Be sure you have this answer down pat. The employer is
looking to see how well read you are in the field. To stay abreast
of industry information read journals, online articles, plus
attend conferences, and network. Select two or three big trends
and be able to clearly define what impact you think they
may have. This question is to see how visionary you are, how
you digest information, and whether you foresee solutions.
To illustrate this, here’s an effective approach: “I think that
healthcare is in a crisis in America. Doctors are being squeezed
from all sides—insurance payments are down, workloads are
up, overheads for those in private practice are skyrocketing. I
believe more groups will evolve, and more doctors will become
hospital employees. There has already been a shift toward
hospitals forming partnerships with specialty groups, and I
think this will expand in the years to come. Most of the articles
I read and doctors I talk to seem critical of the business-
operation side of things. I see more management firms—
possible branches of the hospital administration team—
running this aspect so doctors can focus on patients. You
will definitely see a change in the physician ‘on-call’ system
since the current system is too burdensome for many groups
to handle anymore, especially with so many women doctors
becoming working parents and wanting more of a family life.
Healthcare systems will get tested and rebuilt, and some will



crumble as people age and get sicker, technology increases
life spans, and costs escalate. I think it’s going to be a much-
challenged industry over the next dozen years but one with
opportunity for those with more entrepreneurial thinking in
approaching business solutions.” Obviously, such a candidate
really knows the field and has analyzed the problems. The
employer sees them as the person who is going to help shape
the industry in the 30 years to come. Demonstrating a solid
understanding of trends and industry problems is key.

Do Your Best

Preparing for potential questions in advance will give you a big
advantage over the numerous job hunters who do not prepare.
When you write out answers, you have time to analyze the dif-
ficult questions and calmly select effective responses that
demonstrate to the employer that you can and will do her job
well. Actually, the reason people think questions are tough or
difficult is that they haven’t really thought about them. They
get stumped because they have no plan to follow, no previous
ideas jotted down. Short, concise answers of less than 60 sec-
onds that avoid the minefields can result in you landing the job.
Your interview is really where the employer decides whether or
not to hire you. Work hard to do your best. You will not win
every time, but you’ll improve with each interview and get bet-
ter at effectively marketing your abilities and convincing em-
ployers that YOU are the one to hire.
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Chapter 7

Salary Questions

The hardest questions can be those that deal with salary.
Handled correctly, successful salary negotiations can add thou-
sands of dollars to your new paycheck. Almost as easily, a slip of
the tongue can cost you a great deal of money—sometimes
even the job itself. Answering all the salary questions like a pro
can assure you of obtaining the highest possible offer from an
employer. The premise that you must work from is this: who-
ever mentions money first loses. Don’t let it be you! 

Secrets of Establishing Your Value

Always, always, always establish your value first. People want
what they want. Employers too. When you are the one they
want, this psychology becomes your competitive edge in the
salary-negotiation process. Once the employer decides they
must have you to do the work, there is a role reversal: now
they need to recruit and sell you on taking the job. It all begins
with knowing what your skills and abilities are worth, and then
communicating that value to the employer. The end result is
that they must have you to do the job.
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How to Find Out What They Will Pay

To accurately assess your value in the workplace, I suggest you
conduct an investigation into what comparable jobs pay in your
geographical area. There are several places to find this infor-
mation. Associations and business magazines frequently pub-
lish annual salary surveys. They often break down salary by
job title, level of experience, and geographical region. Salary
surveys are often published online, and we keep the most cur-
rent and accurate ones listed on www.RobinRyan.com under
“tools” to aid you in obtaining this information. The Depart-
ment of Labor publishes numerous salary lists, or you can ask
a reference librarian to help you find the salary information
you seek. Lastly, consider asking colleagues this question:
“I’m seeking a new position as a buyer for a national retailer.
I have five years’ experience. If I ask for a salary of $55,000,
do you think that is reasonable? Would it be reasonable for
your company?” Another technique is to ask, “What is the
typical range this job would pay in your company?” Gather
the facts early so you have a reasonable expectation of the
salary you could obtain. Be sure to research employers of a
similar type and scale—nonprofits and small businesses may
pay less than their larger counterparts, though not always. 

Salary History Requests

About a quarter of the time, job ads ask you to submit a salary
history. Why? This screening tool is simply a starting point to
narrow down potential applicants. The best strategy is to sim-
ply send nothing. Leave any salary requests blank. Employers
have been known to increase the salary, change the job title,
add more benefits, and pay thousands more than they initially
set forth in order to hire the person they want for the job. Job



hunters eliminate themselves from consideration not only
when their salary history is high but also if it appears to be
too low. The employer concludes that the candidate is not as
good as the resumé says and that he’s exaggerating, or even
lying, since the employer assumes the applicant should be
making more money. A trick some employers use to get you
to reveal your salary history is to state in the ad, “Only those
who send salary history will be considered.” Respond to this
in your cover letter by adding a line or two at the end that
cites a magazine, journal, association, or online salary survey
that offers a range; e.g., “A recent issue of Engineering maga-
zine’s industry salary survey states that a manufacturing engi-
neer like myself, with seven years of experience at a large
company, makes between $75,000 and $120,000, and I’m
within that range.” 

The Electronic Application’s Salary Box

Internet applications can be tricky since most require you to
enter a figure and many won’t accept entries like “fair” or
“salary + bonus,” which often result in an error message ask-
ing for a correction to enable submission. You could try
typing in “open.” If that doesn’t work, try entering a range
50s–60s, or a broad number like 100,000+. Also try to leave
the box empty and see if the online application will process
without it—sometimes it does. If you must use a number, use
the + sign after a rounded-out salary figure, such as 80,000+
(salary + bonus + perks).

Handling the Probing Recruiter or HR Person

These people are not your friends, no matter how nice they
seem. They are paid by the employer, and they work on
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behalf of the employer. So treat them as if you were talking
directly to the prospective boss. When questioned about your
salary, turn the tables and respond by saying, “What exactly is
the range for this job?” Your strategy is to never reveal what
you are making or have been paid, since it’ll hurt your poten-
tial to negotiate later. 

Answering the Questions

121. “What salary do you expect if we offer you the
job?”

Too often, job hunters just throw out a number. That is a
critical mistake. Always remember that the first person who
mentions money loses—both in terms of real dollars the em-
ployer is willing to pay and, in some cases, the job. If you are
currently underpaid, you could be screened out completely.

If we use the psychology of people wanting what they
want, we must first make the employer want us. Here’s where
my “salary extractor” technique works well. Answer with,
“What is the salary range this position pays?” This volleyball
technique encourages them to give you the figure. Typically
they will say, “$50,000 to $60,000” or something like “low 90s”
or “over six figures.” You respond, “I’m within your range,” or
if it is low, “I’m near that range,” and then go on with the
interview.

A more persistent interviewer may say, “Well, we need to
determine salary expectations before we go on. What figure
do you expect?” An effective response might be, “Compensa-
tion is directly tied to responsibilities and factors such as
overtime needs and travel requirements. I don’t think I’ve
gotten enough information about the job yet to determine
what is fair. Can we table this question until later?” Often
they agree. Another approach: “I expect to be fairly compen-
sated for my work. I feel confident that if we determine I’m
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the right person to do the job, we can reach an agreement. To
me, it’s the job itself that is most important.” This approach
can often detour the employer to move on. And it focuses the
interest on their needs not yours.

Try to avoid lengthy salary discussions. At this stage in
the interview, mention a figure too low and the employer will
think you certainly must lack the skills to do the job and that
you exaggerated on your resumé. If you are too high, they’ll
think you’d never work for less. The interviewer will quickly
determine you are not the one they want—based on these an-
swers alone.

Your winning strategy is to keep the conversation cen-
tered on how well you can do the job. Continually sell your 5
Point Agenda. Utilize your 60 Second Sell whenever appro-
priate. These will market your best strengths and influence
the employer to decide he must have you. Once the job offer
has been formally made, THEN it’s the right time to discuss
and negotiate the salary you want and deserve for performing
the job.

122. “What is your current salary?”
This usually makes people nervous and then they reveal

their salary. Wrong answer. You’ll only be able to negotiate
the best salary if the employer is kept wondering. Once the
employer decides they want to hire you, they switch mental
gears from screening you out to wanting to recruit you and
fearing you won’t take the job. This is the position you need
to be in. When pushed for a salary figure, keep this fact in
mind. Hundreds of hiring managers have admitted to me that
when they hear a candidate’s current salary, they only offer
5% to 10% more, realizing people will take it. These em-
ployers HAD more dollars budgeted that they could pay, but
since they got the new person “cheap,” they redirect the extra
money to another budget item.

Be prepared. Respond with: “Well, what I was paid previ-
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ously was based on job duties, and I am sure you offer a compet-
itive wage, but I still don’t have a clear idea of what the job du-
ties, managerial level, travel requirements, overtime, etc., will be.
I need to get more information before we discuss the value I
bring and what compensation package is fair for these duties.”
Another effective solution is to note a salary survey that defined
the salary range for people with your skills in a company of sim-
ilar size, adding that salary, bonuses, benefits, and vacation all af-
fect your decision, and you’d be happy to go into detail when you
are offered the job. 

Relocation Situations

If you are moving to take the job, you might get grilled about
the cost of moving. Companies vary dramatically when it
comes to the relocation packages they offer. Some will buy
your house, others won’t. Some offer to pay a lump sum to
relocate, which you use to move yourself. Others are very
generous but have strict payback rules if you quit before a
required length of time (i.e., usually one to two years) has
passed. Expect to be asked several questions on this topic.
Usually HR will go over these details to be certain that
moving is still a viable option for you. It is wise to tread care-
fully in discussing this early on—gather facts, but wait for the
majority of this conversation until AFTER you have been
offered the job. Relocation packages can be negotiated, added
to, and improved from the “standard offer,” so waiting until
the offer is on the table is advisable.

123. “We have a relocation package since you’ll need to
move here. Do you own a home?”

If you do, then answer, “Yes, how does your relocation
package work?” Let them explain the details about moving
costs and assistance with real estate issues, since housing can
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vary widely from region to region. You might interject that
you plan to look at real estate when you’re interviewing in the
new location. They may have already set this up for you. If
not, now is a wise time to ask if they will connect you to a re-
altor, and then move on with the interview. 

124. “Does your spouse work?”
This is an acceptable question since a spousal job can dra-

matically impact whether you can move. They may or may
not offer career assistance to your spouse. Some employers
have an HR person offer help, others hire a local career coun-
selor. The key is that the employer is trying to determine if
you’ll really move, or if your spouse will be a problem. Some-
times they offer to give your spouse a position if their skills fit
something available in the company. Very large organizations
such as hospital systems and colleges and universities are
more likely to do this. The correct approach is to reaffirm
that you are willing to move. “We have discussed this career
opportunity and my husband (or wife) is in full agreement
that it’s a great move for our family.” Employers love to hear
you are moving to be closer to family, so if this is accurate in
your case, mention that fact too. 

125. “Have you looked into the cost of living in
this area?”

Many places, such as New York, San Francisco, Los Ange-
les, Boston, Honolulu, and Seattle, are very expensive. Housing
costs can be exorbitant, especially if you come from an area
where the cost of living is low and a $250,000 home is a man-
sion. In some areas, livable homes begin at more than one mil-
lion dollars. Do your homework before the interview. Go
online and use relocation tools that show what your income
needs to be in the new location and what housing will cost. (You
can find the most current resources on www.RobinRyan.com
under “tools.”) Reply to this question by saying you have done
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some investigation and understand that the housing costs are
higher, but the professional options and the cultural opportuni-
ties make this a very attractive situation. Many companies worry
about spending a lot of time with you only to have you turn
down the job because of how expensive it is to live in the area.
You should be certain you will move and might politely inquire
about whether the company offers COLAs, the HR term for
cost-of-living adjustments. Before you readily agree that you’d
love to move, research the option thoroughly.

I warn you that many people make big mistakes here.
A client who was a CEO was recruited for a job in Aspen,
Colorado. It was a winter wonderland with pristine snow,
clear mountain air, and sunny blue skies. The employer even
offered a $400,000 forgivable housing loan since homes were
so costly. The CEO moved his family. Six months later I got
a call saying that no one was happy there. They disliked their
daughter’s new school. The wife didn’t fit into the resort so-
cial life and was terribly lonely. The cost of everything from
groceries to clothes to meals out were shockingly, astronom-
ically high. The whole family was miserable. The client quit
and moved back to their previous location with no job and no
prospects. Learn from his mistake—look really carefully be-
fore you move.
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Chapter 8

Questions You Should Ask

A t some point in every interview the employer will ask, “Do
you have any questions?” This is your opportunity to deter-
mine that this job, company, and boss are a good place for
you. Often the candidate searches to ask almost anything, ap-
pearing dumb to the interviewer because he did not prepare
his own list of questions in advance. This will not happen to
you. Take the time before the interview to think about what
information you need to aid you in deciding if the job is a
good fit for you. This is a very important part of the inter-
viewing process. The employer often puts a lot of weight on
what you ask. People have a hard time thinking up their ques-
tions. The questions you want to ask are strictly job related
and duty related. You can ask all about the company’s benefits,
sick leave, and pension programs after you’ve gotten the job
offer.

How to Impress the Employer

Hiring managers repeatedly tell me that they pay particular
attention to the questions that applicants ask them. Your ques-
tions, especially when they are insightful, send a signal that



you are not only interested in the job but truly trying to eval-
uate whether this will be a good match and work out long-
term for both parties. A top manager at AT&T said: “I judge
candidates by the questions they ask. That’s what’s most re-
vealing to me. I want someone focused on succeeding in the
job and not just centered on how much money I will pay him.”

Before the interview, prepare a list of pertinent questions
that you would like answered to determine if this position is
really a good job for you. Write or type out your questions on a
piece of paper that you can take out when it’s your turn to ask
questions. The employer is impressed that you cared enough
about the position to think through his organization’s needs and
duties. Do not bring up any questions about salary or benefits at
this time. Focus on determining if you want to do this job. Your
questions also give insight into your thoroughness when given
important responsibilities. Ten to fifteen questions are a reason-
able number to have on your list. Many will have been answered
during the interview. Bring up anything the employer men-
tioned that you want to know more about. If by chance he has
already answered every question, say this: “As I check over my
list, my questions on your software were covered as well as the
equipment you use. We discussed budgets and training policies.
I guess you’ve covered everything already.”

Gaining Insight into the Corporate Culture

Every organization has a workplace environment that defines
what it is actually like to work there. Prior to the interview,
you may have preconceived ideas about the company’s culture
based on its marketing and advertising or on media news.

Often these preconceived ideas prove to be inaccurate
once you get into the interview and begin to ask your ques-
tions. Better to learn now that you don’t want this job, rather
than three weeks after you’ve started. Therefore pay close
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attention to the answers and whether this is a boss you would
like to work with daily.

You can’t always have prepared all your questions in ad-
vance since they often arise as a result of a part of the inter-
view. It’s often best to ask these questions as soon as they
come up, saying, “Could you explain that more fully,” or
“Please elaborate.” Be sure you get answers to incongruities
and to investigate if a red flag comes up. Use your detective
skills to determine what the true workplace environment will
be and if it’s a comfortable fit for you. Networking to get in-
sider information is also wise and advisable.

37 Questions You Could Ask

Here are 37 questions that you can consider asking. Notice
how each one is designed to gather details about doing the
job and to learn more about the organization’s work culture
and environment. Be sure to pose the appropriate question to
the correct person. Technical questions and job specifics are
unlikely to be answered by the HR person, whose responsi-
bility is to screen and validate your true experience, but who
possesses only a general idea of the job duties. By the end of
your questions with the hiring manager or decision maker
you should know whether or not you want to work there.

• “What are the day-to-day responsibilities I’ll have in
this job?”

• “Whom will I be supervising?”
• “Could you explain your organizational structure

to me?”
• “What is the organization’s plan for the next five years,

and how does this department or division fit in?”
• “Will we be expanding, bringing on any new products

or new services that I should be aware of ?”
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• “Could you describe to me your typical management
style and the type of employee that works well
with you?”

• “What are some of the skills and abilities you see as
necessary for someone to succeed in this job?”

• “What challenges might I encounter if I take on this
position?”

• “What are your major concerns that need to be
immediately addressed in this job?”

• “What are the areas in the job that you’d like to see
improved upon?”

• “What is your company’s policy on providing seminars,
workshops, and training so the employees can keep up
on their skills or acquire new skills?”

• “What is the budget this department operates with?”
• “Are there any restraints or cutbacks planned that

would decrease that budget?”
• “What particular computer equipment and software do

you use here? When was your last upgrade?”
• “Are any new equipment purchases planned?”
• “What personality traits do you think are necessary to

succeed in this job?”
• “Will I be working as part of a team or alone?”
• “What committees will I participate in?”
• “How will my leadership responsibilities and

performance be measured? By whom?”
• “To what extent are the functions of this department

considered important by upper management?”
• “Are there any weaknesses in the department that you

are working to improve?”
• “What are the company’s long-term goals?”
• “What are the department’s goals, and how do they fit

into the company’s mission?”
• “What are the company’s strengths and weaknesses

compared to its competition?”
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• “How does the reporting structure work here? What
are acceptable channels of communication?”

• “What new endeavors is the company currently
undertaking?”

• “What goals or objectives need to be achieved in the
next six months? Next year?”

• “What areas of the job would you like to see
improvement in with regard to the person who was
most recently performing these duties?”

• “Would I encounter any coworker or staff person who’s
proved to be a problem in the past? If yes, please explain.”

• “Describe the atmosphere of the office.” (With this
question, you are looking for clues on pressure and
stress level.)

• “What types of people seem to excel here?”
• “Is the company quick or slow to adopt new

technology?”
• “How would you describe the politics of this

organization?”
• “Can you give me an idea of the typical workload and

extra hours or special needs it demands?”
• “Where is the person who previously held this job?” (If

fired, ask why; if promoted, where he or she went; if it
is a newly created job, get a better idea of why it was
added.)

• “How does the company promote personal and
professional growth?”

• “How would you describe the corporate culture here?”

Ideally, you need to stay focused on the job—the duties
and/or the promotional opportunities. Remember, a key strat-
egy is to not ask questions about salary, benefits, or perks.
The best time to cover those issues is after you’ve been of-
fered the job.
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Chapter 9

Negotiating the Best Deal

As the employer says, “You got the job,” you mumble some
pleasantry as you silently scream YES! As tempting as it is to ac-
cept then and there, if you intend to negotiate for any benefits
or salary increase I advise you to refrain from that outburst and
say, “I’d like to meet with you tomorrow and discuss your offer
and all the details.” If they haven’t stated the salary, ask it.
Arrange the meeting time. If you are on the phone, end the
conversation. If it’s via e-mail, reply by asking to discuss the
specifics and offer a day and time. If you are meeting face-to-
face, try to meet again the next day if possible. You have a lot of
preparation to do, especially if you want the employer to raise
the offer. This meeting you just arranged is called the “negoti-
ations interview,” and there is a formula to follow to success-
fully negotiate a better compensation package.

Men and Women Negotiate Differently

Women still make 23% less than men, according to the De-
partment of Labor. This number has remained constant over
the last decade and shows little evidence of changing. Much
of this discrepancy is due to the fact that men often try to
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negotiate their salary, whereas women typically accept the
original offer as given. Client after client after client has
proven that they can improve the original offer by following
the negotiation strategies that follow. What typically happens,
though, is that when Lora is offered a new job, she accepts the
starting salary of $58,000, but when Jack is offered the exact
same job, he negotiates. Jack accepts $70,000—a 21% differ-
ence. All future raises are based on the beginning salary, so it
will likely take Lora four years of raises to reach Jack’s starting
salary. And since bonuses and raises are calculated from the
salary figure, Jack’s raises will push him further ahead of Lora
faster, since he began at a higher compensation level. Women,
therefore, must change their thinking from the sociologically
ingrained “be polite, be humble, be grateful, be a pleaser” to
acting like a competitive candidate who expects top dollar and
benefits in exchange for her talents.

The Biggest Raises Come with a New Job

The biggest salary increases are almost always the result of
changing jobs and companies. These raises can range from
15% to 30% above the previous salary. Some clients have
seen 40% to 50% increases, and a few actually doubled their
salaries. Many people use the new job as an opportunity to
move up into a higher-level position and secure more money.
Being underpaid is a common reason for leaving a job, and
when you pursue an opportunity to move on to a new organi-
zation, you should expect it to be a very profitable endeavor.

More Employers Are Negotiating the 
Whole Compensation Package

Employers are now showing more latitude in negotiating
salaries than ever before. It seems as though thousands of
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dollars and extra perks such as more vacation and signing
bonuses are there for the asking. One CEO summed it up this
way: “People are more aware of their value these days, and it’s
a struggle to find good people. Although many may be look-
ing, few can help us propel forward. We must offer a compet-
itive salary to retain talent to allow our organization to thrive.
What’s a few thousand more if they are the perfect match for
the job?” Moral of the story—ASK.

Understanding Pay Scales

Salary negotiations is a game—a sophisticated game but a
game nonetheless. You must enter this arena fully equipped
with facts, figures, and influential information. Asking for
more compensation properly rarely risks an offer being with-
drawn, but demanding more can. Therefore, begin by analyz-
ing the employer’s situation.

Step 1: Assess the employer ’s compensation style.

Fixed Offer. Some employers simply do not negotiate.
They offer a take-it-or-leave-it deal. They have a set limit on
how much that job is worth to them. This is particularly true
with smaller employers or large companies and entry-level jobs.

Pay Grade System. A predetermined range is set for the
job, based on the duties and responsibilities required. Where
you fall in this range is determined by your years of experi-
ence. This system rarely offers the top salary to anyone. In-
stead, the top is the level earned in raises over the years. To
significantly raise the salary, the employer often has to reclas-
sify the job in a higher pay grade. This has been known to
happen, especially when it has been established that the em-
ployer underestimated the skills necessary to adequately per-
form the job.



Negotiable Guidelines. This is the best situation. The
employer has more liberty to raise or lower the salary as he
sees fit. This allows you the best chance to bargain for your
services.

Step 2: Assess the job market ’s supply of qualified candidates.

If there are others who are equally qualified and the employer
would be happy with any of them, your negotiating power
may be reduced. Then again, I’ve seen clients sail through
stacks of resumés from 400 potential employees and go right
to the top, succeeding, after nine hours of interviewing, in
being offered the job. The employer really wanted them and
even though some were unemployed at the time, they were
able to secure excellent compensation packages in spite of the
competition. They argued that they were the best of the lot.
The employer agreed and paid dearly to have them join their
team.

Step 3: Determine what a fair offer is before you 
begin the face-to-face negotiations.

Predetermine a fair, reasonable goal for both you and the em-
ployer. This is critical if you’ve been overpaid or underpaid.
During your salary research, you should have defined what a
fair price is. When leaving a large Fortune 500 company for
a much smaller organization, the offers might be less. On the
other hand, having spent years just getting cost-of-living
raises (typically 3% to 6%), you may find that you now earn
less than the going market rate. When moving from an un-
derpaid situation, ask yourself how much more is enough, and
know the answer before you begin to negotiate.
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10 Negotiation Strategies

During the negotiation interview, implement these 10 tech-
niques in your efforts to get the best deal. By using the nego-
tiation strategies that follow, you can get what you want
(maybe even much more than you’d hoped for).

1. Confident Approach
Your tone often affects the results of this whole process.

Exude enthusiasm for the job. Reconfirm your ability to do the
job well. Have a win-win attitude. To begin the conversation,
ask about medical benefits, vacations, and travel requirements.
Grill them on all these terms. Find out if they offer other perks,
such as health club memberships, tuition reimbursement, and
daycare subsidies. Ask about overtime policies and what is ac-
tually practiced. Oftentimes, the policy is that you receive com-
pensation time for your overtime hours, but the practice is that
you are absolutely discouraged from ever using it. Learn about
the company rules and practices.

2. Focus on the Employer’s Needs
Continually resell yourself throughout this process. Reaf-

firm the reasons they want you, the skills you’ll bring, and
how you’ll solve their problems. Mention your 60 Second
Sell and stress how quickly you will be productive. In other
words, give them reasons to pay you more. This is an impor-
tant strategy since the interviewer may need to go to their
boss and the personnel department to obtain the approval to
grant a higher salary. By offering them ammunition, such as,
“My experience with your systems is an asset and will save a
lot of time since I already know the software,” they can better
persuade their boss and come back with a higher offer.

Stress the job needs, your abilities to do the job, and what
your contributions will be.



3. Use a Negotiation Lead-in Statement
To break into the discussion about salary, say, “I’m really

interested in the position. I was a little disappointed since the
offer was lower than I expected, especially since I have this ex-
perience or these skills (note something specific) and will
come up to speed quickly.” Then be quiet and remain quiet
while the employer makes the next move. Another approach
is to say, “I’m very interested in the job, and we are close to
my salary needs, is there a possibility of negotiating here?”
Smile and follow the employer’s lead.

4. Negotiate to Get the Money Up Front
Cash shall always remain king. Promised bonuses, raises,

stock options, and reviews in a few months all have a way of
never happening down the line. Every dollar you negotiate
into the salary base is more money you can spend on things
you and your family want. Work toward the extra money up
front. These negotiations could give you in minutes what
would take years to achieve with raises.

5. Try
Most people, especially women and unemployed people,

are afraid to try. Women by nature devalue themselves. They
don’t recognize their full worth in the workplace and rarely
demand it. Salary studies still reveal that women are paid sub-
stantially lower than men because women allow it. I encourage
every person to expect and seek comparable compensation for
the job performed. One client sounded shocked when she
called to say that she followed my techniques to the letter and
the employer offered her $9,000 more. She was astounded,
but she wouldn’t have been if she had more self-confidence
about her value as a marketable employee.

The unemployed person typically feels they sit in a diffi-
cult spot. They often need the job and the employer knows it.
In this situation, first reiterate what you bring to the employer.
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Try to get fair compensation. Oftentimes, the employer will
start with a lowball offer just to see if you will take it. Test the
waters to see if there is room for them to pay more. There al-
most always is. If you’ve been actively interviewing, it doesn’t
hurt to mention that there are other companies interested in
your talents.

6. Be Specific When it Counts
The employer may ask you what figure you have in mind.

Try this: “According to all the salary survey data, someone
with my ten years of experience would be in the upper 70s.”
They may ask for the number; then reveal what you want: “I
was thinking $78,000 is what I’d accept.” Be willing to wait.
They may need to go back and ask HR or their boss to get the
additional dollars. If they want you, they’ll be your advocate
and almost always come back with more than they originally
offered.

7. Don’t Forget to Negotiate the Perks
Compensation benefits come in very complex packages,

from nothing at all to free daycare services, health-club mem-
berships, and soda and pizza. Consider the extra value a com-
pany’s retirement plan adds—some are great and others offer
nothing at all. What about vacation time, flexible hours, tui-
tion reimbursement, fewer hours, days off, relocation expenses,
stock options, a company car, expense accounts, bonuses? Per-
haps the salary cannot be raised, but additional benefits could
be added.

Vacations and days off can often be negotiated. Be careful
because other staff often resent favoritism to a new employee.
And just because you had five weeks vacation at your last
company (with ten years of service), it is unlikely the new
company will give you five. Be reasonable, but do inquire if
there’s anything more they can do. Employers often respond
by offering an additional week or two.



Look closely at the medical plan. What kind of coverage
is provided? What deductibles does the plan include? Who
pays for dependents? If you pay, what will that cost be? Many
companies’ health plans offer lousy coverage with $5,000 to
$10,000 deductibles every year. My clients have successfully
argued for a higher salary to compensate for switching med-
ical plans when their old employer had better insurance or
covered the entire family with a tiny co-pay, and the new
one covers just the employee. Additionally, if you or a family
member has a chronic illness check with the new company’s
insurer to be certain your medications and doctors are cov-
ered before you accept the job, as these expenses can become
exorbitant if you must pay them once you enter the new plan.

Signing bonuses are again popular. Executives and those
with sought-after skillsets in high-tech, manufacturing, legal,
and health-care organizations are likely to secure one. Often-
times, you can ask and secure one no matter what industry
or field you are in. Even nonprofits offer this onetime perk.
Signing bonuses can range from $3,000 to $25,000, with
$5,000 or $10,000 being most common. You almost always
have to ask to get this bonus, but employers usually say yes, so
inquire.

Stock options are real money if you are granted a block of
stock and they trade above your strike price. See stock as a
nice extra but don’t accept it in lieu of salary. Cash is, and al-
ways will be, king.

Relocation packages come in all prices and sizes—
everything from $10,000 up to all moving, real estate, and
temporary living expenses. Listen to what’s offered, and find
out what your length of employment must be to avoid paying
all the money back. There is usually some latitude to cover
more costs, so if the employer is being conservative or stingy,
this is a good place to ask for more financial assistance.

Predetermine which benefits are important to you and
negotiate for them.
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8. Practice
Think through the negotiation interview. Visualize a suc-

cessful outcome. Then ask a friend to role-play the interview
with you. Defend why you are worth the money. Listen to the
feedback—did you convince them? This preparation will de-
crease your anxiety and increase your confidence.

9. Know Your Bottomline
Only you can decide when the offer is too low. There will

be other offers, but they may be weeks down the road. Never
ever bluff the potential employer. Offers can be withdrawn
when a job hunter says, “$66,000 is as low as I will accept.” Be
prepared to keep looking. Sometimes that is the right move
for you. Decide on the lowest figure you can reasonably ac-
cept, one that will cover your bills and allow you to concen-
trate on succeeding in the job and not immediately start
looking for another, higher paying one.

10. Get an Employment Letter
Once you have agreed upon all the terms, ask for an

employment letter. You can offer to write it or the employer
can, but be sure the employer signs it. This letter should
outline all the terms of your employment, covering salary,
signing bonuses, stock options, starting date, benefits, and
particularly noting anything different from the organization’s
normal policies. Too many promises are made and quickly
forgotten once you start the job. Get the details in writing so
there are no misunderstandings later. People who have failed
to do so have suffered when the promised extra week of vaca-
tion was “forgotten” once they started. A written agreement
protects what you’ve negotiated for. These letters are very
common, and it’s wise to obtain one.



What to Do with Multiple Offers

Oh, the luxury of choices. Be sure there is another choice. Once a
firm offer is made, job hunters become convinced that the
other job for which they just interviewed will bring an offer,
too. Will it? Employers don’t like to be pushed just because
you have “other opportunities.” A straightforward approach
works best. Call the other employers with whom you inter-
viewed and tell them you have a firm offer. Explain that you
still have a strong interest in their job. Ask them for a status
report. Tell them your timeline and wait. If they are going to
make you a firm offer, they will contact you within that time
limit. Sometimes, you are not their first choice and they will
say so. Either way, you will know where you stand. A job in
hand is a real job—not a hope, dream, or belief. Make your
decision based on facts, not wishful thinking.

When two solid offers stand, create a pros-and-cons chart
for each job. Then decide which one you want, and negotiate
hard for the best terms they can offer, making them aware that
they are bidding against another company for your services.

How It Works

I continually hear from clients, seminar participants, and job
hunters who’ve read this book, saying how they’ve successfully
negotiated a better compensation package. Many are able to
get a signing bonus simply by saying, “What about a signing
bonus?”

When Michael was reluctant to accept a promising job
offer, he shared his reservations with the hiring manager: “If
I stay at my current job, I’ve got a major $30,000 bonus due
on January 1. I’m tempted to take your job, but this is a sig-
nificant stumbling block. Could I maybe get some kind of
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signing bonus?” The result was a $20,000 signing bonus and
$10,000 more in stock on arrival.

Jessica told a potential employer, “Considering my twelve
years of expertise in major event planning, I thought your
offer was a little on the low side.” She admitted to me that re-
maining quiet was then the hardest thing she’d ever done.
The employer responded: “Oh, I know we can do better. Per-
sonnel makes us offer a low-end figure just to see if you’ll take
it—many do, you know.” The next morning when the em-
ployer called back, Jessica was $6,000 richer.

Sometimes the salary’s acceptable but the benefits, partic-
ularly vacation, are not. And although many employers have
set vacation benefits, you can usually get more. This hap-
pened in Bob’s case, at a large health-care facility where the
salary was what he’d expected but not the vacation. He
phrased his concern this way: “Your salary is in the range of
what I expected. But after having 25 vacation days these last
several years, it’s a long reach to go back to just 10. It seems to
me, 10 days is great for a beginner in the field, but as a pro-
fessional with all the experience and accomplishments I bring
to the table, I’d need vacation to rejuvenate and recharge my
batteries from the stress these jobs entail, and 10 days seems
too much of a slip backward.” They responded: “What do
you think is fair?” And Bob replied, “In my mind, 18 to 20
days is fair.”

The employer had a reputation for being bureaucratic
and rigid and yet they surprised us both when they came back
with 18 days off. Bob took the job and has been a great asset
to them since. Incidentally, the salary was a very nice bump
up, too.

Sandra graduated from a good college and began looking
for a social-work job. She interviewed with a small agency and
was thrilled when they offered her the job until she learned
how low the salary was. She consulted with me after her best
efforts were met with the response, “This is all we can pay for
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the job.” Sandra really liked the position and the boss, who
had a good reputation as an excellent social worker. I pointed
out to Sandra that in her first job after college working under
a boss who would teach her a lot would be a valuable asset in
launching her career. She took the job, and under the boss’s
tutelage has become a good social worker herself. Two years
later, she has just moved on to a great new job, ahead of her
friends, and negotiated a significant salary increase this time
around. When making decisions, it’s important to consider
what is best for your career and your long-term happiness,
and to use that as a decision-making guideline.

Tim was frantic when he lost his job. He did not want to
relocate, and he knew it would be very challenging to find a
new job in his field since few were available where he lived. He
came to me desperate and certain he’d need to take a drop in
pay, starting at the bottom in a new field. I proved him wrong.
We rewrote his resumé, polished his interview skills, and he
landed a new position that was a career change. He very reluc-
tantly tried salary negotiations because the offer was higher
than the old job, and he assumed he had little to persuade
them with. We worked on the psychological obstacles that
stopped him from asking for more salary. He followed the
strategy we’d outlined, noting his strengths, planning, and man-
agerial experience. Tim’s move resulted in a $16,000 salary
raise! Not bad for ten minutes of conversation.

In summary, your five keys to salary negotiation success are:

• Know your value in the current workplace
• Ask for a fair price
• Continuously sell yourself and reiterate your

worth
• Never mention money first
• Evaluate the entire opportunity before deciding:

your long-term goals, the career growth, job
security, etc.
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Chapter 10

15 Types of Interviews

When the employer calls to say, “We’d like you to come in
for an interview,” it’s important to respond with three ques-
tions. First say, “Certainly, may I ask what dates and times you
have available?” You are probing to determine how many
people they are talking to. Try to be the first or last person
they interview. When you are sandwiched between others,
the interviews often get hurried, with less time for important
notes in between. Plus the interviewer gets bored. At the end
of a day, you must show enthusiasm and smile warmly, since
the interviewer may be tired. Always use the 60 Second Sell to
quickly develop rapport and interest and to leave the em-
ployer with a lasting impression.

The next question to ask is about the type of interview.
You want to gather as much information as possible. Try,
“Whom will I be interviewing with?” Note the interviewer’s
name and title. Probe to see if the person will share more in-
formation about the job duties. Ask if a complete job descrip-
tion is available. If yes, have it e-mailed to aid you in your
preparation. Finally, get clear directions to the office, and in-
quire about parking if you plan to drive.

Here are some insights to help you deal with the various
types of interviews you might encounter.



Telephone Screening Interview

This initial contact is designed to narrow the pool of accept-
able candidates and determine who to call in for a full face-to-
face interview. This is very popular these days, and you
should expect to be thoroughly grilled when they call. The
interview seeks to weed out the unqualified and overpriced.
The caller can be your potential boss, a member of the HR
team, or a recruiter. You must pass this screening or you are
out of the running.

This type of phone interview puts you at a major disad-
vantage since the interviewer knows they will catch you off
guard. They often call in the evenings or on weekends. I’ve
personally conducted a lot of these for employers, and I’m
amazed at how many people say it is okay to talk when there is
obviously a TV on, loud children around, and distracting
events going on. Preparation is the key to success, and this
screening is the first hurdle along the way. When you get this
call, tell the person you are just finishing something and ask if
you can call them back in five or ten minutes. Hopefully, you
are prepared and have your resumé and cover letters close by.
Find a quiet spot, get your resumé out, and think about the
questions they will ask. If you have written out answers to pos-
sible questions, get those in front of you too. The employer’s
objective is to clarify experience and salary expectations. Men-
tally rehearse your answers. Have a pen and paper in front of
you. Jot down the caller’s name and take notes as they ask you
questions. Smile, so your voice sounds friendly. Their job is to
screen and validate applicants’ backgrounds. They need to
hear that you have the experience to do the job. Demonstrate
that you do, with answers that offer examples of your past per-
formance, and reiterate your 5 Point Agenda. Be concise—
keep answers to less than 60 seconds and above all sound inter-
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ested and enthusiastic about the job. The worst thing you can
do is to sound uninterested or dull, with a monotone voice. Be
careful to skillfully handle the tricky questions about salary
and any work gaps, etc. Follow the salary-negotiation tech-
niques outlined in chapters 7 and 9, since the worst thing you
can do is tell the interviewer what your salary is (or was) and
they will likely ask you about it during this conversation.

HR/Recruiter Interview

It’s become more common to do this interview on the phone,
though some companies still use a face-to-face meeting to
conduct the screening. They will review your background.
Executive recruiters typically want to account for every mo-
ment of your professional existence. They also want salary
info and will try to assess whether you have the background
and skills to meet all the company’s requirements. Be confi-
dent, but keep this a two-way conversation. Ask lots of ques-
tions about the job, the duties, location, travel requirements,
and also about the company and its culture.

Internal HR people (which at many large companies are
internal recruiters) are looking to see if you have the skills and
experience. They want to clarify and get more details. Using
specific examples from past jobs is very useful since it paints
a picture for the HR person so they know you can do the
work. The big disadvantage is that the HR person is often
not specifically familiar with all the details of the job. They
are generalists and seek to validate job experience, not job
potential. Be sure to structure your answers to demonstrate
how you have done the work in the past. Your 60 Second Sell
will be effective in outlining your strengths. These interviews
usually last about 20 to 30 minutes. To move to the next
level, you must convince this person that you can do the job.
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Prepare accordingly, and ask good questions to see if this is a
job you even want.

Screening interviews are important as they eliminate
those who are flaky, don’t have experience, or have salary ex-
pectations that are too high or low. Know how to handle
those questions, and smile at your phone since they can hear
that tone in your voice and it makes you sound more likable.

Hiring Interview

This is a face-to-face, one-on-one interview. This format al-
lows you to build rapport and establish a base to judge your
potential boss, who is most often the person conducting the
interview. The person may be a well-trained interviewer, typ-
ically as is in large, progressive companies. More often, the
person has no formal interview training and may ask irrele-
vant questions or talk too long. Always help him by offering
leading information. A client interviewed with a manager
who spent 20 minutes talking about the job. She took notes.
She asked questions and then used the information to vary
one aspect of her 60 Second Sell. Another client exclaimed
that it seemed like the interviewer would never let her speak.
After 30 minutes, she offered this comment, nodding her
head in agreement: “I understand why customer-service skills
are so important to you. In my last position, I rewrote our
customer-service policy. My research supported the facts that
our clients were dissatisfied with busy phone lines and un-
trained staff. I implemented a new system that answered calls
more quickly. Then I developed an employee training pro-
gram and a manual for daily use on the job. We saw a vast im-
provement over this last year. What do you feel needs to be
done here?” If nothing else, this person took control and
showed the employer that she heard his concerns and under-
stood and could solve his problems. It’s sometimes necessary



to direct the questioning to your strengths, where you can
demonstrate solutions as this client did.

All one-on-one interviews require a firm handshake, a
smile, continuous eye contact, enthusiasm, and a rapport-
building demeanor—open and self-confident, sending the mes-
sage that you can solve the employer’s problems and do the job.

Second Interview

This is usually either with the same person or with someone
else in upper management, usually the first interviewer’s boss.
You may also have arrived here after a panel interview, and
now face the decision maker.

You have gathered information at the first interview and
should be clear about the employer’s true needs. Often, only
two or three top candidates remain for this position. Prepare
and adjust your 60 Second Sell, with answers to address the
employer’s true needs. Refer whenever possible to something
the interviewer noted in the first meeting. Show enthusiasm
and give examples. Bring work samples you can leave behind.
The employer wants to get to know you better. He wants to
learn about you and your personality, and to determine if he
still likes you. He wants to confirm whether you are the best
fit available. He is also assessing your potential by examining
your past initiative and any new skills you acquired. Work to
assure him you are the one—examples and work samples are
key here. Demonstrate an understanding of his needs and
how you can offer solutions.

The boss’s boss looks at the hire more globally. How do
you fit into the big picture? Will you be promotion material?
Are you flexible, adaptable, willing to become the worker
they need today and tomorrow? Some worry that you will
want a promotion too soon, when they want someone to stay
and do the job they are hiring for. You must show your ability
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to meet company goals and to be productive and easy to work
with. You absolutely must convince this person that you
can do the job and are very willing to do it. Show enthusi-
asm for the position and pride in your past accomplish-
ments. Ask questions about the company’s future and how the
job and the division fits into the company’s short- and long-
term goals.

Multiple Interviews

Key positions—CEOs, vice presidents, presidents, CFOs,
sales managers, human resource directors, administrators,
IT managers, marketing and advertising directors—often
go through a lengthy, multimeeting process. So do many
middle-management jobs. You will most likely meet several
team members and key executives, and the process may take
six to ten hours. Companies feel that this extensive courtship
time allows them to uncover both your strengths and your
true weaknesses, and to determine whether or not they can
live with you and those failings. A challenge in this process is
that each person often has a slightly different agenda. Try to
analyze each person by job title and predetermine his or her
concerns. Think about how you would interact with each of
them, and prepare answers and your 60 Second Sell accord-
ingly. Many companies also have you meet with your poten-
tial staff. They put a lot of weight on the staff comments so be
open and friendly with any staff. Clearly explain what you
are like as a manager and listen to what they like. Stress
that you treat everyone fairly. Watch for any workplace
disharmonies—they are often a red flag that there is a staff
conflict. Try not to discuss them in the interview; just reiter-
ate that you treat people fairly. You may feel that this tension
is a reason you do not want to pursue the job. If you are still
interested, you should wait to discuss and learn about the staff



conflicts until the negotiation interview, where you can gain
direction from top management on their expectations about
how to deal with the problem.

Panel Interview

This type of interview is often challenging because it is diffi-
cult to determine who has the ultimate decision-making power,
not to mention that it is intimidating to face several people
with varying agendas and questions. Topics easily switch from
one question to another, limiting the flow and rapport that is
easier to create when you’re speaking to only one person.

If possible, try to determine who has the final decision-
making power and always address that person’s needs and
concerns above all. Typically, this will be your potential
boss—always be certain you know which person that is. Cre-
ate your answers and your 60 Second Sell as if you were
speaking only to this person.

There will be times when you will not know who is the
true decision maker. Address your answers to the group, but
focus your answers in relation to what you think your boss
and her boss’s needs will be.

When you enter the room, if possible, shake hands firmly
and smile as you are introduced to each person. Mention
their names. If a table separates you, nod as you greet each
person by name, such as, “Hello, Tom,” “Nice to meet you,
Mary,” “Bob.” Address the answer to the person who asks the
question. They are most interested in your response so keep
your eyes on them while answering. Be sure to answer the
question asked. Qualify the question if you want more infor-
mation before you answer. Look directly at the person as you
respond. Good eye contact with the person asking the ques-
tion is vital during this entire process.
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Group Interview

This is a screening interview often used by employers when
numerous applicants must be seen to determine a candidate’s
potential. You will be interviewed along with several other
candidates. The airlines commonly use this type of interview
when hiring flight attendants. The purpose is twofold. First,
do you meet the physical requirements for the job, such as
height, weight, and physical agility? Next, how outgoing,
comfortable, and confident are you in a group situation? Be-
cause this process is designed to determine those with poor
communication and interpersonal skills, practice speaking
clearly, firmly, and with a friendly tone. Don’t be surprised
when you get only a couple of opportunities to answer ques-
tions. Radiate confidence that you can effectively deal with
the demanding public and that you are cool, calm, and col-
lected in high-pressure situations. These traits are imperative
to doing the job well, and this intimidating format seems to
aid the employer in a speedy elimination process.

Promotion Interview

Promoting from within is a common practice at many com-
panies. Your knowledge of company policies, practices, and
procedures is seen as a big plus. It is a fatal error to assume
that you will automatically be moved up. Too many people
have lost the job by making this assumption.

You must treat this critical interview as if you were going
to a new organization. That is exactly how my client, a chief
financial officer, approached the bid to become her com-
pany’s new CEO after her boss announced his retirement.
One major problem stood in her way. The departing CEO
did not support her goal of moving into the top position.
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Only with a carefully developed presentation of her skills and
abilities would the board of directors view her as the prime
candidate.

She entered with a great resumé and cover letter, and we
had polished her interview skills and planned out her hiring
strategy. She worked hard to explain her leadership ability
and did her very best to prepare. Still, she had big doubts
about landing this job. All the research, practice answering
questions, and role-playing paid off. She proved her value and
did, indeed, become the organization’s new CEO.

Do the research. Craft your 5 Point Agenda and 60 Sec-
ond Sell. Offer examples of how you have taken on new tasks
and are flexible and adaptable. Find out what colleagues at
other companies and competitors are doing in the job you
hope to land. Read the trade journals and search the Internet
for industry news. Most important, be able to clearly define
how you’d perform, and bring in a few ideas to discuss on that
issue. Bring samples of your work that illustrate your ability
to do the new job. Be able to give clear examples of your ex-
perience and how and what you’d do to improve the produc-
tivity in the job you seek. Many internal candidates lose the
job by failing to do this homework.

If this potential promotion is a move into management,
discuss any volunteer or team projects you’ve headed up.
They want evidence that you can firmly and effectively man-
age the work of others. Mention if you have trained any new
hires or led any projects, teams, or committees.

Sometimes both internal and external candidates are con-
sidered. Management is looking at what others can do. If you
are an internal candidate, stress that you’ll bring new ideas
while not taking six months to get to know the company like
an outsider would—you’ll be productive from day one. Com-
ment on two or three immediate problems or concerns you’ll
tackle, defining the solutions you’d use.

In some situations, a long-term employee takes on the
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“acting job”—e.g., acting director—while a search is underway.
Use this time to do your best, but know that with no real au-
thority from management your results may be minimal. Fresh
blood often seems to be management’s solution since “acting”
employees typically aren’t the ideal selection from the start,
which can explain why the company is doing a broad search
(though some governmental agencies and nonprofits are re-
quired to advertise as well as consider internal people). Be pre-
pared. Show that you can do it by bringing good, leave-behind
work samples and an outline of how you would do the job.

Stress Interview

Most people find that the large Fortune 500 companies, fear-
ful of breaking laws, now use behavioral interviewing and
ask only situational questions. These interiews are quite chal-
lenging since you must continually give examples of specific
past performance at your previous jobs. Luckily, you will have
planned for this by writing out answers to numerous situa-
tional questions, as discussed earlier. Now, when you are
confronted with this challenging interview, you will be able to
do well.

Silence is a stress technique the interviewers may use.
Silence makes most job candidates nervous, fidgety, and en-
courages them to babble. When you finish answering a ques-
tion, quietly tolerate the silence and wait. Not more than 30
seconds will pass before they ask the next question, and you will
demonstrate your self-confidence and professional demeanor,
showing poise and the ability to handle pressure.

There are rare situations in which the intention is to
put you in the hot seat for the entire interview. This style
requires two or three interviewers. It begins with all the in-
terviewers rapidly firing questions, allowing little if no time
to answer one question before the next one is thrown at you.



The correct technique is to respond by saying: “Just a minute
here. I want to answer your questions, so let’s start with Tom
first, and once I’ve answered his question, then I’ll answer
Sara’s. Tom, could you repeat your question, please?” Regain-
ing control is the only way to not be disqualified as a poten-
tial candidate.

Breakfast, Lunch, or Dinner Interview

Meals provide a more relaxed atmosphere, and interviewees
often chat, saying things that hurt their candidacy. Remember,
this is still an interview—you are not speaking off the record.
All ears are listening to you. Remain in your role and answer
each question accordingly. Lengthier answers are okay, but
never monopolize the conversation. Be aware of the inter-
viewer’s desire to learn about the real you. He or she will also
watch your restaurant etiquette, so be polite to everyone you
encounter, especially the waiter. Allow the interviewer to pay
for the meal. Select an entrée that is easy to eat, not spaghetti
or soup or messy finger foods. Focus on the conversation and
be cordial. I recommend you don’t drink. This is a job inter-
view. If you must drink, nurse something very slowly, leaving
it half-touched. You need to remain sharp.

During these meetings, employers often try to uncover
personality traits, outside interests, and personal information.
Are you a good conversationalist? Would you interact well at
company functions or client meetings? What are your per-
sonal circumstances? Are you single? Married? Do you have
children? Are you divorced? Do you have time-consuming
sports or hobbies?

To control this meeting, ask a lot of questions about the
company, the duties of the job, and immediate challenges. A
good, conversational question is to ask the interviewer about
his or her job and why the company would be a good place to
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work. Throughout this interview, continually sell yourself
and your ability to do the job.

Video or Videoconferencing Interview

These have happened to a couple of my clients and it might
happen to you. In one situation, the company videotapes the
entire process. Often this is to “show” the candidates to man-
agement back at headquarters and to eliminate the expense of
flying you to that location. Trainers and sales personnel are
most likely to be asked to be videotaped. Often, a short pre-
sentation is required from you as part of this process. You are
almost always told in advance about this type of format. Here
are some guidelines:

• Ask in advance all the details about this format.
Whom is it for? Where will the camera be? How
long will the interview be? Are there any special
presentations you will be asked to make? Don’t
expect the interviewer to volunteer much, so ask
and call back a second time if you need more
clarification.

• Practice using a video camera to record a 
role-playing session. Your movements and 
nervous actions are exaggerated on video.
Watch for your nonverbal clues and facial
expressions.

• Get used to the camera. People get very anxious
and the nervousness can take center stage if you
don’t relax. Practice in front of the camera until it
no longer has any influence on you.

• Focus totally on the interviewer and forget the
camera. Staring into the camera will just make
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you nervous and cause you to make mistakes.
• Your poise and self-confidence are being assessed

here. Be sure to exude these traits.
• Smile often—when the tape is viewed, you will

come across as a warmer, more likable person.

Videoconferencing, where the interviewer is on the other
end and not with you, is another interview format you may
encounter. One of my clients in Seattle was interviewed
through this medium for a federal job in Washington, D.C.
She was an accountant and a very introverted person, and the
process really intimidated her until we worked together. She
did land the job. These tips made a big difference for her and
will help you if you face the same situation.

• Ask about the details of how the process will
work. Arrive a few minutes ahead of schedule to
get comfortable with the setup. Usually it’s your
potential boss on the other end.

• Try to pretend this is a face-to-face encounter and
not one with a TV monitor.

• Smile and show enthusiasm, to build rapport.
• Avoid staring directly into the camera—it will

make you nervous. Ask about the best place to
look so the interviewer on the other end can see
your face, eyes, and warm smile, and not a profile
or just hair.

• Relax and rely on your preparation; use your
5 Point Agenda, your 60 Second Sell, and good
work examples, and keep your answers under 60
seconds—with videoconferencing, even shorter
answers are better.
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Testing Interview

Many companies hire outside consultants to help them de-
velop a profile and determine each candidate’s true skills, abil-
ities, and personality traits. The consultant or HR person asks
you to take a test—or several, for that matter. Among those
you might encounter are:

• Math quiz
• Outlook e-mail test
• Spelling quiz
• Personality test; e.g., Myers-Briggs
• Compatibility test
• Management style indicator
• Computer usage; e.g., Word or Excel
• In-box test
• Case study test with problems to solve
• Communications test examining writing skills
• Write and give a presentation

These tests can be short or last a day or two. They can
make a candidate nervous—very nervous since the pressure’s
on to perform well. Do your best and ask for clear direc-
tions. No one ever gets a perfect score during two days of
assessment. But employers are seeking to validate your
strengths and uncover weaknesses, so be careful and thor-
ough. Read directions twice and follow them exactly. Be sure
to proofread answers, and pay attention to proper spelling
and grammar.

One client sailed through day one of the personality test
and an afternoon of replying to videotaped job problems: e.g.,
angry customer, employee squabble, project with deadline,
and missing work. It was the “in-box” procedure he felt he
didn’t do well on. Indeed he hadn’t: the consultant’s report la-
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beled him disorganized. With his dream job slipping away, he
wrote his potential boss a detailed letter explaining how he
organized his last complex job and projects. The employer
questioned the accuracy of the testing (as hiring managers
often do) and hired this client, who has since proven to be one
of the best managers in the company.

Drug testing, credit, and criminal background checks are
mandatory at some companies, for everyone at every level.
For a drug test, be careful to list any medications you are tak-
ing. They can affect the results so trying to hide your antide-
pressant prescription can cause a problem in the results and
may end with you cited as a drug user. Privacy laws often re-
quire outside agencies to conduct the tests, but if you take
medication daily, by all means tell the test giver about it. It is
not necessary to mention it to the interviewer.

Fly-In/Relocation Interview

Usually you’ve had a screening interview prior to the com-
pany’s deciding that it will fly you in for the next interview.
Try to arrive the day before the actual interview. Many
candidates are nervous wrecks when they arrive late, or just
minutes before the interview is to start, because of late flights
and poor directions. Usually, you will be too stressed or too
tired to do your best, so try to plan to arrive the night before,
even if you pay for the hotel yourself. These interviews often
involve a relocation, though occasionally it’s just that the
“head office” wants to see you before giving you the job in the
region where you live. Relocation is a major decision, so think
it through and get on the Web and research the city, tourist
attractions, cost of living, and quality of life.

A common mistake is to arrive at these interviews too
overconfident, thinking, “They must really like me if they are
covering all the costs to see me.” Never assume the job is
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yours or that the interview is an expenses-paid vacation.
These attitudes often lead to losing the position.

Some tips to remember:

• Know in advance who’ll pay for expenses;
typically, the company does. Be leery of
companies that want you to cover all the costs and
say they’ll reimburse you. It could take months to
get the money, if you ever get it at all.

• Ask the company to make the hotel reservation,
keeping convenience to the company’s location as
the first priority.

• Place your interview outfit and all your job-search
materials in carry-on luggage. You can’t afford the
embarrassment that lost luggage causes.

• It’s usually acceptable to ask to stay on a day or
two to check out the area. You might inquire if
someone from the company could show you
around. If you have children, ask HR for detailed
information on schools and if any test results are
available to separate poor schools from good
ones. Look at apartments and houses and get
prices so you have a more realistic idea of what it
costs to live in the area.

• Watch expenses. Now is not the time to treat
friends or order steak and lobster with expensive
wine, running up big bills.

• Taxis, or a scheduled car service, are often an
easier way for you to get around, especially in
cities like L.A. or D.C., where traffic is bad even
when it’s not rush hour. If you rent a car, get a
map and clear directions—always stop and ask if
you are lost.

• Be safe. If you ever feel that the hotel is in a high-
crime or unsafe area—move. Single women need
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to exercise caution, especially going anywhere in a
new city alone at night.

• Show interest in both the city and the job. One
candidate, interviewing at a prestigious law firm,
lost the job when a partner asked, “So are you
ready to leave San Francisco and move to Boston?”
Her “I’m not sure” caused him to offer a more
interested and committed candidate the job. Use
this trip to closely evaluate: Can I live here? Would
I like it? Would my family? Will it fast-track my
career? Is it a good job? Does it pay well enough to
maintain or improve my standard of living?

Bizarre Interview

Over the years, I’ve heard of some very strange things that
have happened during interviews, from the interviewer asking
the candidate out on a date to even worse being propositioned
as a prelude to getting the job. The list is long. My question to
you is this: why would you ever want to work for them?

If a red flag goes up in your head when a potential em-
ployer gets bizarre, heed the warning and look elsewhere for
the job of your dreams.

On the other hand, don’t be the person who makes the in-
terviewer say, “That person was so strange.” The president of a
hospital system described the woman doctor who interviewed
all day carrying a baby in a sling around her chest. The em-
ployer often was distracted and he questioned her judgment,
commenting to the recruiter: “Some job candidates act clueless
about how they present themselves. Bringing a baby to a job
interview is likely the dumbest thing any professional could do.
It bugged me all day. Needless to say we decided not to hire
this lady because of her poor judgment and arrogance that ac-
commodating her was our prime objective.”
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One VP of HR mentioned a candidate for a chief-of-
technology job who, while waiting in an open office for the
CEO to enter for the final stage of his interview, spent the
time clipping his nails. That sure got everyone’s attention, but
in the wrong way. It’s key to stay at the top of your game so
that other people make these weird mistakes, not you.

Negotiation Interview

The job offer has been made. You’re now in control. The em-
ployer has changed hats and is eagerly attempting to get you
to join his team. Use this time to learn about internal politics,
the company’s goals, and the role your position and decisions
will play in the global scheme of the company. Ask about pro-
motional tracks and training opportunities. Ask to meet your
potential staff, and if you have not met the person who would
be your boss, insist on it before you accept. You should now
learn all about the benefits and here’s where you discuss and
settle on an agreeable salary.

This interview can be vital to your assessment of the cor-
porate culture. Frequently, people take the job when it is of-
fered by phone. They start, and within a week they know
they’ve made a terrible mistake. Often, a negotiation interview
would have revealed potential conflicts, such as changes in
benefits or job duties that differ from those mentioned at the
first interview. One client was promised a necessary and highly
desirable training program. At the negotiation interview that
promise was changed: the training would be offered six
months or so down the line. That training was vital to her suc-
cess. When a few other things changed as well, she passed on
the job.

There may be reasons to refuse a job. Ask, “Are there any
problems, situations, or reasons that exist that could dissuade
me from taking this job?” Never underestimate intense, po-
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litical conflicts between employees you will manage. Get the
facts and think the situation through thoroughly. Ask what
changes upper management is making to resolve these per-
sonnel issues. Be leery if no one has plans to take control, es-
pecially when two battling employees have been at it for quite
a while. Determine what kind of time, energy, and upper-
management agenda will be needed to solve or stick with this
potentially emotionally draining situation.

Lastly, ask if there was an internal candidate who did
not get this job. Will you supervise that person? How will he
or she react to you? Be concerned about how that candi-
date’s workmates will interact and treat you. Be careful—
these situations can often sabotage your ability to succeed in
the new position.

Gather your facts, insights, and impressions during this
time. Properly utilized, this interview allows you to select an
organization where you really can leave each day saying, “I
love my job.”
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Chapter 11

Pitfalls to Avoid

Part of our strategy for a successful interview is to have you
avoid the mistakes that people often make. The 20 common
errors you’ll want to avoid are:

1. Being Late

Many employers feel that if you’re late for the interview, you
may never show up on time for your job. Need I say more? Get
the directions, know how to get there and where to park, and
give yourself more than enough time so that you will arrive
early. Wait, collect your thoughts, and then open the employ-
er’s door about five minutes before the scheduled appointment.

2. Inappropriate Attire

Most people simply don’t think about their appearance. They
don’t realize the importance of that first few seconds, when
they meet the employer for the first time. The employer looks
at you and, based on your appearance, decides whether or not
you would fit in his organization. He decides not to hire you



based solely on the way you’re dressed and/or your personal
hygiene. Whether you like it or not, it’s human nature and it
happens every day. The employer’s immediate decision is based
on whether you would be an appropriate person to represent the
company. Remember, you want to get the job. The interview is
not the time to express your creative personality. Many people
lose jobs because of their wild clothes, earrings, mismatched
colors, greasy hair, dirty nails, and sloppiness. Put your best
foot forward. After all, it is important that the interview not end
the moment the interviewer sees you. (For in-depth informa-
tion on this subject, go to www.SoaringOn.com.)

3. No Market Research

It’s amazing how many people go to a job interview with no
information about the company, no thought about the job
they’ll be doing, and no idea as to how they’re going to relate
their skills to the company’s needs. The more inside informa-
tion you can get, the more accurately you’re going to be able
to phrase your answers to demonstrate how your skills will fill
the employer’s needs. This is effective self-marketing. Spend
the time to call contacts, read company literature, and go
on the Internet to learn as much as possible about the employ-
er’s needs. Check out who their competitors are. This back-
ground information will help direct you in properly answering
the interviewer’s questions. It’s imperative to your success.
Many a candidate has not been hired because he appeared
clueless about the company and how to meet its needs.

4. Assuming Your Resumé Will Get You the Job

Do you believe that the employer diligently, and with a micro-
scope, went through your resumé and absorbed every single fact
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there? In reality, hiring managers have often merely glanced at
the resumé when they offer you an interview and will not have
looked at it again until the moment you’re in front of them. Re-
member, employers know that good resumés can be purchased.
In fact, it’s best to assume that your resumé will not get you the
job. You will be selling your skills throughout the entire inter-
view. Don’t say, “Oh, well it’s in my resumé.” Assume they
haven’t read your resumé and say, “I’ve got 10 years of experi-
ence in the graphic design field.”

5. Believing the Person with the Best Education,
Skills, and Experience Will Get the Job

This is not the case, based on my experience as a hiring em-
ployer and on discussions with numerous other employers.
Sometimes, the person that has the best experience, the best
skills, and the best education doesn’t feel like she’d fit into the
organization. She just doesn’t have the right personality or a
cooperative attitude. Also, employers may become concerned
that the candidate is overqualified and will leave too quickly.
Whatever the reason, don’t assume that top credentials are all
it takes to get hired.

6. Failure to Prepare

This is a fatal error. I can’t stress enough how important it
is that you prepare prior to the interview. Write out answers
to prospective questions. Analyze and prepare your 5 Point
Agenda. Memorize your 60 Second Sell. Practice interview
questions using a role-playing situation. Try a tape recorder
or get feedback from another person. Advanced preparation
makes you feel and sound confident about your abilities to do
the job. It’s crucial to your success.
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7. Believing the Interviewer Is an Expert

This is a myth. Most managers hire only their own staff. Very
few are skillfully trained in the techniques of conducting an
interview. Those that do receive training often just get in-
structions on which questions are legal to ask. Don’t assume
that they’ll know the direction the interview needs to go.
Sometimes it’s to your advantage to direct the conversation to
effectively make your points.

8. Failure to Inspire Confidence

Interviews are not the time to be humble and meek. If you don’t
express competency and confidence that you can do the job, the
employer will recognize that you probably can’t do the job. Eye
contact, a smile, and some enthusiasm in your voice are good
covers for any nervousness you feel inside. Many employers
have told me during reference checks, “She’s really quite good
at the job—it’s too bad she interviews so poorly.” Practice, prac-
tice, practice, and you will improve.

9. Failure to Demonstrate Skills

Many people will sit through the interview without clearly
telling the employer what skills they’d bring to the job.
They’re quiet; their answers may be very general or very
vague. Employers don’t hire for vague generalities. They hire
for specifics. Specific skills, past experience, examples of how
you have done that kind of work before—specifics are what
employers make decisions to hire on. Be sure to be detailed
but concise whenever you answer.
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10. Appearing Desperate or Highly Stressed Out

An unfortunate reality of hiring is that people are desperate.
When you’re an employer, interviewing somebody whose
desperation keeps coming through often makes you feel sorry
for the person, but you don’t hire him. I’ve had many em-
ployers tell me, “You know, I really felt sorry for him,” but
when I asked, “Well, did you hire him?” they all said, “Well
no, I didn’t.” The desperation turns them off. They’re afraid
that person doesn’t want their particular job, he just wants any
job. And to the employer, you wanting their job is what’s most
important. You want to appear as if there are other opportu-
nities on your horizon. You may have to act; maybe you are
desperate. But if you convey that desperation to the employer
in the interview, it can hurt your chances of getting hired.

11. Mishandling Supplemental Questions or Tests

Some employers will ask you to fill out additional question-
naires or take a test during the hiring process. These must be
taken seriously, so try to gather as much information as possi-
ble in advance to prepare thoroughly. Ask the organization
for specific details on exactly what the tests or written supple-
mental questions will be about. Don’t guess, know. Be sure to
think carefully and to follow directions for all written an-
swers. Proofread and be as careful as possible.

I’ve seen employers give equipment-simulation tests, typ-
ing tests, computer tests, written exams, personality tests,
problems to solve, materials to proofread, work to analyze and
prioritize, plus other tasks to determine hireability. Learn as
much as you can and practice in advance. On the day of the in-
terview, practice again, then do your best. Most errors come
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from making yourself too nervous, putting an exorbitant
amount of pressure on yourself, or being unprepared. Some
employers may want you to submit to a drug test. Do so. Your
refusal will eliminate you as a candidate. If you take prescrip-
tion medicine, inform the person conducting the test, to doc-
ument the prescription.

12. Believing the Last Five Minutes 
Are the Most Important

Actually, the most important time is the first 60 seconds,
when the interviewer makes the decision that she’s going to
listen to you. After that, you need to take every opportunity
to demonstrate your skills and your abilities with proven ex-
amples of work you’ve done in the past. In reality, using all
the time well is most important.

13. Thinking References Are All Created Equal

They are not. Some individuals, especially those who have
previously worked with you, can aid you in being offered a
position. Others can actually deter an employer from hiring
you. When choosing references, consider testing them out to
find out exactly what they will say about you. Ask a friend to
call and get a reference on you. Have that person report back.
One client reported that when called for a reference her as-
sistant took credit for orgnizing the office and thus the client
came off in a less than favorable light. Needless to say, she
dropped her assistant from her reference list.

Obtain permission from a reference in advance. Help
them to be a good reference by writing a letter or sending
them an e-mail nicely reminding them about the experiences
and abilities you’d like them to discuss. This letter often helps
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refresh their memories if it’s been a while since you’ve worked
together.

Under no circumstances use a boss who will say nega-
tive things. Find someone else who can talk about your
strengths and contributions even if you were fired. After all,
you select your references, so choose those names carefully.
Be sure to check that all references’ information—titles, ad-
dresses, phone numbers, e-mails—is correct so that the em-
ployer doesn’t find the people on your list “no longer here.”

14. Not Being the Ideal Worker

Employers want workers willing to be adaptable, to learn new
skills, and to take on new tasks as needed. All jobs undergo
change in some form or another. Demonstrate that you love
to learn and are willing to do whatever is needed to help the
department and company achieve its goals now and in the
future.

15. Lying on the Resumé or Application

Nearly one-third of all job applicants have been caught lying
about their education. Employers often check, so never mis-
represent yourself—firing is almost always the result. Fudg-
ing the figure when asked to state your last salary on an
application is also lying and will not be validated when your
employer is called and asked, “Can you verify that Mary
Brown’s salary was $41,500?” You’ll be in trouble if the an-
swer is no. (Incidentally, all employers can do is validate—
they won’t reveal a salary figure when asked.) The best ap-
proach is to leave the salary request blank. Strive to state
things in a positive manner but do so honestly, with integrity,
expecting that the employer will check.
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16. Appearing Uninterested in the Job

Fear and intimidation often keep people from relaxing and
performing well in an interview. They resort to a monotone
voice that makes them seem to lack any enthusiasm for the
job. Employers want you to want their job. Be friendly, smile,
and ask good questions (see chapter 8 for help). If you don’t
act interested, the employer will hire someone else who does.

17. Bragging

Selling yourself effectively means giving examples that sub-
stantiate your claims. Bragging often comes from weak candi-
dates thinking they can snow the interviewer. You must be
prepared to demonstrate the results of your sales ability, lead-
ership, or whatever else you claim to be outstanding in. Re-
sults, specifics, and examples with substance are what will
really influence an employer.

18. Giving Lengthy Answers

An interviewer’s attention span will fade quickly, so don’t bore
him to death. One CFO commented, referring to a potential
vice president’s 20-minute response to a question, “Wow,
could you imagine that guy in a meeting? He’d never get to
the point and we’d be there all day.”

Best approach—keep the conversation moving by an-
swering questions in less than 60 seconds.
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19. Inability to Tolerate Pauses or Silence

The interviewer does not expect or need you to speak every
second. When you finish answering a question, simply tolerate
the silence while he or she absorbs your answer, takes notes,
or formulates the next question. Don’t babble on and on—
you will appear nervous (because you are) and come across as
a poor communicator. Be concise and thorough, and never
take more than a minute with your response.

20. Thinking Your Major Goal Is to Get the Job

Really? I thought your major goal is to find out about the
job—to learn what the company’s needs are and to determine
if your skills and abilities fit their needs. Would this be a good
marriage, uniting your skills and abilities with their job’s
needs, and bringing you both together? That’s really what
you’re looking for. During the interview you are investigat-
ing them just as they are investigating you. Realize it’s an ex-
change out of which both of you will decide if this is a
possible fit and a good job for you. Use the time to gather de-
cision-making information to aid you in determining whether
this is a position in which you’ll be able to contribute, be pro-
ductive, and enjoy going to work.
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Chapter 12

The Spotlight Is on You

In every interview you are an actor. Your role is the job
seeker. Just as Hollywood’s top stars practice and prepare,
so should you. Every actor knows that spoken words are
enhanced by body language, facial expressions, voice intona-
tions, and props. When the job interview’s spotlight shines
on you, you begin a one-time-only performance. So make
your words, body language, and voice work to aid you in
landing the job.

Dealing with Nervousness

Important events where we are judged and need to perform
well can make anyone nervous. A little nervousness can
actually help you be sharp and on your toes, and improve
your performance. A heart-thumping, face-twitching, voice-
quivering nervousness will reflect poorly on you and the
strong, self-confident, “I can solve your problems” impres-
sion you are trying to make. Try these techniques to lessen
your nervousness.
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Technique 1

Visualize success. See yourself smiling and happy. In your
mind, create a picture of the employer’s eyes glued to you,
hanging on every word. Hear her say, “I want you for the
job.” Believe that you will be successful, liked, and wanted in
this encounter. Your state of mind directly impacts your per-
formance. Focus only on confidence-building thoughts.

Technique 2

Listen to a motivational tape shortly before the interview.
The confidence- and morale-boosting words will give you
needed moral support and decrease your apprehensions.

Technique 3

Rid your body of nervous tension. Just before you go into
the interview find a private spot outside or in the rest room,
and shake each leg. Then shake both arms and hands. The
physical exercise releases the tension that has built up, and
relaxes you.

Technique 4

Take deep breaths. As your hand reaches for the door,
take a couple of deep breaths, slowly breathing in and out.
Think of a calm and beautifully peaceful scene to help you
relax a bit.

These four techniques will help to decrease your nervousness.
And practice makes perfect. All the preparation creating an-
swers, and your 60 Second Sell, should reassure you that you
are prepared and will do your best.
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What to Bring

The night before the interview pack up what you need to
bring. Always have extra resumés—yes, they do lose them and
misplace them. Bring your list of references. Be sure all ad-
dresses and phone numbers are current and accurate. Include
any work samples and the list of questions you intend to ask.
Carry your research, the list of those questions you want an-
swered, your 5 Point Agenda, and your 60 Second Sell. You’ll
want to review all of these an hour or two before entering the
interview to keep the ideas fresh in your mind. Include a
notepad and pen in case you need them.

Decide if you will carry a briefcase or a simple leather-
bound notebook holder into the interview. Organize your
materials, and you are ready to go. Be careful not to have too
many things—briefcase, notepad binder, materials, cell
phone, purse—all in your hands. Combine and compact into
one easily carried piece, two maximum. And always turn OFF

your cell phone before you enter the interview.

First Impressions

First impressions are difficult to change. Before you even say
hello, the employer’s mind is evaluating attire, hygiene, and
style, formulating an opinion, since what you wear sends
powerful signals. The impression must be positive or it could
eliminate your chances of getting the job. Select a suit that
is conservative but modern. Be certain it is clean and fits well,
and pay careful attention to the details. Smile at everyone you
meet. As you introduce yourself to the receptionist, smile and
take a moment to ask her name. Be sure to add that you are
glad to meet her. When the interviewer approaches, stand,
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smile, and offer a firm handshake. Nothing creates a poorer
impression than a weak, couple-of-fingers shake. Start out ex-
uding confidence; the smile and firm handshake are key.

Nonverbal Clues

Employers evaluate what they hear, while giving credence to
what they see. Nervous gestures, such as playing with your hair,
looking away when you are asked questions, or tapping your
fingers, can absorb their attention. Nervous job hunters then
compensate by crossing their arms, a gesture that radiates a
closed, unapproachable, “Stay away from me” message. To
demonstrate that you are relaxed and confident, sit with your
hands on your lap, or rest them open on the table if one is in
front of you. Equally acceptable is to open your notepad and
hold a pen.

Your movements, gestures, posture, and facial expressions
are an important part of your overall performance. A sincere
smile sends a warm, confident message. Eye contact is one of
the important things employers notice about you. It is crucial
and conveys that your message is believable. We all get suspi-
cious of a person who focuses his eyes on the floor, to the side,
but rarely on us. Practice until it is second nature to look at
the person when answering a question.

Your face can reflect so many expressions—humor, confi-
dence, seriousness, concern, enthusiasm—all of which add
depth and meaning to your words. Be sure to not sit there
stoically, with a blank face. You will fail to appear “real” and
come across boring and dull. If you sit rigid, upright, or frozen,
you communicate anxiety and insincerity. Likewise, slouching
projects cowardliness, insecurity, and less competence. Sit up
tall, but lean forward or use your hands from time to time to
make your point and draw in your listener.

Use vocal intonations to make your point. Pauses, soft
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tones, and louder tones all add interest to a conversation. One
department head commented that she listens to applicants’
tone. If they are long-winded, monotonic, and boring, she
eliminates them. After all, she is the one who will constantly
be listening to them in meetings. She, like many employers,
wants someone confident, human, more personable. This
does not mean loud and boisterous. Quiet introverts often
excel in interviews because they project a quiet, confident self.
Be yourself, be natural, but use these nonverbal techniques to
project a more appealing image to the employer.

Show-and-Tell

Proof. Every employer loves to see evidence that you can do
the job. Just as a graphic designer never interviews without a
portfolio of her work, you need to bring samples that demon-
strate your abilities to do the job.

This can be a very powerful tool that few ever use. When
a client was trying to change fields to advance his career, he
faced many roadblocks. A friend helped him get an interview
with a large company for his dream job. I had him bring in his
laptop so he could demonstrate his skills as a project manager
by showing some of the sophisticated spreadsheets and track-
ing systems he had created. From the moment they began to
see his work, the interviewers changed. He could see it in
their body language, and later said, “I knew I had them.” In-
deed, the work samples actually showed the potential this
client had, and so the rest of the interview focused on his
show-and-tell pieces. It was bringing in these samples that
really turned the interview his way, and indeed he got this
great job, with a very significant raise too.

Show-and-tell examples may be a form you developed
that sped up production, articles you have written, materials
you have created, web pages you’ve laid out, brochures that
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list you as a panelist or speaker, work-related spreadsheets,
budgets, or drawings or illustrations you’ve sketched. Bring
in anything that clearly demonstrates how you have done the
job before. In fact, one chef brought in samples of his best
dessert; he was hired right after everyone tasted it. Remem-
ber, seeing is often believing and a picture or, in this case, a
paper, journal, brochure, report, etc., brings your words to
life in a very impressive and influential way.

Field Knowledge

Potential bosses are trying to determine how much you know
in your field of expertise, be it human resources, network sys-
tems, marketing, electrical engineering, fund-raising, payroll,
etc. The higher up your job, the more depth of knowledge
you need to have. One CEO said, “I expect my top people to
be an inch wide but a mile deep in their area of expertise.”
Read up on trends. Notice industry changes and current
problems, so as to be nimble in discussing your position and
the field in which your work is done. Visit the professional as-
sociation’s website to acquaint yourself with current issues
being discussed. Become well versed in the products, services,
and operations of the company you are interviewing with. If
you educate yourself before the interview, you can make a
very appealing package and cross over into new and very
different fields or companies. Never go to the interview with-
out doing this important homework. Every applicant must
also stress their interest in the field, commitment to stay up
on changes, and desire to learn new skills to better perform
the job.

When a person is trying to change careers, the employer
often dreads all the time that will be needed to teach that per-
son about the field. To prevent this from becoming a hiring



obstacle, especially if you are trying to change fields, be self-
taught. Read books and articles on the new field you want to
enter. Talk with successful people who hold jobs similar to the
one you want. Learn the field’s jargon and familiarize yourself
with the future trends and what impact they might have.
Acquire the needed background to eliminate the employer’s
concern that you know nothing about the field. Use this self-
acquired knowledge in the interview.

60-second Work Example

Using examples is the best way to communicate clearly—to
paint a picture that allows the employer to see you doing
similar tasks, successfully, for her. Predetermined work exam-
ples are a very effective tool you can bring to the interview.
You’ll never flounder and search for an example. Preselection
allows you to slowly sift through your background and ex-
tract the right situation to make your point. Prepare examples
that demonstrate each point in your 5 Point Agenda. Prepare
examples that deal with problem solving, supervisory style,
teamwork ability, and planning and organizational skills, es-
pecially if your job deals with projects and deadlines. These
examples or stories need to be introduced, told, then sum-
marized in no more than 60 seconds. Advance preparation
allows you to use these examples to answer questions appro-
priately.

If you are asked a question about dealing with employee
performance or problem solving, you could try an example
like this: “Solving problems is an important part of my work.
At Northwest Hospital I had a staff person who was over-
whelmed with her regular workload and trying to learn our
new software. Everything was getting behind. I sat her down
and we talked about the problem. Laura found it very hard
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to concentrate if there were any distractions as she began to
apply what she’d been taught in the computer-training class.
We decided that she could spend one hour each day for two
weeks with her door closed and her phone forwarded to voice
mail. We determined specific goals she needed to reach to
master the new software so she could get the department back
up to speed. I encouraged her daily, and she did make the
needed progress. In fact, she surpassed all my expectations
and within two months really improved our paper-flow pro-
ductivity with her new skills. I think it was the effort I made
getting her input and help in finding an acceptable solution
that encouraged and motivated her to try harder.” When you
offer specific details you make the employer think, “Yes, that’s
what we need.” Using examples, you’ll go a long way toward
being hired.

Highlight Transferable Skills

Many of the abilities you develop for one employer will be
equally valuable to another. These “transferable skills” build
a fuller picture for the employer to consider.

You possess many skills that you fail to recognize but that
an employer will see as necessary and important. At the top
of most employers’ lists are computer skills—highly valued
from one employer to another. Here are other skill areas to
consider. Select those that are important in doing the em-
ployer’s job well and incorporate them into your answers and
examples.

• Managerial Skills. Set goals, see the big picture,
solve problems, handle details, plan projects,
analyze, find resources, work well with others,
obtain maximum productivity from others, gain
cooperation, implement changes, supervise
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others, plan workflow, mediate staff conflicts,
delegate, think globally.

• Organizational/Planning Skills. Structure
events, coordinate people and details, organize
tracking or filing systems, set timelines, forecast,
determine priorities, manage all aspects of large
or multiple projects, develop alternatives,
determine resources, solve problems, see the big
picture and all the interacting components too,
pay attention to the tiniest details, gather support
and cooperation from others.

• Communication Skills. Exchange ideas, use
probing questions to determine needs of others,
sell products/services/ideas, persuade others to do
what you want, use humor, tell stories, entertain
others, write messages that clearly get across your
meaning, teach or train, make impassioned pleas,
edit comprehensive reports/proposals, express
creativity, use vocabulary/grammar/language skills
effectively, edit reports/publications, make
speeches.

• Leadership Skills. Lead, motivate others, cause
change, make decisions, be a visionary, forecast,
recognize opportunities, praise others, direct
projects and individuals.

• Customer-Service Skills. Meeting client/
customer needs, troubleshooting, resourceful
problem solving, courteous manner, listening,
helpful attitude.

• Financial Skills. Budgets, cost spreadsheets,
forecasting, modeling, price comparisons,
negotiate better deals, notice cost-cutting or
profit-making opportunities, cash management,
using charts/graphs to make points, stretching
a dollar, financial analysis.
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• Analytical Skills. Using computers, knowledge
about system networks, skill in a specific
software, research, analyze data, interpret
results, organize large volumes of information,
evaluate options considering pros/cons and
consequences, design efficient systems, collect
and process information in user-friendly form,
diagnose problems, determine workable
solutions, seek more efficient procedures, produce
technical reports/surveys or questionnaires,
investigate, make new discoveries, implement
new systems, test new ideas/processes/
procedures/systems.

• Interpersonal Skills. Counseling, negotiations,
listening, empathy, sensitivity to others, rapport
builder, deal effectively with conflicts, social
interacter, help others, share ideas, solve
problems, adviser, mediator, bring people
together, collaborator.

Handling Small Employers

In the next decade, according to the Department of Labor,
job growth will increase by the greatest degree among small
employers, particularly organizations with fewer than 100
people. This presents a dilemma to the job seeker, since often
very little information about the employer is available prior to
the interview. To aid in your preparation, try to obtain as
much information from the person who arranges the inter-
view or someone else in the office. Inquire as to whether
they have a website. Call and ask a few questions. If you get,
“Oh, they’ll cover that,” you’ll need to use your best guess
and prepare. As you start the interview, use this technique to
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gain the necessary information and reorganize your answers
to address their spoken needs. Simply say, “Mr. Employer, be-
fore we get started, could you tell me in more detail about the
day-to-day responsibilities?” Then ask, “What do you con-
sider the priorities? Is there any special training or experience
you’re seeking?” Be sure to use the phrase “before we get
started”—it allows you to gain insight, and the employer be-
lieves he hasn’t begun yet even though this information will
help you frame your answers.

From those few questions, you will learn what important
ingredients this employer desires. You can address his needs
by quickly editing your 60 Second Sell. You may need to
adapt on the spot, but you’ve gotten the insights and can now
stress your strengths to meet his needs, while most other can-
didates will be operating blind.

Listen

Hear their questions; hear their needs; hear their expectations.
If you listen carefully, employers often reveal everything you
need to know.

Often, job hunters just don’t listen. It is frustrating to
the interviewer to ask questions that never get answered. So
listen closely. Many employers reveal their “hidden agen-
das,” those few things that really influence their decision, if
you listen closely to the questions they ask and the informa-
tion they offer. I recently interviewed four people in order
to hire a program coordinator. I told each candidate that
computer skills were important. One person emphasized
her organizational abilities, another her attention to detail
and willingness to do whatever was asked. A third repeatedly
discussed her computer abilities but never addressed the fact
that my company was using different software. The gentleman
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I hired spoke about his computer abilities and brought along
sample flyers, documents, and even a newsletter he’d done.
He met my most important criterion—good computer skills.
The others never heard me. As the potential employer, I told
them, but they didn’t listen. If they had, one of them might
have gotten the job. Instead, he did!
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Chapter 13

The Convincing Close

Most employers use some sort of rating system at the end
of an interview. Some may just jot down notes; others use a
comprehensive evaluation form. With this in mind, be aware
that the way you end the interview will be a vital component
in securing the job offer.

Be Memorable: End with Your 60 Second Sell

Most seasoned interviewers will tell you that it is easy to for-
get a person 60 seconds after she runs out the door. You can
often sit back at the end of the day, look at the resumés, and
wonder who was who.

Using the 60 Second Sell and the 5 Point Agenda ensures
repetition of your major strengths. Creating examples that
demonstrate these strengths and effectively answering ques-
tions in less than 60 seconds will reinforce your abilities and
your desire to do the job. Using your 60 Second Sell as you
are ending the interview will leave the employer with those
few thoughts to ponder as she fills out her evaluation form,
remembering your five most marketable skills to meet her
company’s needs and do the job.



The end has come; the employer has asked all her
questions, and you’ve followed with yours. You’ve learned
about the next stage and when the company will be making a
decision. Just before you get up to leave, close with your
60 Second Sell. Be sure to incorporate any major point
that you learned from the employer during the interview,
replacing one of the original five points with a new one to hit
upon the organization’s need. Here’s how one client won
the job:

“Thank you for the opportunity to meet with you and
learn about your needs for an executive director. Let me
just summarize what I would bring to this job. I believe my 13
years in association management, assisting associations in
their development and growth, would be an asset to you. It
sounds as if I’d be able to put to use all the event planning and
the media contacts I’ve developed to create very profitable
events, obtaining the publicity and corporate sponsors that
ensure high attendance. I believe the addition of seminars and
workshops would be a new revenue source for you, as it was
for my last employer. Finally, I think my resourcefulness in
being innovative, maximizing the use of volunteers, and
working with restricted budgets would be very beneficial in
achieving your goals. I believe I would make some very valu-
able contributions if I joined your team. Thank you again for
this meeting and your interest.”

Format the close to directly apply your abilities to what
the employer has revealed about the position. Once said,
stand, shake hands, and leave.

Employer Rating Chart

As soon as the door closes, the employer takes notes. She
decides whether or not you are someone she could work with.
Below is a typical ratings report an employer might complete
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after each interview. Note that this employer uses facts and
impressions she’s gathered during the interview process. First
the determination—can you do the job—evaluating technical
competency, noting weaknesses and strengths. Skill areas are
examined; job knowledge, communication skills, managerial
style, organizational/planning problem-solving and decision-
making abilities are rated. A decision is made about whether
you are a potential candidate to be hired for the job. See the
chart on pages 175 and 176.

Postinterview Assessment

Immediately after the interview, find a spot to sit down and
write out your assessment of the employer and the position.
This will help you to improve your interviews in the future
and to evaluate the employer’s needs for future interviews if
the process continues; also, note any special problems or
tough questions to practice answering in the future. Jot down
the following:

• Description of job duties
• Impression of the potential workplace
• Impression of future boss
• Concerns or weak areas you might have in

performing this job
• Training time to get up to speed
• Unanswered questions or concerns you’ll need

further clarification on
• Tough questions you found hard to answer
• Rate your performance
• Note any areas where you might try to improve
• Are you interested in the job? The company?
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Interview Evaluation

Name: 
Position: 

Technical competency:
Candidate’s strongest skills are:
1. 
2. 
3. 

Compared to our job needs, these strengths are:
__ Not important __ Somewhat Important __ Important

Performance of technical skills at previous job:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Weaknesses or areas of concern: 

Overall job knowledge:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Oral communication skills:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Written communication skills:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Organizational/planning abilities:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Managerial skills:
Describe candidate’s supervisory style: 



Rate style in relation to managing employees who will
report to this person:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Computer skills:
Hardware experience: 
Software experience: 
Training needed:

Decision-making experience:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Interpersonal/customer skills:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Analytical abilities:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Work ethic:
__ Poor __ Below average __ Adequate __ Good __ Excellent

Personality:
Describe: 

Asset for the job:
__ No __ Yes __ Most definitely
Comments: 

Hiring rating:
__ Definitely not __ Adequate with some reservations
__ Possible hire __ Definitely hire
Explanation: 

Signature: 
Date: 
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Thank-you Notes

Employers can be influenced once you have left the room. A
thank-you note can often reaffirm that they have made the
right choice. The note can tip the hand in your favor if the
choice is between you and someone else. The employer be-
lieves a person who really wants the job is likely to perform
better on the job. I recommend your note be on a card with
the words “Thank You” printed on it in a professional, busi-
nesslike style (these are available from a local drugstore or
card shop). Or choose plain, high-quality note card stationery
that looks professional and expensive. Jot down a few lines,
thanking the employer for the opportunity and reiterating a
strength or two you would bring as a “valuable contributor to
their team.” Often, seminar students object, saying, “Shouldn’t
I type a letter?” Typed letters do not have the same impact.
Sometimes they are opened by an assistant and not seen by
the employer. Other times, they are only glanced at. Many
seminar students want me to approve sending a simple e-mail.
No—they are forgotten five seconds after they are opened.
The note—handwritten (print if your writing is not legible)—
is a personal communication. Demonstrate the extra effort you
put into your work. It certainly won’t negatively impact your
chances. Most candidates do not send thank-you notes. Here
again is the chance to move to the top and be reevaluated.
Notes must be mailed within 24 hours, preferably the same
day as the interview if timing allows.

How to Remain a Viable Candidate 
When Someone Else Gets the Job

Up to 15% of all new hires do not work out within the first two
months. The reasons vary—perhaps the candidate continued
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interviewing and got a better offer, or his performance and per-
sonality did not fit the employer’s needs.

One candidate accepted a position for a top management
position. Relocation was involved, so the employer agreed to
wait eight weeks for the candidate to start. On the night be-
fore he was scheduled to start, a fax arrived saying the person
had changed his mind and wasn’t coming.

There are times when follow-up can win you the job. Here’s
what to do:

1. Call to verify that the employer selected another can-
didate. Reiterate that you are still interested in the job if the
person doesn’t work out, and ask the employer to reconsider
you if that should happen. A few of my clients ended up with
the job simply because they did this and made it easy for the
employer to call them again. Don’t burden the employer with
questions about what you did wrong—he is not likely to hon-
estly share that information. And never argue or get defensive.
The employer will hire the person he feels is best suited for the
job. A great technique, which many clients have had success
using, is to inquire whether the company has any other avail-
able positions that you might qualify for. If so, secure the name
of the hiring manager and contact that person at once. It’s also
a good idea to ask, “I’m sorry it didn’t work out, Bill; by chance
do you know of any other companies looking for a (use the job
title you interviewed for) like me?” This has led savvy job
hunters to their next new position.

2. Check back in four to six weeks to see if the person is
working out. If he isn’t, the employer will be very glad to hear
from you.

3. When you are not the first choice, ask about the
other person’s skill and experience with a couple of probing
questions. “I understand the person had more experience—in
what areas?” Asking nicely in a “help me out so I’ll improve”
approach can allow you to see where your answers and re-
sponses need work in the future. If you feel the employer
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missed some important aspect of your background, you can
add, “I recognize that I was a little nervous during the inter-
view and probably didn’t communicate to you very well my
experience in (you fill in the blank).” Then offer solid exam-
ples of this experience. If the employer shows interest, ask to
meet with him again—anytime, anyplace. This has helped
people obtain a second interview after HR eliminated them.

4. Forget your pride. Pride does not pay your bills. Per-
haps you didn’t get the initial offer because you didn’t sell
yourself as effectively as you could have. Whether you are
second, third, or fifth choice does not matter if in the end
you’re the one who takes the job and goes home with the pay-
check. Be humble if you are called back, and resell the em-
ployer on your abilities to do his job well.

You will not salvage every lost opportunity. But so few
candidates ever practice good follow-up techniques that you
will be among scant competition if you do. And under the
right circumstances you will grab the job from the jaws of de-
feat and get the position you really want.
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Wi t h i n  y o u  a t  t h i s  m o m e n t

i s  t h e  p o w e r  t o  d o  t h i n g s

y o u  n e v e r  d r e a m e d  p o s s i b l e .

Yo u  k n o w  w h a t  y o u  a r e  t o d a y

b u t  n o t  w h a t  y o u  m a y  b e  t o m o r r o w.

Al wa y s  l o o k  a t  t h i n g s  a s  t h e y  c a n  b e .

Yo u  c a n  d o  a n y t h i n g  y o u  w i s h  t o  d o ,

h a v e  a n y t h i n g  y o u  w i s h  t o  h a v e ,

b e  a n y t h i n g  y o u  w i s h  t o  b e .

Wh e n  y o u  d o  a l l  t h e  t h i n g s

y o u  a r e  c a p a b l e  o f

y o u  w i l l  l i t e ra l l y  a s t o u n d  y o u r s e l f .



Chapter 14

60 Seconds & You’re Hired!

R eal people use these techniques every day. They report
that the 60 Second Sell and the 5 Point Agenda were instru-
mental in landing the job, and easy to create and use. They
refer to them as great hiring shortcuts. Seminar participants
sigh with relief once they learn my strategies for handling
tricky, tough questions using effective, concise answers. Book
readers e-mail me about their successes. Clients repeatedly
secure more money when they apply my salary-negotiation
guidelines. Thousands have used these strategies, and they all
have had the same conclusion—the strategies really work.
That’s why I’m convinced they will work for you.

Let me share a few success stories. No, not the easy cases.
I selected the hard ones, those with real-life challenges that
you could also be facing, to prove these techniques land jobs.
Our real people include:

Tom—a laid-off, highly paid senior executive
Patricia—a professional who wanted to change fields
Jeff—a new college grad facing a very competitive job market
Linda—handling a divorce and a job change
Steve—wanted a promotion but lacked a degree
Janet—a return-to-work mom
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Michael—who wanted to change careers at age 41
Mary—an association director who was fired
Nicole—who wanted a promotion

Tom was a talented chief financial officer who had been
highly paid before his company sold the broadcasting business
whose financial operations he oversaw. Headhunters had told
Tom he was overpaid and needed to expect a $20,000 salary
cut. Tom’s resumé and targeted cover letter got him an inter-
view with one of the country’s top communications companies.
This employer conducted nine hours of interviews with Tom
over several meetings. Tom felt that the 5 Point Agenda helped
him to demonstrate his abilities beyond his financial skills,
including his team-development, strategic-planning, and pre-
sentation abilities. The short, 60-second answers really got
the conversation going. He landed the job and got a better
salary package than he had before by using our negotiations
guidelines. Within one year, Tom was promoted to director of
finance.

Patricia wanted to change fields. She was fascinated with
software development, but all her experience had been in re-
tail apparel. She spent hours researching this new field. She
wrote to say it was her 60 Second Sell and my advice on an-
swering tough questions that helped her to land her dream
job. She’s now happily employed as a project manager for a
growing software company.

Jeff found that a business degree from a good four-year
college was not as marketable as he thought it would be. On
graduation day no one was standing in line to hire him. He
was discouraged by how difficult the job hunt was and how
long it was taking him. He had worked construction jobs to
help pay for his college education and thus had no applicable
experience to land his goal—a position in store management.
Jeff and I worked on creating a 5 Point Agenda and a 60 Sec-
ond Sell that demonstrated his strong work ethic and his abil-
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ity to work well with all kinds of people. He was amazed that
he indeed had important skills to sell an employer. He worked
hard developing great answers to potential questions. Jeff
was hired as an assistant store manager for a national paint
store. His years in construction helped him to excel in his new
career—selling house paint.

Linda was going through a difficult divorce when she got
a notice that her employer was closing the branch office
where she worked. Her situation was desperate—as the sole
supporter of her children, she needed a job. Linda had had 10
interviews and had failed miserably at each.

Linda and I evaluated her strengths. We created her 5
Point Agenda and 60 Second Sell and also worked on answers
to difficult questions. We also worked on her demeanor and
confidence. After two more interviews, Linda was hired as a
loan officer at one of America’s top banks.

Steve had been trained as a health-care professional but
found it hard to get promoted. He had been a successful nurse
with an associate degree as an RN, but a move into administra-
tion had eluded him primarily because he lacked a four-year
college degree—nurses with bachelor’s degrees continually beat
him out. I stressed that he must use his leadership skills and not
allow the employer to focus on his missing education. He had
taken several management courses available through the hospi-
tal where he worked, plus he had volunteer management expe-
rience and had led committees and internal teams. Once he
correctly started adding this experience into his 60 Second Sell,
everything changed. Next time out, he landed an administra-
tor’s job and also negotiated an impressive salary.

Janet had had a successful communications career work-
ing in media buying before she started having children. She
stayed out of the workplace until her youngest turned 12. Fif-
teen years is a long time to be absent from any field. I had her
conduct informational interviews and do a complete skills
analysis. She also went to the local community college for
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some crash computer classes to update and advance her skills.
She did have a talent for understanding how advertising must
align with marketing to influence sales and was excellent at
handling customers. She got an assistant position to a sales
manager who oversaw e-commerce and all print and broad-
cast media. Her ability to build positive customer relation-
ships and solve problems quickly earned her a significant raise
within the first few months on the job.

Michael was 41 and hated the high-pressure legal world.
He lost two jobs in corporate restructurings and was disillu-
sioned after his last layoff.

Our sessions focused on changing his belief that at 41 he
could not make a complete career change. He was most in-
terested in merchandising and purchasing. He was willing to
take a salary cut and had spent many hours in retail stores to
more clearly understand their operations. He had inter-
viewed numerous people who had the job so he could better
explain the potential he had to excel in the new field. To-
gether, we worked hard to create a 5 Point Agenda and an in-
fluential 60 Second Sell. Our counseling sessions increased
his confidence, especially when we stressed the transferable
skills he did have. It all paid off. Today he’s well paid and quite
happy he made the change.

After she was fired, Mary underestimated how difficult
her job search would be. She bombed during her first inter-
view, easily tripping over the “Why were you let go?” ques-
tions. Mary secretly worried about whether she was as good
as she thought. She feared landing a new position with the
type of difficult politics that had been her downfall in her last
job. We analyzed Mary’s strengths as an association executive
director—media, PR, events, conferences, interpersonal abil-
ities, organization, and planning. Her weaknesses were bud-
gets, finance, and trying to please everyone, especially board
members with opposing agendas. Our coaching sessions re-
stored her self-confidence—I knew she would work again and
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often told her so. We created a 5 Point Agenda and 60 Second
Sell that emphasized her strengths. She investigated the asso-
ciations to learn which environments offered opportunities to
use her strengths, while not relying on her to provide the fi-
nancial direction she was not skilled at. Lastly, she sought an
organization with only one boss where she could achieve the
goals that one person set out. She feels that using these tech-
niques allowed her to be selected for an executive director po-
sition from among 155 candidates. She’s been very successful
and happy in her new position.

Nicole spent several years at a Fortune 500 company. She
continued to take on new human resources duties as her job
kept expanding. She had been promised a promotion to assis-
tant director, but the title change and better salary never ma-
terialized. Although she performed a management job, her
salary remained stuck. Fed up, she began to hunt for a job. In
an early interview she told a hiring manager her true salary.
The HR recruiter was a friend and confided to her later that
once the hiring manager heard the low figure her current em-
ployer paid her, the employer changed his opinion of her and
her achievements and abilities. (His job paid twice her salary.)
During a coaching session, Nicole learned the correct salary
negotiation techniques that are outlined in this book. She ap-
plied them when an impressive high-tech company needed a
new human resources generalist. Coupled with good answers
and solid work examples, she landed the job at a pay raise of
151% over the job she quit.

I’ve shared my shortcuts and hiring strategies to aid you
in communicating to the employer how you can meet his or
her needs. That is the key to open your door of opportunity.
Just as these clients and countless others have found good po-
sitions, so will you. The 5 Point Agenda is an easy tool to cre-
ate. It provides you with a clear direction to stress your five
major strengths, demonstrating how well you can do the em-
ployer’s job. The 60 Second Sell is a clever strategy that ef-



fectively markets your most important abilities in a short,
concise way. It is also a powerful tool to use in closing an in-
terview, leaving a strong, positive impression behind. You can
now write out answers that, once spoken, will convince the
employer to hire you. You know exactly how to negotiate for
more salary and benefits in a way that produces results. All
you need to do now is put these techniques into action. You
can and will succeed. I know it’s just 60 seconds and you’re
hired.
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“Robin Ryan is the most recognized authority in the
employment field today.”

—Tom Pope, Radio Host, Business Radio Network

More Career Help Is Available

Career Counseling:
Robin offers in-person and telephone consultations, assisting clients
worldwide, anytime and anywhere, with job hunting, career counseling,
and outplacement services. She offers help with interviewing, resumé
writing, cover letters, career changing, personal branding, and salary
negotiations. For more info go to www.RobinRyan.com, e-mail her
at Robin@robinryan.com or call her office at (425) 226-0414

Books & Audio CDs:
Robin’s books are available in bookstores. These include: 

• Soaring on Your Strengths
• Winning Resumes, second edition
• Winning Cover Letters, second edition
• What to Do with the Rest of Your Life

Audio CDs are available at www.RobinRyan.com

• Interview Advantage audio program
• Salary Negotiations Strategies audio program
• The Stand Out Resumes & Cover Letters Creation Kit

(audio and computer templates)
• The DreamMaker career-changing program

e-newsletter:
featuring Robin’s career-advice column. Sign up FREE on her 

homepage at www.RobinRyan.com

Articles/Career Advice:
seen in national magazines and more than 100 newspapers each 

week. Look for the latest in career guidance at 
www.RobinRyan.com



Seminars & Workshops:
Robin is available to speak to groups, associations, companies, and
colleges. Contact her at Robin@robinryan.com or visit her website.

Job Hunting Tools & 
Recommended Websites:

This list gets frequently updated to give you the most accurate and
effective resources to make your job search more successful.
Find salary surveys, job leads, cost-of-living calculators, and

more under “tools” at www.RobinRyan.com

Contact Robin Ryan at (425) 226-0414
e-mail her at Robin@robinryan.com

Visit her website at www.RobinRyan.com
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